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("!6,H" 6789":7')" #"v"%3! 0#'.'H #_ t;0#। p! %O%w =-,x H a'3Y p! t6y":& 
=-9%&!':i  0"-"%)2। :z".2%_ #'R*":"=*"H  5\ "! p2F 4#'S %3M'5 Ô'3 %8'H%>'3& Ly 
-*"8"%)& >"_" #"v"%3! 6789":7')" aH&"। :7')" a'{ <P. -*"8"%)& L#'!"'3" &" p a'5| 
:"'! &"। 5"| <&* 0# #>'!! -5 r-!" p#>'!Y :7')"!  0-H  ("!6,H"  -*"8"%)&  L#! 
2!3"-।

4#"0,! p#"!2"! :7')" t:3'i 0g8Va,5 0"%a5* 0}"! O%8&, %&'#%65"! ~V%5! t'�'(  
t;089 2!" a3। p20-H r-"'6! L6'( 0# 4'.�"'2 5"'6! �%` Y :%P2h 5'6 ! t'�'(  
t;089 2!" a5। -T %>3 -
                               '|6g &-f 0'#9O*f �%`O*f :B'#9O*f :B#9')O*f :%P2h 6O*f।'

%&f0'R'a %&'#%65" O"!5,H L!'&0\"'0! <&*5- :%P2h ;। y\"'6! L.�"H O"!5,H %(A23"H 
|t'!":,H r'n9 ! <S <&72!$'2 #)9 & 2'! O"!5,H !,%5 Y O"#="!" %o'! p'0%>3 
%&'#%65" 5\ "'6! <&*5-। %&'#%65" +,<!%#R 4-7M Q"=,&5" 0g�"-,'6! :"'( p'0 6\ "%_'H 
%>'3&। p! )&* 5\ "'2 2"8') 23'- (officially, r0'3 &H) L#37_ -'�! 0'e 0K29  %>� 
2!'5 a'H%>3। %&'#%65" O"!'5 T, %(i" 40"'!! <&*5- :%P2h ;। %&'#%65" ]̂3 &"'- M*"5 
T,%(i"H"5&F 5"! 0"i*। %&'#%65" ]̂3| 0}#5 O"!'5 4P- T,%(i"H"5& y"! 3i* %>3 
O"!5,H 2h W Y -B3*'#"'=! %(i"।
:'!"iO"'# a'3Y O"!5,H %#b"& <#6"'& %&'#%65"! �$ <&Q,2"y9। �&%#g( (5"�, Y 
%#g( (5"�,'5 %#b"'& Ly 0-� O"!5,H %#b"&,'6! <#6"& L6'( Y %#'6'( Q,2h %5 L:'H'> 
)86,( .D #07 5\ "'6! 4P-। %&'#%65" 5\ "'2 %&!1! 0"a"y* 2'!'>&। a5"(" )&2 :%!%�%5 
LP'2 -7d 2'!'>&। �=̂ 5"| &H, 8'#`$"! )&* 4'H")&,H <P9 0g�a 2'!Y 5\ "'2 0"a"y* 
2'!'>&।
O"!5#'`9! L0#"H %&'#%65"! Ly #�%#= <#6"& 5"! <'&2 %##!$ p| :%q2"H %&'#%65" 
%#`H2 4#'S r'>।

:%!'('`, ("!6,H"! :7$*3'� 4#"0, ("!6,H"! 023 L3M2, :"�2 r! y\"!" L&:'P* 0"a"y* 
2'!'>& p| :%q2" 0KB$9 2!'5, 5\ "'6! 023'2 )"&"| r1%!2 �'O{"। -" 6789"! r%#O9 "# 
02'3! <1!'2 :!�'!! 4%5 4,%5 Y +["H O'! 5̂372 p| 4"P9&"।                                                                           
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M#(% '1"5#9N 

("!6,H" 6789":B)" #"v"%3!  =-9 Y 0g]h %5! 4="& <e। 2"%32":7!"$, L6#,:7!"$,  -;0*:7!"$ 
Y #h a�%R'2�!:7!"'$ 6789":B)"! %#�h 5 :[%5 L3M" r'> । %��H :�6( (5'2 %#M*"5 
~V%52"! !�̂&R&  '6789":B)"5�' &"-2 L-�%32 �'� 6789":B)"! Ly-0KB$9 %#%= L6& p#g L`"_(           
(5'2 L0n"'2 <=̂&" #"g3"'6'(! !")("a, L)3"! 5"%a!:7'!! !")" 2g0&"!"H'$! (%y%& 
#e'6'( 4P- 4%5-"H ("!6,H" 6789":B)" 4#59& 2'!&) !"):7'!"%a5 :%�5 !'-( ("T, Ly-
:B)":[%5 !.&" 2'!& 5" #59-"'& <&70V5 aH।       

-"#C9
r%�& -"'0! ��" %5%P'5 0S*"2"'3 L6#,! L#"=& <&7N"'&! -=* %6'H �!� aH ."! %6& 
#*":, 6789":B)"। L#"=& 2P"! <P9 )"8!$ - %&%�5 <#�" LP'2 t�"&। (!;2"3 0B'y9! 8%5! 
6%i$"H'&! 2"'3 :'_ p#g 4.%35 ="!$", p-0-H L6#5"!" %&%�5 P"'2&। L2"&Y L2"&Y  
:7!"$ Y 4#"6 <&7y"H, !"-.D !"#$#'=!  )&* p|0-H L6#, 6789"'2 )"8%!5 2'! :B)" 
2'!%>'3& L6#,! <&7�a3"'O! )&*। 5"| :B)"! -'T r'> "!"#$0* %#&"("H !"-0*"&7�a"H 
. <2"'3 L#"%=5 L6#,।" p| 2"!'$ ("!6,H" 6789":B)"'2 '<2"3'# "=&' #'3Y <%O%a5 2!" 
aH। -"&7'`! -'=*| j�'!! 42"( - Q"-, %#'#2"&'R! 2P"H 4'5*2 rX"! -'=*|  L6#� 
%&%a5 - r! p| 5TF r-!" Ô'3 y"| r-"'6! <ag'#"'=! )&*। <b"&5"! <S2"'! 
r-"'6! <1'!! L6#� %&%�5 P"'2&। j�'!! 0'e p2"X5" L#"= 2'! j�'!! r!"=&" 
2!'5 aH। 'L6'#" O� �" L6#g y');' - L6#5" a'H L6#5"! :B)" 2!'#। 5"| -"&7'` ! <1'!! 
%&%�5 L6#�'2 - �6H-"'� 07  )8u&&, -" 6789"'2 )"8%!5 2!"! )&* p| L#"=& 
<&7N"'&! -=* %6'H Od 4"P9&" 2'!& - ')"'8" 6789", )"'8" 6( 4a!$="%!$,।'
                                                           OPQ#+9
�n�":& y"#5,H 4%5-":B)"! 4"P%-2 Y r#%(*2 <e। p! )&* 4'H")& p2F 5"-", 
%:53 #" -"F! �n, -"F, )3, r¡:¢#, L8"n" o3 (0%(0 c"#), ô'3! -"3", £0m67!, &5̂& 
#T (8"->") |5*"%6। -'T"¤"!'$! 0'e -"F! Y:! �n�":& 2!'5 aH। �'n L2"&Y L6# #" 
L6#,! -Bl5m &H - pF j�'!! %&!"2"! <#�"! 45,2। <'&2 0-H 4%5-"H :B)" 2!" 0}# &" 
a'3 �=̂ �n�":& 2'! :B)" 2!" Ly'5 :"'!। p| �n�":'&! p2n" %#'(` 5";:y9 r'> -'& 
aH। +,!"-2h ¥ #'3'>& ,"<&1 0-7�, )'3! <#%= &"|। 5"! %O5'! Ly& p2F �n !'H'>। 
#"|'!  %O5'!  )3। b"&, L6'M - <1'! #"|'! L0| :!-"X"। 5'# �nF 2,? �n r'> #'3 
)3 67| O"8 L6M"'{, <1! #"%a'! L#"= a'{। 'r%-' �n P"2'3 p| L#"= aH। Y|  'r%-F' 
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y%6 y"H, 5"a'3 y" r'> 5"|, -7'M #3#"! %2>̂ &"|।" %#�.!".'!! 0#9q p2 j�!| 
%#!")-"& - 023 4"$,! <1'!Y j�!, #"%a'!Y j�!। %2¦ -"&7` 5"! i7 �, 0"1  -'& <&1 
j�'!! ="!$" 2!'5 :"'! &", 5"! <ag2"! #" r%-'�! )&*। p| r%-� &" L8'3 j�!3"O 
aH &"। - r! 5"! )&*| :B)" ):=*"& - 5:0*" - i7 � 'r%-'L2  #h a; 'r%-'L5 3,& 2'! 
L6H"! 4H"0। r-"'6! �6'H ),#"X" #" i7 � r%-'�! #"0 2A&" 2!" aH  - Ly& �'n! -'=* 
)3। �n�":'& �'n L0| �6'H! 45,2। L0| �'n :!-"X" #" #h a; 'r%-'L2 r§"& 2'! :B)"-
<.9 &" 2!" aH। -Bl5m L2"&Y %&l6m� L6#5"  #" L6#,! <%=N"& 2A&" 2!" y"H 2"!$ j�! 023 
0#9'6#'6#,Q!U:।      

!#4!'=K# 
4%5-":B)"H p2F <#(*2!$,H <&7N"& -Bl5m'5 4"$4%5N"। -"F, :"P!, 2"� #" ="5̂ |5*"%6 
)_ :6"P9 %6'H L6#5" #" L6#,! Ly--Bl5m ¨5%! aH 5" )_, :75̂3 -"q। 5"| <'&'2! ="!$", 
%aR7='-9 :75̂3 :B)" 2!" aH। p| ="!$"F 0KB$9 ©"1 Y <b"&5"40B5। -"F, 2"�, ="5̂!
-Bl5m'5 -'T"¤"!'$! -"=*'- 4"$4%5N" 2'! 5\ "'2 ),#1 2A&" 2'! :B)" aH। -Bl5m'5 ("T-
%#%a5 t:"'H ¨.5&*-H L6#5"! 4%5N" 2!"| 4"$4%5N"! 3i*।

9"+'E&# 
("!6,H" 6789":B)"! 0 -, %5%P! 02"'3 &#:%q2" ª"& Y �":& :B)"! p2F %#'(` <e। 
:%q2" 2P"F! <P9 i7 � :"5"। &#:%q2"! ri%!2 <P9 &HF 8"'>! :"5"। 42h 5:'i :"5" 
&H - &HF 8"'>! ."!" - 23", 2"'3" 2.̂, a376, )H1,, L#3, c"%3-, <'("2, -"&2.̂ Y ="'&! 
%(0। 0:q 23"8"'>! 0'e #"%2 rnF t%«'6! 0:q 8"> #" 8"'>! c"3 p2q 2'! 67F 
L#'3! 0'e 0"6" <:!"%)5"! 35" Y a376 !'v! 07'5" %6'H L#\'= �¬"-#"6*-(gM%& 0a'y"'8 
%&2n� )3"('H ª"& 2%!'H 3"3:"_ ("%_ p-&O"'# )_"'&" aH Ly L6M'5 <'&2n" L�"-n" 
L6YH" #=�! -'5" 3"'8। p| &#:%q2" 8'$'(! c"& :"'( �":& 2!" aH। 4.%35 O"`"H p'2 
23"#t #3" aH। <'&'2 p'2 8'$'(! T, -'& 2!'3Y 5" r'6� &H। &#:%q2" 42h 5:'i 
45,2 t:"0&"। &HF t%«6| L6#,! p2 p2F 45,2 #" <%=N"q, L6#, -  yP" 23"! T"®$,, 
2.̂! 2"%32" , a37'6! 6789", )H1,! 2"l5m2,, L#'3! %(#", c"%3'-! !d6%12", <'("'2! 
L("2'!"%a5" -"&2.̂! ."-7¯" Y ="'&! 3°,। p| &#:%q2"4'#'(! -"=*'-, 6789":B)"! -B3 
<&7N"'&! 4P"85 0B.&" aH। #"%2 %6&±%3 &#:%q2" <&*"&* L6#'6#,'6! 0'e :B%)5 a'5 
P"'2&|                                                  

  &R (#*%+38# 
6789":B)"! p2F %#'(` ¨#%(�* 2̂-"!,:B)"। 2̂-"!,:B)"! <P9 ),#1 L6#,! :B)"। 2̂-"!,:B)"! 
5";:y9 +,!"-2h '¥! 2P" LP'2 ��: "2̂-"!,:B)" 2'! L2&? 0# T,'3"2 O8#5,! p2-p2F 
!U:। �["X" 2̂-"!, '5 O8#5,! L#%( 42"(। !"-2h ¥ -� Y %-('&! L2D±%3'5 ("!6,H" 
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6789":B)"H -a"�-, %5%P! 02"'3 <&7²5 2̂-"!,:B)" p2F %#'(` r2`9$। :B)"! )&* 
%&l6m� p2F 073i$" #"%32"'2 ª"&"'1 &##T, :7I"3@"! Y &"&"%#= <3g2"! p#g 
r35"-£0m67!-.R'& 070%u5 2'! -�': 6789"4%5-"! 0"-'& r0'& #%0'H ô3-L#3:"5"-
¨&'#6* 4Oh %5 &"&"%#= t:"."'! -'T"¤"!$ 2'! r&7N"%&2O"'# 2̂-"!,:B)" 2!" a'H P"'2। 
:7I"J%3 Y ³"2-L³"3-#"'6*! 0'e r!%5 2'! :B)" 0K� aH। L#37_ -'�! 4P- 6789":B)"H 
Q"-,), QHg &H)& <A#H'0! 2̂-"!,! :B)" 2'!&।

$'S+38# 
6789":B)"! -a"�-, %5%P! L(` .%´( %-%&n Y -a"&#-, %5%P! 4P- .%´( %-%&n <P9"; p| 67| 
%5%P! 0%Si'$ L-"n rn.%¢( %-%&'n! -'=* L6#,! Ly %#'(` :B)" aH 5" 0%S:B)" #'3 
:%!%.5। 0%S:B)"! -"a"X* 40'e #3" aH, 0%S! <�-,O"'8! :B)"H L6#,! #`9#*":, :B)"! 
r! &#-,O"'8! :B)"H L6#,! 2A2"'3! :B)"! 5̂3* o3 3"O aH। p| :B)"H L6#,! ."-7¯" -
!U':! :B)" aH Y 0"="!$5 p2'(" rnF 4J%35 6,:-"3" L6#,'2 %&'#6& 2!" aH। 
6,:-"3" %&'#6'&! -'T r'>: La L6#,, 0g0"!!U: <S2"! &"( 2!#"! )&* p#g :%#q 
L)*"%5 4"% ! )&* p| 6,:-"%32" 2h :":B#92 �a$ 2'!"। <P9"; 0g0"'!! -"H"'-"'a! o'3 
-'& Ly-<b"&5"! <S2"! !'H'> , b"&6,: L¶'3 L6#, 5" 2h :" 2'! 6B! 2'! %6& - p| 
4"P9&"।
                                                            "'61#9 
:B)"H  #%36"& <%5 4".,& 4P"। ¨#%62 ŷ'8 y'b L8"#;0 #" <�'-= y'b <� #%3 %6'H L0| 
-"g0 <%�'5 r�%5 L6YH" a5। 5'# :�#%3 ! :%!#'59  rM, 23", ."32̂-'_" #" 07:"%! 
#%3Y %#%=0·5। ("2*-7%& #̂['6# y'b :�#%3! .!- %#'!"%=5" 2'!%>'3&। '<%ag0" :!- 
=-9'  L#�[='-9! <&*5- -7M*#"$,। L#�[, ¨)&, ¨#¥#='-9 #%36"'&! 4P" L&|। -"&7'`! <1'! 
:"(%#2 O"'#! Ly 4#$5" r'> 5" %#&"'(! #"%a*2 45,2 p| #%36"&। 5T("T2"!'6! -'5 
%&)'6'a! !d %6'H :B)" 2!'3 L6#, 0a¸±$ 5̂� a&। L6#,! 2"'> Q,H <ag2"! #" r%-� 
#%3  L6YH"| L+N #%3। %&')! !d6"& rX#%36"'&! 45,2  rX0-:9'$! �� 3 45,2। 
%&')! !'d! #6'3 p2F %&!,a 67#93 :�'2 #%3 %6'3 L6#, 25n" 5̂� aH )"&" L&|। 5'# 
2"3,:B)"'5| p| #%36"'&! 4"="&* - 6789":B)"'5Y L2"P"Y L2"P"Y #%36"& aH। #"'!"H"%! 
0"#9)&,& :B)"H :�#%36"& L6M" y"H &"। %aR7 ='-9! <&* L2"&Y L6#5" #" L6#,! :B)"H 
#%36"'&! 4P" L&| |          

-T#( 
4".,& O"!5#'`9 ¨#%62 ŷ'8 yb  #" La"- %>3 4="& =-,x H <&7N"&। :B)" r! La"- 0-'8"q,H 
<&7N"& - :B)"H Ly-& %#%#= <&7�a 3"'O! 2"-&"H L6#5"'2 &"&"& t:."! yP" ô3, 
L#3:"5", ¨&'#6* |5*"%6 -'T"¤"!'$! 0'e 0·7M� :"'q L6YH" aH, La"'-Y L0|!2- %#%#=  
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t:"."! <%�'5 %&'i: 2!" aH। 4".,&2"'3 <%�'2 -'& 2!" a5 L6#5"! -7M। L6#5"'2 
-T0a %&'#%65 �#* L6#5"! 2"'> <%� L:¹ z'> L6'#& p| %>3 %#�"0। La"- %&'#%65 �#*'2 
#'3 a#*, 6"&4%ºH"'2 #'3 r�%5 , r! La"'- 4u3'&! )&* #*#�5 2"�'2 #'3 0%-=। 
La"- .3"2"3,& <%� %&!%#%{� 4u%35 !"M"| %#%=। 5"! )&* 4'H")& |S&। p'i'q 
�h 5'2 |S&!U ': r�%5 L6YH" aH। <%�(%d! #"%a*2 42"(। 5"| <%�'5 0-:9$ 2!" -"'& 
-a"(%d'2|  45*iO"'# <:9$ 2!"। Ly-L6#5" #" L6#,! t'�'( La"- <&7²5 aH 5\ "! &"'-   
&"-2!$ 2!" aH। 6789":B)"H Ly La"- aH 5"'2 #3" aH 0 (5, La"-।

'"$8L 9 
0"-%H2 4%5-":B)"! L(` <e %#0)9 &। 023 4"$,!| -V5'6a %#&�  aH। :V%P#,! -"F-)3-
a"YH"'5| %-'( y"H। »2 L5-%& Ly-4%5-"H 4"$4%5N" 2'! r#"a& 2!" a3 - :B)"! L('` 
L0| j�!'2 r#"! :B)'2 ! �6'H :7&f�":& 2!"| %#0)9 &। 5'# LyM"'& L6#, #" L6#5"! 
%&5*:B)" <&7²5 aH, L0M"'& %#0)9 & aH &"। :B)"! %#%= <&7y"H, 0ga"!-7�"H p2F ô3 
%&'H r¼"$ 2'! 2A&" 2!'5 aH, 4%5-"H 4%5²5 -a"(%d :B)'2! �6'H :7&f4%5²5 
a'3&। <P9"; 0"2"! !U': Ly j�! #"|'! :B%)5 a'3&, 5\ "! 0"2"! !U: %#0l)m5 a'3" p#g 
%5%& %&!"2"!!U': <1'! %o'! p'3&। 
:B)"%#%= <&7y"H, %#0)9 '&! :! #"%a*2 %&P"$ -V¾H, -Bl5m'2 #"6*-�¬"-L("O"y"q" 0a2"'! 
)'3 %&-u& 2!" aH। 42h %5! %&H'- )¾ a'3 -V5̂* <%&#"y9। 0g0"'! <%5%P'2 0"6'!  
r§"& 2%!, r#"! O"!"º"1  �6'H %#6"H )"&"|।
»2 L5-%& ("!6,H" 6789":B)"H ."!%6& -a"0-"'!"'a :B)"-r&R-t;0'#! :! %#0)9 '&! 
%#6"H'#3"F #_| %#`"'6!। 5"| -"'H! 2"'> r#6"! - ':7&!"8-&"H .' - 'r#"! p'0" -"।' 
p2F #>! �6'H LP'2 #;0!"'1 )8¾"5" #"%a*2 4%5-"! !U': r#"! r0'#& 01"'&! :B)" 
�a$ 2!'5 - p| 2"-&"। "-"F! 4%5-" 8'3 y"H )'3, %#)H"H LO'0 y"H, / r2"(-#"5"'0 
-"! Lªa )"'8 <5D2!�$"H।"  

:B'#9 42"%(5 : %&'#"=5 - ¿D #`9 - ¿H  0gM*"  - L0'ÀÁ!  -  ÂDCÃ ( 0"!"g( )
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                                  Sister  Nivedita

                                   1867  -  1911
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!@#=*'"* '&*4(#6# 
!U#'8&# -"1*V+!#4#

p2F L5'!" #>'!!  L>"n #"%32", L&�-&,3!'v! L:"("2 8"'H, L>"Ä %5& #>'!! O"|'2 %&'H 
p2" .'3'> )"a"):'P। 6"6"-("|'H! #"%_ L:¹ z'> %6'H r0'5  a'# O"|F'2। -"! 2"> LP'2 
%#%{� 2'! <#̂� O"|'2 Ô%3'H O"%3'H %&'H .'3'> ‘)&&,! 4%5%&%= <%5 L>"n %6%6'। 
%Åntc  LP'2  Ly'5 a'# rH"!3*"¯। 06* Q"-,a"!" -" 6"%!'�! 0'e <%#!5 0g�"- 2'! 
.'3'>&। %&')! 2"')! o\ "'2 L>"n %(�F'2 L6M"'("&" 2!" 5\ "! :'i 0}# &H। 5"| L2"'3! 
L>'3F'2 :"�"'{& rH"!3*"'¯ , %&')! #"#"! 2"'>। %5%& L6�%a'q! 6"%H� L&'#&। %2¦ 
L>'3'2 L:¹ z'> L6YH"! 0-H L2"P"H? 2") Lo'3 2,O"'# y"'#& -"? p%8'H p'3& #_ 
-"89"'!n। a3| #" L5'!" #>! #H0 5"!, 0"a0 p#g rX%&O9 !5"H , 6!'6 p#g �6H#w"H 
-"89"'!n p%3)"'#P L&"'#3 L>"n'#3" LP'2| Q5T, <&&*। �`"! !%d-!"8 -=*"'Æ! 
%6&-%$! 4M! %2!'$! 0B.&" 2'!। -"89"'!n 5P" %&'#%65"! ¨((#  )7'_Y >%_'H r'> p-&| 
25 �n&" y" 5\ "! #h aw!, %#�#*":, ),#'&! |%e5 L6H।
-"89"'!'n! �"2̂!6" )& L&"#3 p#g �"2̂!-" p%3)"'#P %&3"0। yM& 5\ "!" :%!$H0B'q r#[ 
a& 5M& )'&! #H0 .%¢( p#g p%3)"'#'P! r�"'!"। )& :"6%! %>'3&। >"Ç"� #>! #H'0 
-V5̂* aH। L0 0-H p%3)"'#'P! #H0 %>3 :zH%q(। %5%& :'! !")&,%5! p2)& #_ 2-,x  a'H 
Y'�&। 5\ "! #"%_ %>3 !")È&%52 r'3".&" Y 0-"'#'(! L2D। L0| :%!'#'(| -"&7` a&
-"89"'!'n! %:5" 0*"-7'H3 %!.-¯ L&"#3। p2 =&, 2"2"! 4'.�"H 0*"-7'H3 2":'_! #*#0" 
�!� 2!'3&। %2¦ r6(9#"6, !")&,%5, )&'0#" Y #"%É5" %>3 5\ "! !'d। #*#0"%H2 
¨#`%H25" 5\ "'2 5h %  %65 &"। p| #*#0"H, 0-"')!| p2 0-"'#'( %5%& L-%! |0"'#3 
a"%-Ê&'2 L6'M&। 5M& 5\ "'6! #H0 <A। -"q %5& 0 "'a! -'=* 5\ "'6! %#'H a'H y"H। %#'H! 
:'! 07R! (a! c"&8* "&'& 5\ "!" 07'M #0#"0Y 2!'5 P"'2&। pM"'&| 5\ "'6! 4P- 2&*" 
-"89"'!'n! )¾ CEÃË %�Ì"'�! ÂEL(  <'Í"#!।
0*"-7'H'3! <5h %  5\ "! 5!�$, #=�! -'=* 0�"%!5 a'H %8'H%>3।  |0"'#3 <&7O# 2'!& Ly 
5\ "! 2%#, #"ÉÎ p#g r6(9#"6, Q"-,! )&* #*#0" t:ŷd L:(" &H। 5"| <'&2 �̂\ %2 %&'H 
#*#0" %#%º 2'! %6'H 5\ "!" .'3 L8'3& |g3*"'¯। L0M"'& 0*"-7'H3 #*#0" %#%º! n"2" %6'H 
M̂# <A M!'. -*"'�Ì"'! :_"�'&" r!} 2!'3&। r! 5\ "! :%5T5" T, Q"-,! QZ:B!'$! 
2P" LO'# <&O*� <:%!0,- 2�0"=* ),#& 2"n"'5 3"8'3&। L0 - 0-H p2#>'!! L>"n 
-"89"'!n'2 5\ "!" L!'M p'0%>'3& �"2̂!-" p%3)"'#'P! 2"'>। %2>̂%6& :'! p2n̂ ±%>'H %&'H 
yM& 5\ "!" 2&*"'2 r#"! %o'! ."& 5M& #h [" %&')! %&f0e5"! 2P" LO'# %(�F'2 %&')! 
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2"'> !"M'5 ."|'3&। 0*"-7'H3 Y |0"'#3 5"'5 r:%w 2'!&%&। o'3 -"89"'!n 5"! ¨(('#!  
4P- ."!F #>! 2"F'H%>3 c"&8*"&'&, 5"! �"2̂!-"! 2"'>। L0M"&2"! %ªÏ 42h %5, 
�"2̂!-"! <&30 2-9 Y O8#; t:"0&" - 0#%2>̂ -"89"'!'n ! <5*1 %4H %>3। -"89"'!'n! 
),#'& p%3)"'#P %&3"'0! 4O"# %>3 <5*1 8O,!।
%(� -"89"'!n yM& %o'! r'0 5M& Q"O"%#2O"'#| %&')'2 5"! <:%!%.5 -'& a'5 P"'2। 
%:'�"%:» L#"& %&- L5" 4P'- 5"'2 %ag'0 2!'5 �!� 2'! L6H। %2¦ L>"Ä -"89"'!'n! #*#a"! 
%>3 #_ 07R!। #_ %6%6! -'5" p2n̂ 25h 9� 2!5 »2| %2¦ p2|0'e 5"! #*#a"'! 
Q"P9:!5"! %.Æ %>3 &"। 5"! L>"n L#"& ~V%5."!$ 2'! #'3'>& Ly %&')! 07'M! %6'2 5"! 
&)!| %>3 &"। L0| <A#H'0 rÐy9 i-"(,3 %>3 5"! -&। #"#"! t:"0&" 0O"H Ly0# 
<07�, #h [ -"&7` r0'5& 5\ "!" -"89"'!'n! p| 2!�$":B$9 -'&! )&* 5"'2 M̂# O"'3"#"0'5&। 
%(� -"89"'!nY %&H%-5 5\ "'6! 67fM2'�! M#! %&5।
-"89"'!n p2n" %&f0e ¨((# 2"F'H p'0'> #'3 &5̂& :%!'#'( p'0Y LM3"=̂3"! L.'H 
:_"'("&"H L#%( ĉ'# P"2'5 ."|'5", %2¦ 5#̂ L#"'&'6! 0'e L0 &"&"!2- %(�073O 
LM3"=̂3"'5Y L-'5 Ly5 -"'� -"'�। 0*"-7'H3'2 6%!� <�3 YÑa*"'- :"�"'&" a'H%>3 
=-9y")2 %a0"'#। L0M"'& #"%_! %#!"n !"�"�! r! -� %.-%& %�'! -"89"'!n LM35 5"! 
L#"'&'6! 0'e। o"H"!'Ò'0! 67="'! -" r! 6"0,  #'0 L03"| 2!'5& 2"!$ L."M#\"=" %(�!" 
2"&"-"%> LM3'5 LM3'5 y%6 r±'&! 2"'> .'3 Ly5 5"a'3 5"'6! rn2"'5& -"। 5"!:! 
±F07F %(�!" #"#"--"'H! 2"> L�\'` �'H :_5, �'H �'H �&'5" 25 8A। #"#" %2g#" -"'H! 
2"'> L("&" L00# 2"%a%& -"89"'!'n! L.5&"! %#2"'( #_ O� %-2" %&'H%>3। <S2"'! r'3" 
¶"3"! :H0" 0#0-H P"25 &", 5"| -" <S2"'! L-'H'6! 8A L("&"'5&। p5 ),#1 %>3 
L00# #$9&", #"|'#'3! 2"%a%&'2 p-&O"'# <%O&H 2'! L6M"'5& %5%&, |%)'À! ¶"3"yT$" 
#" rH"!3*"'¯!  &#)"8!'$!  2"%a%&±'3" p5 �� a'H t�5 5\ "! 8A #3"! 6i5"H Ly 
%(�!" %(a%!5 a'5", 5"'6! -'& !g ='! Ly5। -"89"'!'n! -'=*Y %>3 8A #3"! p| 2̂(35"। 
Y| %(�2"'3| L#"'&!" !U:2P"! 8A L("&"! r�'a 5"'2 >"_'5| ."|5 &"। 5"!" LM35 
."'.9 ! -'=*Y। -"89"'!n  %&5 :*"Ì'!! O� %-2"। L0 L#%6 LP'2 #dh 5" 2!5 r! %&- Y <*"%& 
-& %6'H L0| #dh 5" �&5। ."'.9  5"!" #"|'#'3! &"&" -)"! <g( <%O&H 2!5। Ly-&, 
|)!"'H'3! !")" p2.%¢( #>! 5"! 4Ô! L0#" 2!'3Y 5"! :"'H M̂# �" %>3 <P#" 
|0"%2'H3 O8#"'&! 0'e 2P" #3'> %2¦ L8"-_" -7'M, L6YH"'3! %6'2 -7M 2'!। O8#"& Ly 
r&R-H, 5\ "! 0'e 2P" Ly L8"-_" -7'M #3" y"H &", 5" Y| %(�!" #̂'� %8'H%>3 
Q5fÓ� 59O"'#|, :"%!#"%!2 :%!'#'(! 4O"'#। !%##"! ."'.9  y"YH"! 4="& r2`9$ %>3 
#"|'#'3! 8A। %#'2'3 t:"0&"! :%!#'59  5"!" -"'H! L2"'3 -7M ĉ%#'H =-92"%a%&! 8A �&5। 
p0# 8A2P" -"89"'!'n! -'=* 8'_ L5"'3 %-('!! 4%5 O"3#"0"। O%#`*'5 %-(! Y 5"! 
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%('A! 4%5 -"89"'!'n! Ly 4,%5 L6M" y"H 5"! 0B.&" p| 0-'H|। 5"! -'& 4"'.*! 4%5 
L2�5� a'3! 0Bq:"5Y aH -"'H! -7'M L("&" p|0# 8A±%3'2 L2D 2'!।
YÑa*"'- P"2"! 0-H -"89"'!n Y 5"! L>"n L#"&'2 4P- ]̂'3 :"�"'&" aH। 5"'6! �"¯" !"M"! 
)&* L0¬ )'&! L."�F <=*"H -7M� 2!'5 L6YH" a'H%>3। ]̂'3 5"'6! 67| L#"'&! c"2 &"- 
L6YH" a'H%>3 '0"&' Y 'L!&'। %&ÐH| -"8"'!'n! &"- %>3 0By9, 2"!$ %(�2"3 LP'2| 5"! 
6,% | >%_'H :_'5 �!� 2'!। p!2-| L2"'&" p2 0-'H L>"n L#"& <*"%& -"!" y"H #'&! 
%#`o3 LM'H। YÑa*"- (a!n" %>3 <5*1  <Q*"�2!, 6%!�। L#%( 8">:"3" %>3 &"। 4="&5 
+%-2'6! #0%5  %>3। )&'0#"! L4!$"H -"89"'!'n! #"#" 4P'- 5\ "! YÑa*"'- #0#"0'2 L-'& 
%&'3Y ."! #>'!! -'=* %&')! Ô3 #̂�'5 :"!'3&। %2¦ 5M& r! Lo!"! :P &"|। %5%& 
-"!$#*"%= y°"H rº"1 a'3&। 5\ "'2 :"�"'&" a3 07R!, Q"�*2! �"- L�n n%!gn'&। %2¦ 
55%6'& <'&2 L6%! a'H L8'>। -"q p2#>! L#\'. !|'3& %5%&। #"#"! 0'e -"89"'!'n! 0K29  
%>3 M̂#| �%&N Y L0�a"69 *:B$9। #"#" 8O,! %#'#.&"! 0'e 5"! Q5T, 8O,! -&F'2 #̂�'5 
."|'5&। 2&*"! 0'e &"&" %#`'H 2P" #3'5&। #"#"! 2"'> -"89"'!n Ly-& r|%!( !")&,%5! 
2P" �&5, L5-&| �&5 O"!'5! 2P"। L0 0# r'3".&" L0| #"%32" #H'0| 5"! L."M
O"!'5! QZ p\'2 %6'H%>3। L0 O"#5 #_ a'3 L0 O"!'5 y"'#, L0#"'2 r6(9 %a0"'# L&'#। 
L>"n -'&! p| <0g8»5 2A&"! t;0 %>'3& 5"! %:5"। #"#"! #|±'3" L0 ±%>'H !"M5, 
#"#"'2 L)"'! L)"'! #"|'#3 :'_ L("&"5 <'&2 L>"n'#3" LP'2|। �"'-! <07� -"&7'`!" 
#"|'#3 �&'5 ."|'3 ."! #>'!! L>"Ä -"89"'!n 5"'6! L!"8(y*"! :"'( #'0 <5*1 073%35 
2'Ô #"|'#3 :_'5"। 2!�$"H O!" %&I": %(�! -7'M �� t¤"!'$ L0| =-9 :"� 023'2 
<%OO� 5 2'! %65। #"#"'2Y %&H%-5O"'# p2| r&R %6'H %8'H%>3 -"89"'!n। %2¦ 6( #>! 
#H'0 %:5h a"!" a'5 aH। %:5h %#'H"'8! r�"5 -"89"'!'n! %(�-'& M̂# 8O,!O"'# L#')%>3। 
%:5"! -V5̂*! :! �!� a'3" #"%32" -"89"'!'n! ),#'&! 5h 5,H :#9।
%5&F %(� :7q2&*"'2 %&'H |0"'#3 yM& %6'(a"!" 5M& 5"'6! :%!#"!'2 0"a"y* 2!'5 �!� 
2!'3&  |0"'#'3! #"#" a*"%-3n&। |0"'#3Y %&')! <�0g�"'&! )&* &"&"O"'# L.�" 2!'5 
3"8'3&। r! p| 0-H #"=* a'H 6( #>! Y rn #>'!! 67F 2&*" - -"89"'!n Y L- - L2 
L#"lcmg a"t'0 :"»'H %6'5 a3। L2"'3! L>'3F! #H0 5M&  -"q %5& -"0। -"89"'!n Y L- 
3¯'& p2F .".9 -L#"lcmg ]̂'3 Ol5m a3। ]̂'3! &"- a*"%3o*"Õ 2'3) । ]̂3F 2g%�0&*"%3Ì 
."'.9 ! 2'H2)& 060*'6! Ö"!" :%!."%35 %>3। %2¦ -"89"'!'n! -'5" 4M! #̂%[-5, Y 
b"&%::"07 #"%32"! :'i ]̂3F %&5"1| 0"6"-"n"। 5"! %.1"! 0"l#m2 LM"!"2 L)"8"'&"! 
i-5" ]̂3F! p26-| %>3 &"। o'3 :!#5,x  0"5F #>'!! ]̂3),#'&! M̂# p2n" ~V%5 
aH'5" 5"! %>3 &"। -"89"'!'n! L>"n L#"& %3'M'>&, -"89"'!n'2 a*"%3o*"Õ ]̂'3 :"�"'&" -� 
Ô3 a'H%>3। L0 M̂# :_'5 O"'3"#"05 %2¦ ]̂'3 p2n"Y 3"|'T%! %>3 &"। L0 O"'3"#"05 
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|%5a"0 :_'5। O"'3"#"05 2%#5", L(Õ%:H"!, %-3n&। %2¦ ]̂3 5"! L0| -'&! LM"!"'2! 
Ly"8"& %6'5 :"!'5" &"। >̂F'5 #"%_ p'3 6"6"-("| 5"'2 #| t:a"! %6'5&। -"89"'!'n! L>"n 
O"| %!.-¯ #'3'>&, -"89"'!n L(Õ%:H"'!! &"n2,H #dh 5"! r#h %w 2!'5 O"'3"#"05। 5"! 
�� -'& r'> Ly %6%6!  -*"2'#P LP'2 r#h %w 2, �6H�"a, a5। 
 "Is this a dagger which I see before me The Handle toward my hand?”
<P#" %!.-'¯! -'& r'> %6%6 )7%3H"0 %0)"!  LP'2 p'¬"%&! %#M*"5 O"`$ r#h %w 2!5। 
r! L0 %#~'H a\ " a'H P"25। 
"Friends, Romans, Countrymen, lend me your years!"
%!.-'¯! ),#'& -"89"'!'n! 4O"# %#:73। L0 -'& 2'! Ly 5"! -'&"%#2"'( %6%6! O� %-2"| 
0#'.'H L#%( %>3। 4P- ),#'& 6"6"-("| 5"'2 #"|'#3 :_'5 t;0"a %6'5& r! -"89"'!n 
t;0"a %65 L(Õ%:H"'!! &"n2 :_'5। -"89"'!n 5"! QA :7\%) %6'H O"|F'2 L(Õ%:H"'!! 
&"n2 L6M'5 :"»'H%>3, %2¦ L2"&Y <%O'&5" - <%O'&q,! :"� #" <%O&H %!.-'¯! -'& 
='!%&। La"& &" 5"!" L:("6"!, 5"! %6%6! :"� %>3 0#"! L0!"। L2t| -"89"'!'n! -'5" 5,T 
(%d'5 L(Õ%:H"'!! 3"|&±%3 #3'5 :"!5 &"। p| <%O-5 %2¦ %6%6! 0Á'S L>"n O"|'H! 
<%5!J& &H। 0%5*| -"89"'!'n! %>3 rÐy9 4%5O"। L2"&Y O"'#! 0'e 5¾H a'H %8'H L0 
yM& 5"'2 O"`"H ôF'H 5̂35, 5M& 5"! 42" '( p5n̂2̂Y 2h %q-5" P"25 &"। L0| ),#1 
r'#6& Ly L2"&Y L:("6"! <%O'&5"! <%O&H - i-5"'2 >"%:'H Ly5। 
p-& Ly -"89"'!n, L0 %#6*"3'H -'&! -'5" #| L:5 &", -'&! -'5" 0e,Y L:5 &"। L0 L.�" 
2!5 0-#H%0 #Ŝ'6! 0'e -"%&'H %&'5, 5"'6! -'5" a'H t�'5, %2¦ 5"! Q"5T* Y 
r6(9#"6, -'&"O"# L2"P"Y #"=" a'H 6\ "_"5। p2F L>"n #"%32"! :'i %6'&! :! %6& p| 
-"&%02 0g�"'-! -=* %6'H y"YH" p5 L0")" &H। %&')! :>'R! -'5" :%!'#( L&|, -'&! 
LM"!"2 L&|, 0'#9":%! #"%32"! 2"'> 5"! #"#" L&|, -" L&| y\"'6!'2 p| <07%#="! 2P" L0 
M̂'3 #3'5 :"'!। L2#3 r'> L>"n L#"&F, %2¦ L0 L5" L&a"5| %(�। -"89"'!n 4%5-7a� '59   
<&7O# 2!5 L0 %&f0e। %2¦ Ly - <:%!0,- -'&"#'3 85"&78%5'2! 0'e p2 &" a'H %8'H 
-"89"'!n 5"! %&f0e5"'2 ='! !"M'5 L:'!%>3 L0| -"&%025"'2| O%#`*; '%&'#%65"' 
%&-9"'$! 4="& (%d %>3। 5,×=, -"89"'!n <#(*| º'-| <=*H'&! -'=* r&'R! Q"6 L:'5 
�!� 2'!%>3 p#g %(%i2"'6! 0"a"'y* :"�* %#`'H! 4%5 5"! p| O"'3" 3"8" º'- 8O,!
<&7!"'8 :%!$5 aH। r±& L5" 2M&Y .":" P"'2 &", 5"| º-(f -"89"'!'n! t6"!5", 
%&O,x 25", :%#q5" Y r6(9#"6 5"'2 ]̂'3! L&q, 2'! L5"'3। 5"! 0KB$9 %&fQ"P9 -'&"O"'#! 
)&* 5"'2 L&5" #'3 L-'& %&'5 <07%#=" aH &" 0a:"»&,'6!। 5"! 4M! #*%d'�! )&* 
%#6*"3'H L0 Ly 0#0-H M̂# )&%4H %>3 5" &H, %2¦ 5"! 055"! p-&| L)"! Ly 5"'2 
<�"a*Y 2!5 &" L2t। %#6*"3'H -"89"'!n 4.̂! L3M"'3%M 2!5। |%5a"'0! 0'e 0'e 
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Nivedita on Education, Science and Social 
Reformations

Swami Suparnananda

Abstract : ‘Sister Nivedita of Sri Ramakrishna and Swami Vivekananda’ had a startlingly original idea 
about education. Of course, she had it from her Guru that education is the manifestation of the perfection 
already in man plus the deep faith in the undying spirit behind the national heritage. She wanted a kind of 
education that would enable students to know the Self and the country and develop love for the nation. 
There is no way of becoming selfish on the part of a student. Similarly, science education would have a 
purpose to unearth the mystery of truth behind creation and explore the truth which is oneness of 
existence and unity in diversity. She knew from her Guru that Prof. Jagadish Chandra Basu could do that 
and he did and she helped him at her Master’s bidding. At last, the concept of Social Reformation got a 
new meaning in the hands of the Sister when she learnt from Swamiji that the real reformation in man has 
always been to transform the crude man into the great man and then the great man into the divine man. 
This follows the process of gradual transformation of consciousness in man. It is like making the crude oil 
into refined oil through oil refinery. Both secular and spiritual education do that. All the so-called 
reformation measures have been skin deep. What was needed was a root and branch transformation 
thereby bringing forth the knowledge of Atman or the spirit from the ordinary man. It is this spirit which 
alone abides and not matter. 

Swami Vivekananda was like a thunderbolt in the hands of Sri Ramakrishna as 
Sister Nivedita was in the hands of Swami Vivekananda. Ramakrishna made use 
of his ‘Vajra’ to do his work. Swami Vivekananda too had his ‘Vajra’ to do what he 
could not do all by himself. The thunderbolt is a weapon in the hands of Indra, 
the King of gods. A selfless person is a veritable thunderbolt and as the Puranic 
episode has it the great sage Dadhichi gave up his body for the good of the gods 
who were thrown out of their heavenly kingdom by Vritrasura, the demon. This 
Demon could not be killed by any weapon. He was destined to be killed only by 
the weapon made of the spine of a great Yogi. Dadhichi was that very Yogi. As he 
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gave up his body, Indra took out the spine and made the thunderbolt, the all 
powerful weapon. Sister Nivedita heard this beautiful story of great sacrifice from 
Swamiji time and again. Nivedita, too, in modern times became that very Vajra, 
the infallible weapon, to be used by Swami Vivekananda. Swamiji prepared 
Nivedita to bear his torch and traditions and Nivedita, on her part, would, with 
unfailing devotion and attention listen to the unending flow of interpretations of 
the deepest secrets of the Indian philosophy. The Sister herself said, ‘I am struck 
… by the wonder as to how such a harvest of thought and experience could 
possibly have been garnered or how, when ingathered could have come such 
energy of impulse for its giving-forth’. Further, the Swami made her live the 
‘orthodox Hindu Brahmin Brahmacharini’s life of hardships and struggle. He 
directed her to accept India as she is and said that clearly: ‘India is idolatrous, 
one must help her as she is. Those who have left her can do nothing for her’.  
Swamiji was very particular about preparing the ground for his disciple’s spiritual 
growth for he had strong conviction that unless one was spiritual, one could not 
contribute any substantial service to humanity. He taught her, ‘Serene 
indifference to fame and wealth proved only that a worker was spiritually the 
monk, though he might be playing the part of citizen and householder.’ He taught 
her also to reconcile between the old and the new. The Sister learnt from her 
Guru how, ‘to rationalize the modern and modernize the old. ’Nivedita received 
the greatest teaching from her Guru: Those who see Oneness in all the changing 
manifoldness of this universe alone see the truth, none else, none else. And to 
realize this truth there is not a single approach. One can approach it through 
Jnana, Bhakti, Karma and meditation. Moreover, one can reach the highest truth, 
through music, art and science as well. Swamiji says, ‘Music is the highest art 
and to those who understand is the highest worship’. Anything that purifies our 
mind is conducive to spiritual growth. Music lovers’ experience goes beyond their 
senses. Everybody could be a seeker of truth, not merely the mendicants. This 
explains why Sister Nivedita plunged into work for the development of Indian 
society in all the fields like Art, religion, education, science and social 
reformations. Sister Nivedita specially remembers her Guru’s message, ‘Art, 
Science and Religion are but three different ways of expressing a single truth. 
But in order to understand this we must have the theory of Advaita’. She loved 
India because India and Swami Vivekananda were never separate. Swamiji was 
India, India’s good was Sister’s major concern. Her India must grow in both 
secular and spiritual education. India must rearrange her society sufficiently to 
hasten the process of the flourishing of Advaita. She, therefore, worked hard to 
inspire people belonging to diverse ways of life like poets, artists, scientists, 
Sadhakas, patriots and monks. We shall dwell on the areas of education, science 
and social reformation.                              
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Education

When we look upon education as being based on knowledge we tacitly accept 
that this knowledge is both secular and spiritual. Secular knowledge expresses 
itself through the study of physical universe like Physics, Chemistry, 
Mathematics, Biology, Geography, History, language, medicine, Engineering, IT, 
technology and the like. It deals with the physical universe including our body. 
But we have to know ourselves as Spirit, the most sacred aspect of our being. It 
is not enough to study the properties of matter alone. We must know the 
properties of man as well. What makes a man a man? What qualities should he 
possess so that he can be called a man? In education, this question, the most 
vital question, remains unanswered. We know others; we do not know ourselves. 
We are actually Spirit beyond body, mind and intellect. Like her Master Nivedita 
speaks of this total education as eloquently as possible. But she had some other 
things to offer when she expressed her views on the aim of education for both 
men and women to Rabindranath Tagore when he requested her to teach his 
daughter. She was against following the European method of education in 
teaching the Indian girls. Indian boys and girls would combine the personal 
potentials with the national spirit and heritage. They must be made to feel proud 
of their great heritage. They shall attend classes for six months and see the 
country for the remaining six months of an academic year. We note with wonder 
that even Rabindranath Tagore was so impressed that he sent his only son 
Rathindranath, a twelve-year old student, to Kedarnath with Swami Sadananda 
(Swamiji’s disciple) and others at the behest of Sister Nivedita.

Tagore sent his teenager son on this risky journey or pilgrimage because he 
relied on the integrity of the monks of the Ramakrishna Mission. Rathindranath 
recounted later, ‘When father heard that one of the monks from Belur Math, 
Sadananda Swami, was going to lead one such group to the shrine of Kedarnath 
in the Western Himalayas he made up his mind to send me along with them’. 
Nivedita herself took Rathindranath along when she visited Buddha Gaya with 
Prof. Jagadish Chandra Bose and others. The idea is that every student must 
intensely know and love India since, (i) it is the birth place of the highest and best 
of all religions, (ii) it has the greatest mountains, the Himalyayas. (iii) it is the 
country where the houses are simple, where domestic happiness is most to be 
found and where the women ungrudgingly, unselfishly and unobtrusively serve 
the dear ones from early morn to dewy eve.
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Fineness of Character is the goal of education

According to the Sister, the motherland is a vast university and every child born 
within her sphere is a student. India has to absorb ‘new truths with old 
conservatism’ on the one hand and every child must help to build up the 
inheritance for the future, on the other. Every student must accept infinite debt to 
the famous names of the past, to the crowds of the ‘Unknown Dead’. Each will 
know that the driving-force is both character and the mind of humanity. So, 
cultivation of fine character is a must and it is nothing but acquiring nobility of 
tastes. The path is not easy; there must be no laziness. The task of the teachers 
is to infuse the loftier ideals into the minds of pupils.

Modern education for women: Women must mould their lives from the great 
characters of the scriptures like Gargi, Maitreyi, Sita, Savitri and the like. ‘Truth 
must be carried from the mythological into the scientific setting’ The doctrine of 
the divinity of the human soul is true of both man and woman, high or low, 
learned or ignorant, Christians or Hindus, virtuous or vicious. The Sister had 
observed that our womanhood was shrinking. She said, ‘If Sita and Savitri are 
ever to be born of Indian mothers, we must create new types for them, suited to 
the requirements of the modern age. Gandhari must live again, with new names 
to think of with all the ancient faith and courage, steadfastness and sacrifice. 
Damayanti must live and Draupadi too’. ‘Awake! Awake! The greatness of Indian 
womanhood must be the cry of Indian men’. The Sister has retold those stories to 
suit the modern need in the book, ‘The Cradle Tales of Hinduism’. Also, she 
believes ‘the nation constitutes a church and each act of public and domestic life 
a sacrament. They must learn art, needle work, besides acquiring the 
geographical knowledge. There shall be a great synthesis of the craft-women of 
both Hindu and Mohammedan communities.

                                                       Method of Education

She had developed her own way to impart practical education where she gave 
the details of (a) object lessons, (b) teaching geography (c) teaching history. 
Readers may see her articles on History on Practical Education. The purpose of 
education is training the mind. Obviously, then, the nature of the mind becomes 
more important to us than any specific and special subject that has to be taught’. 
Hence the principles of educational psychology have to be identified. It is 
absolutely needed for a ‘science of education’. These principles cannot be 
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changed and they are as fixed as those of any other science. That is to say, as 
science has some fixed laws, education has a science in it and the laws of 
education comprising science of education are also fixed and abiding. It means 
that nobody has the right to change them off and on and frustrate the very basis 
of education. The Sister has discovered that the most effective of them lies 
outside the class-room. ‘Even an ignorant mother has an in-born gift of an ideal 
method.’14 She can, in a better way, stimulate the child to teach himself. It is 
because we wrongly accept that telling is teaching. No, never. ‘Words do not 
convey knowledge. Education and information are not the same thing. 
Knowledge comes from experience. It could be correctly infused through right 
training, coupled with right ‘will’. Words of command fail to do the job. ‘A real 
teacher only follows the ‘lead given him by the mind and nature of the child’.

The Sister got her school inaugurated and blessed by the Holy Mother Sarada 
Devi in the presence of Swami Vivekananda and his brother disciples on the 
Kalipuja Day of 1898, and made her experiment of the idea of women’s 
education along the nationalistic spirit of India. The Sister placed before our 
women the examples of greatest women of ancient India and also the ennobling 
life of Sri Sarada Devi, her Perennial Shelter —‘Dhruva Mandir’. The Mother 
Sarada Devi radiated the divine glory all around out of Her corporeal body. That 
very school now known as Sister Nivedita Girls’ School at Bagbazar, Kolkata and 
run by the Sarada Math, has been doing excellently in creating Gargis, Maitreyis, 
Sitas and Savitris in modern era.

The Sister has made some important observations in her article on The 
Educational Problem in India. There she said, ‘In India the educational problem is 
the problem of problems.’ According to her, the educational institutions must be 
based on the life of a nation. It shall be along the ends and aims of a nation as it 
was in old times and ‘must not be an indigestible fragment’. She cited the 
example of the Fergusson College in Poona being the finest of the educational 
institutions in Western India. She observed, ‘See what the Mahrattas have 
done… They have the strength and gift of manhood. Cannot the Bengalees and 
Beharees do what the Mahrattas can do?’ She then reminded us of our wrong 
concept of Dharma: ‘Your Dharma is not the secret of Mukti but is the secret of 
conquering the world’. If the educated people are divorced from the national life 
they cannot contribute, in any way, to the nation.
Like Swmiji she exhorted, ‘You can, well, take Japan as your ideal for the 
present. In Japan, any boy can get the University Education … for a sum of 12 
yens (Rs.18 only) a year. He pays no more and he has yet the run of all libraries 
and laboratories. He pays no fine for any breakage of instruments. There is no 
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penal system in Japan’. The Sister detected our weakness in politics. We are 
troubled more with politics. She chastised, ‘Sanitation and water supply are 
entirely matters of indifference with you. Your public spirit is nowhere when 
educational problems are to be grappled with. You must awaken to activity’.
She also warned, ‘Your ladies must be educated but the education of boys will be 
in a national sense; that of your girls must be in civic sense…

Your women are the finest ones in the world; they are not fools as you think them 
to be. You have a heritage in the goodness of your women’.

She continued, ‘I am horrified at the immense prestige of a husband’s position. 
You want the women of your country to be so many Savitries but you must be 
Satyavans for them to follow. Your life is an isolated life of intellectual luxury.’ She 
lamented the absence of intellectual labour among the educated. ‘It is an insult to 
womanhood when you call upon her to do the physical work for you and do not 
call upon her to help you in your intellectual work.’ But she cheered us when she 
said that she had hopes, however black the moment may be. To the educated 
people her advice is, ‘You must work with the idea of a united nationality. Look 
upon your country as a world, look upon it as a unity.’  Therefore, education must 
bestow upon us the knowledge of the world, of the country and above all of the 
Self.     

    Science

Sister Nivedita was asked by Swamiji to help the great scientist, Sri Jagadish 
Chandra Bose. The reason was clear. Bose was engaged in proving the oneness 
of existence scientifically in his laboratory through his own apparatus. The Sister 
met him and immediately understood the genius that Professor Bose was. She 
ultimately collected $40,000 in two installments in those days from Mrs. Sara 
Bull, the Steady Mother from USA who was a Disciple of Swamiji, for setting up 
the research institute now known as Basu Vijnan Mandir in Calcutta (Temple of 
Science). She fought for Bose’s recognition both abroad and at home, for 
ensuring congenial working hours in the College and for the restoration of parity 
in remuneration with his European colleagues. She helped him publish the books 
on his inventions, she reviewed his books and in fact, protected him under her 
benign motherly shelter. We may recall she breathed her last on the lap of Prof. 
Bose in Darjeeling only at the age of 44 years. It is Sister Nivedita who made an 
exciting review and study of the seminal contribution of Prof. Bose to science and 
Vedanta alike. According to Sister: Prof. Bose first proved that the distinction 
between organic and inorganic is a misnomer. There is no difference. He first 
proved that there is life in a creeper, then he proved that even the pot itself which 
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grows the creeper is also a living being. Even a piece of metal, a piece of wood, 
a book and a human hair—all are alive. He proved all these by making use of the 
English Physicist Maxwell’s theoretical findings that light was a kind of electric 
vibration. Hertz in Germany produced electric waves by rapid electric vibration. 
Prof. Bose invented an apparatus which served to detect and measure the 
invisible light sweeping through space with incredible swiftness in its mighty 
billows, that wireless messages are sent. He proved that metals are capable of 
Death. How? He stated first that an animal is living as long as it is capable of 
dying. Then, it is true that death can be hastened by poison. Can the metals be 
poisoned? He said: Yes! He did that : He took a piece of metal and it was 
poisoned by making it pass through an electric spasm and at once the signs of its 
activity grew feebler, till it became rigid. A dose of antidote was next applied; 
substance began slowly to revive and after a while gave its normal response 
once more’.25 Thus Prof. Bose proved the all-pervading-unity of the universe 
and exclaimed, ‘I understand for the first time a little of that message proclaimed 
by my ancestors on the banks of the Ganges thirty centuries ago. They who see 
but one in all the clanging manifoldness of this universe, unto them belongs 
eternal truth, unto none else, unto none else.’26 He was proud that ‘in metals 
and plants, as in animal tissues, he could show the phenomena of weariness and 
depression, together with the possibility of recovery, of exaltation, of 
irresponsiveness which is death.’
Hence the warning he gave to the would-be-scientist: ‘Science can grow only 
where the mind of the student is prepared to recognize an underlying unity 
among apparently diverse phenomena’. This invention also proves that there is a 
Conscious Being who sits within, ‘striking the molecules this way and that. He 
(God) alone interprets the records of strain, using the brain as His galvanometer 
and discarding alike the laboratory and its instruments when these no longer 
please Him.’ He proved all this before the galaxy of the scientists at the Royal 
Institution, London on May 10, 1897.
Incidentally, Prof. Bose also constructed an artificial retina for the eyes and 
proved why we have two eyes. When we look at any object, the two eyes do not 
at any given instant, see equally well but each takes up the work of seeing and 
resting alternately. One falls asleep while the other is waking to its maximum 
consciousness and then vice versa. He thus made ‘a paradoxical statement that 
under certain circumstances we can see much better with the eyes closed than 
with them open.’ Thus through the study of physical sciences the Vedantic 
conclusions about the Absolute Truth or Reality could also be reached —an 
achievement that pleased Swamiji the most.
Also, Nivedita was proud to remember Swamiji’s instruction to Jamshedji Tata for 
starting Research Institutes on Science and Technology in India and also the 
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development of Industry in our country. Nivedita writes, “We are not aware if any 
project at once so opportune and so far-reaching in its beneficent effect was ever 
mooted in India, as that of the Post-graduate Research University of Mr. Tata. It 
has tremendous importance in that it would make India live and perform as 
nation.” It would let the highest of Modern Science penetrate every pore of 
industry, agriculture and commerce. Tata’s scheme is a surest sign of 
regeneration of India by upholding the vision of modern

 Social Reformations

Nivedita, like her Master, wanted root and branch transformation and not 
reformation as such. Nivedita recounted Swami’s words: ‘We Indians are Man-
worshipers. Our God is man.’ Yes, a daily worship of the feet of beggars, after 
bathing and before the meal, would be a wonderful practical training of heart and 
hand together’. So many social organizations like Brahma Samaj, Arya Samaj, 
Theosophical Society were engaged in the reformation of our society. They 
wanted to reform man by removing evil Samskaras. Swamiji was against it. If 
man is divine, how dare you rectify a god? Swamiji thus rebuked his disciples. He 
instead insisted that the true reformers were the spiritual teachers like Buddha, 
Krishna, Chaitanya and so on. They did not speak against any methods people 
adopt; they created new men out of the old.
More than that, Nivedita saw the Holy Mother from a very close quarter. Nivedita 
saw India in and through the eyes of the great Sarada Mataji. The Mother did not 
want to reform anybody. She did not ask even Amjad, the dacoit, to give up 
dacoity. She arranged food for his hungry stomach. She was Annapurna, the 
giver of food, herself as it were. That made every difficult situation so easy for 
Her! Therefore, before creating social movements for the eradication of social 
evils, Nevedita, too, did approach and address these issues with her empathic 
heart. She boldly proclaimed: “India, you have no apology to make. India, your 
national customs require no apology. Stand by them; be large, generous and 
devoted. You are a mighty people; your culture, civilization are all of highest order 
providing solutions to the universal problems of all civilizations”.
We shall mention Swaiji’s assertions on the necessity of the study of the 
Upanisads which Nivedita recorded. ‘I disagree with all those’, he (Swamiji) said, 
‘who are giving their superstitions back to my people. My hope is to see again the 
strong points of that India reinforced by the strong points of this age only in a 
natural way. The new state of things must be a growth from within; so preach 
only the Upanisads. Yes, Swamiji too taught Nivedita to preach only the Vedas, 
Upanisads because they speak of only this one idea, strength. We have to be 
strong to renounce and also face resistance. The weak have to suffer from 
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thousand superstitions. Instead of bothering about them, they need to be served 
with food, education, medicine, and true knowledge. The old ideal monasticism 
centers round Renunciation and Mukti. Swami has brought about a real change 
by inserting the new monastic ideal of Renunciation and Service in which both 
monks and householders take part joyfully to have mukti for oneself as well as for 
others simultaneously.
In conclusion, we reiterate that the three areas of service, namely, in education, 
science and social reformations which Nivedita sincerely rendered are not 
mutually exclusive. They all merge in the region of confluence and we call it 
consciousness. The goal of education is this knowledge of the Self; that of 
science is the discovery of the inter-connectedness of everything that exists in 
Nature outside and within. The process of such transformation lies not in 
reformations or doing some repair work here and there but helping man in 
exploring his limitless treasure within and without through proper education of 
total Nature – both external (Macrocosm) and internal (Microcosm) . This brings 
about the closeness between secular and sacred— between science and 
religion. Sister Nivedita quotes about it extensively from Swamiji in her book, The 
Master As I Saw Him, “The materialist is right. There is but One. Only he calls 
that One ‘matter’ and I call it ‘God’! … At first, the goal is far off, outside Nature 
and far beyond it, attracting us all towards it. This has to be brought near, yet 
without being degraded or degenerated, until when it has come closer and closer, 
the God of Heaven becomes the God in Nature till the God in Nature becomes 
the God who is Nature and the God who is Nature becomes the God within this 
temple of the body, and the God dwelling in the temple of the body becomes the 
temple itself, becomes the Soul of man. Thus it reaches the last words it can 
teach. He whom the sages have sought in all these places, is in our own hearts. 
Thou out He, O Man! Thou art He!
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#'3'>&।” p| L8"M'3! 0'e %&'#%65"! 8O,! :%!.H %>3 ।  r#"! 67)'&! -'=* -'5! %-3Y 
a'5" &" । 5#̂Y 5\ "!" :!�!'2 +[" 2!'5& Y -"%&'H .3'5&। L#&"!0 2g'�'0! (CÝDÙ) 
:!Y L6_ #>'!! <%=2 0-H %&'#%65" L8"M'3! 0'e t¥ 0K29  !i" 2'!%>'3&, y" %#%~5 
2'!%>3 +,<!%#R'2 -"%&'#%65"! p2n" #*#a"! r-"! 2"'> <'#"=* %>3 - L8"M'3'2 %5%& 
M̂# 0-,a 2!'5&। L2"'&" %#Ò#,! :'i L8"M'3'2 +[" 2!" r-"! ="!$"! <5,5। L8"M'3 
%>3, y"'2  #'3 as tepid as warm water. p2#"! L8"M'3! ),#&0g(H"#�"H %&'#%65" 
<5*1 t%Ö� a'H r-"! 2"'> >̂'n p'0 #'3&, '%-f  L�"` r:&"! 6'3! L>'3 %2 p| 2"� 
2'!'>?' r%- #33"-, '&"'। 5M& Q%�! %&Q"0  Lo'3 #3'3& ,'5"a'3  L2"'&" free lancer 
a'#’। +,<!%#'R! %&'#%65"! p| -B3*"H& #'3 L6H Ly , L6'(! Q"=,&5"! )&* %&'#%65" 
%2O"'# .!--&!-  :�,'6! 0'e %-'3%-'( 2") 2!'5&। 
-a"X" 8"S, )"%5! )&2 5M& a&%&। %5%& L-"a&6"0 2!-.\ "6 8"S,। L0-0-'H %5%& 
232"5"H %&'#%65"! 0"i"; :"&। %&'#%65"! 0'e 4P- 0"i";2"'!! (CÝDÂ 0"'3! L8"_"! 
%6'2) #$9&" 8"S,%) %6'H'>& <'&2 :'! (CÝÂË 0"'3)। "5"!:! r%- O%8&, %&'#%65"! 
#"0�"'&! 0S"& 2'!, 5\ "! 0'e L.�!e,! 4"0"'6":- p2 #"%_'5 0"i"; 2!3"-”। 5\ "!  
."!:"'(! )\ "2)-'2! L.a"!" L6'M r%- a5OÁ। r-"'6! 2P"#"59 "! -'=*Y L#%( %2>̂ 
æ'2*! Liq %>3 &"। L0 0Á'S L8"M'3'2 )"&"'3 %5%& #3'3&, p'5 <#"2 aYH"! %2>̂ L&|, 
%&'#%65"! -'5" <%�!%.w (volatile) &"!,! 0'e p2-5 aYH"!  L2"'&" <#2"( P"2'5| 
:"'! &"”। %&'#%6 5" 0Á'S L8":"32h ¥ L8"M'3! 'volatile' (�F! 4%5#"6 2'!& '-c"&9 
%!%Ot' :%q2"! 0K"62 !"-"&R .'å":"=*"H CÝÂË 0"'3! L- 0gM*"'5। p2| 4%5#"6
42"%(5 aH -"�") !"-2h ¥ -� LP'2 42"%(5 |g'!%) -"%02 :%q2" 'L#6"1 L2(!,’ ()7&,
CÝÂË) p#g !"-2h ¥-0'à! #"g3" -"%02 :%q2" 't'Ö"=&' :%q2"H (+"#&,C¿¿¿)। p| 
40'e +,<!%#RY <5*"1 %#!%d! 0'e #'3'>&, "%&'#%65" Volatile।  pn" #"') 2P"। %5%& 
p'2#"'! Mz"F 2-,x ।”               

।।ç।।
 +,<!%#'R! O"| %#Ò#, #"!,D&"P L�"` %3'M'>&। "a\ ", r%- r-"! ©"5"! 0'e 5\ "!
(%&'#%65"!) #"8#")"'!! #"%_'5 p2"%=2#"! %8'H%>। r-"! <':i" +,<!%#'R! 0'e 5\ "! 
�%&N5! Ly"8"'y"8।" p| �%&N5"! o'3 %&'#%65" +,<!%#R'2 t:3%è Y 42"'(! L8¹!# 
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%6'H'>&। “<!%#R L�"` p2-"q O"!5,H -&Q, :7!�` %y%& )"5,H5"#"6'2 0VW(,3 .%!'q 
rHw 2!'5 L:'!'>&।" +,<!%#R yM& 5"! '2-9'y"%8&' Y '=-9 ' :%q2" H Q"=,&5" 
r'R"3'&! Y:! 8!- 8!- L3M" %3M'>&, 5M& |g'!) 0!2"! 25h 92 5\ "! L� "'!! 0}"#&" 
L6M" %63 । %&'#%65" 5" )"&'5&। 5"| %&'#%65" %#%O� O"'# L.�" 2'!%>'3& +,<!%#'R! 
L� "! p_"'5। %&'#%65" %2¦ '<!%#R &"-2 #*%d%#'(`'2 #\"."#"! )&* L.�" 2'!&%&, %5%& 
L.�" 2'!%>'3& %#Ò#,-L&5" +,<!%#'R! )&*। %5%& -'& 2!'5& - p| %#Ò#, L&5" L)'3! 
#"|'! P"2'3 Q"=,&5" r'R"3& <#*"a5 P"2'#। %2¦ L� "! aYH"! r'8| +,<!%#'R! 
232"5" %.!5'! 5*"8 2'! 4P'- o!"0, - <%=2h 5 .R&&8'!, :'! :%¯'.%!'5 %8'H �"H, 
O"'# #0#"0  2'! 'Ly"8, +,<!%#R’ &"'- O"!5 %#M*"5 a'H%>'3&। .R&&8'! +,<!%#'R! 
.'3 y"YH"H %2 O� %-2" %>3, 5" %&'H <'&2 :q :%q2"H +,<!%#'R! 0-0"-%H2 #� %#Ò#, 
%3'M'>&, y" :%¯'.%! +,<!%#R r+- 25h 9:i L-'& L&&%&। p %#`'H 4T"%)2" -7%d4"$" 
5\ "! 'O%8&, %&'#%65"' p#g <=*":2 (@!,40"6 #07 5\ "! 'L3"2-"5" %&'#%65"' #|'H! %Ö5,H 
Y 5h 5,H M'¯ 07%#�h 5 r'3".&" 2'!'>&। r-!" 5" %&'H r'3".&"H &" %8'H +,<!%#R 
%&') 2, #'3'>&, 5" L6M#। +,<!%#R %2¦ Q,2"! 2'!%>'3& Ly, %&'#%65" 5\ "'2 L� "'!! 
2P" r'8| )"%&'H%>'3& p#g L8":'& %TF(-O"!5 5*"8 2'! <&* �"'& %8'H 2") 2!'5 
:!"-(9 %6'H%>'3&। r-!" +,<!%#'R! 2P" -B3 t[h %5 %6%{। "In case of these visits 
she informed me that the government had decided to deport me and she wanted 
me to go into secrecy or to leave British India and act from outside so as to avoid 
interruption of my work.” +,<!%#R r!Y #'3%>'3&। "5\ "!  (%&'#%65"!) %&')! L2"'&" 
%#:'6! 4ã L&|। 5\ "! !")È&%52 ="!$" 0'TY t¤:6� !")2-9."!,'6! 0'e L0�a"69 *  %>3, 
5\ "! L� "'!! L2"'&" 4ã| %>3 &"। r%- 5\ "'2 #33"- Ly, r:&"! 4�"# �a$ 2!"! 4'H")& 
L#"= 2%! &"। 2-9'y "%8'& r%- LM"3" %.» %3M#। r-"! -'& aH, p'5 0!2"! %#T5 a'#। 
5"| 2!" a'H%>3। :'! yM& 5\ "! 0'e L6M" 2!37-, 5M& %5%& #3'3& Ly r-"! 2P"| 
»2, L� " '!! 4�"# #S a'3"। .R&&8'! y"YH" :'! �'n%>'3"। p| 67| �n&"! 0'e L2"& 
0ÁS  L&|। +,<!%#R 5\ "! L� "'!! 2P" '2-9'y"%8&' - p!| p2 2-,x ! 2"'> )"&'5
L:'!%>'3&। %&'#%65" )"&'5& &" Ly +,<!%#'R! .R&&8'! y"YH" '¨6#"'6('। "(y"YH"! 
r'8 ) <%o0 LP'2 r%- %&'#%65"! 2"'> 2"t'2 :"»'H )"&"3"- p#g <&7'!"= 2!3"- 
r-"! <&7:%�%5'5 '2-9'y"%8&' 0K"6&" 2!'5। %5%& 0·%5 %6'H%>'3& p#g 42h 5:'i 
:%q2"F #S aYH"! :B#9 :y91 %5%&| :7'!":7%! ."3"'5&।" +,<!%#R p| %##!$ %6'H'>& |  
+,<!%#'R! p| 2P"±%3 LP'2 07�� 4-"%$5 aH Ly, +,<!%#R %&'#%65"! Y:! O!0" Y 
%#�"0 2!'5&। %&'#%65" 6i5"! 0'e '2-9'y"%8&' ."%3'H'>&। +,<!%#'R! L� "'!! Ly
r(@" 2'!%>'3& 5"Y 4-"%$5 a'H%>3।
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।।Ù।।
 CÝ¿Ã 0"'3! CÃ| )"&7H"!,'5 +,<!%#R %&'#%65"! 4(%� L8'H'>&। "r%- %&'#%65"'2 M̂# 
O"'3" )"%& (%5%& #� #>! r-"! #Ŝ p#g !")È&%5 2 Li'q r-"! 0"P,) p#g %0Ì"! 
%ºé'&! 0'e 0"i"; 2'!%>3"-।"
p| 67)& %>'3& Q"-, %#'#2"&'R! �%&N %(`*"। 67)'&| %>'3& Mz"F :"Ð"5*#"0, p#g
%aR7'6! -'5" L-"'n| &&। y%6Y r|%!( -%a3", %0Ì"! %&'#%65"! %>3 <1'O9 6, (%d। p'5 
5\ "! 2"'> r85 #*%d'6! ),#'& 4O� 5 0a"&7O� %5Y 4#"%a5 a5। L0| 0'e L(` :y91 5\ "! 
42h %5 %>3 Y'6(,H। 5#̂ 5\ "! :'i L#6"'1! <&7O� %5 3"'O L2"'&" <07%#'= %>3 &"।
+,<!%#R 6,�9 ),#& 3"O 2'!%>'3&। -"q p2%q( #>! #H'0 %5%& %&')'2 #"a*)8; LP'2 
0%!'H %&'H r=*"%X 2 )8'5 4'#( 2'!%>'3&। ),#'&! L(` 4"'1 L:¹ z'>Y %&'#%65"! 
#*%d�, 0a"&7O� %5, 0Á'S Ô3'5 :"'!&%&। <P. %&'#%65" 25 r'8| p| =!"="- LP'2 
%#6"H %&'H%>'3&। %2¦ r)Y  +,<!%#R Y %&'#%65"'2 %&'H ..9 " a'{, -B3*"H& a'{ 
:%�5-a'3। pM&Y O"!5#`9 p| 67)&'2 -'& L!'M'>, pM&Y +["! 0'e ~!$ 2'!। 2"!$, 
67)'&!| <&*5- <#6"& %>3 O"!5,H Q"=,&5" 0g�"'-। Q"-, %#'#2"&R 5\ "'2 r(,#9"6 
2'!%>'3& - 5̂%- O"!'5! L0%#2"-#"S#,--"5" aY। 0"!" ),#& %5%& O"!'5! %#%O� t�%5! 
)&* %&')! !d %6'H'>&। Q"=,&5" 0g�"- p±%3! -'=* p2F। 5"! -'=* r#"! �=̂-"q 
+,<!%#'R! 0'e 5\ "! Ly"8"'y"8 r'3"%.5 a'3"। p| 0"=9(5#'`9 %&'#%65"! #�-7M, 4%5O"! 
r'3".&" a'{|

               
     "-T -1"%, ;+'9 H#2E% (T*V+# _"` -ZK 0'a।

          ;+'9 -1"H/4* ;'1 (#=#।
        -T -1"%, ;+'9: _: 8Hc C#*4 &/* */2/d9।

         ;+'9: 8Hc $[\, +#69 _"` $`T#* &/*9।"

                                                                                  -Z%Z%De% 
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 '9/"'1=# > @#*=%2 '0f&6#
!U#'8&# B(6!#4# 

O%8&, %&'#%65" Q"-, %#'#2"&'R! -"&0 2&*"। 5\ "!| r(,#9"'6 %5%& a'H t'� %>'3&  
p2"="'! O"!'5! L0%#2", #"S#, Y -"5"। p| -a"4"$" &"!, )¾0B'q %#'6%(&, a'HY 
O"!5#`9'2 %&) -"5h O� %-b"'& p-& 8O,! Y æ2"%12O"'# O"'3"'#'0%>'3& Ly O"#'5Y 
rÐy9 3"'8। O"!'5! 4%5 5\ "! O"3#"0" �=̂ O"'#!  tê"0  %>3 &" - p! L:>'& <:B#9 5*"8 
Y L0#", p %>3 0KB $9 rX6"'&! 5:0*"। 45*i6(,x  !#,D&"P 5\ "! p| 5:0*"'2 05,! 
5:0*"! 0'e 5̂3&" 2'!'>&। O"!5#'`9! 4%5 5\ "! p-& æ2"%12 <&7!"8 Y O%d %>3 Ly 
5"! L0#"! )&* %&')! 0#9Q t)"_ 2'! %&'#6& 2'! %&')! ±!�6w '%&'#%65"' &"- 0"P92 
2'!%>'3&। 4T"%)2" -7%d4"$"-"5"), 5\ "! 'O%8&, %&'#%65"' �'� %&'#%65"! O"!5'4- 
40'e %3'M'>&: "Lªa-H, )&&, Ly-& <a!a 01"'&! 0#942"! 23*"$ 2"-&"H #*"2̂3 a|H" 
P"'2&, %&'#%65" L0|!U: <5D Lªa6VW 3|H" O"!'5! 0-")),#'&! 4'5*2F %62 :7� 
2%!H" 5̂%3#"! QZ L6%M'5&।" %&'#%65" �=̂-"q QZ L6M'5& 5"-| &H, L0|0# QZ'2 
#"�#"%H5 2!"! )&* <ô!1 t;0"'a %5%& :%!+- 2!'5&। O"!'5! )"5,H ),#'& 
&#)"8!'$! t'¾'`! 4%5F :6'i': 5\ "! <&7:- <#6"'&! :%!.H :"| - %(i"H, L0#"H, 
0"%a'5*, %('A, %#b"'&, !")&,%5'5 - L2"& Li'q &H! 05*| 5\ "! p| <#6"& O"!'5! 
|%5a"'0 %.!~!$,H a'H P"2'#।
r-"'6! 67O9 "8*, O"!5#'`9! t':%i5 &"- O%8&, %&'#%65"। %#'(` 2'! ."!�%(A Y %.q23"-
Li'q 5\ "! <#6"'&! 2P" <%=2"g( -"&7'`! 2"'> 4"H <)"&"|। <=*":2 (@!,40"6 #07! 
<-B3* 8'#`$"�� '%&'#%65" L3"2-"5"'! .5̂P9 M'� L0| <#6"'&! %2>̂ <g( t'¾"%.5 
a'H'>। #59-"& 4#'S O"!'5! %(A'i'q O%8&,! L0| <0"-"&* <#6"'&!| ~!$4H"0। 
%&'#%65" t:3%è 2'!%>'3&, Ly L2"&Y L6'(! #" )"%5! æ%5a*, 2h W p#g %.1"="!"'2
0»2O"'# t:3%è! <&*5- L+N -"=*- L0| L6'(! #" )"%5! %(A, %.q23" Y 0g8,5। 
O"!5#'`9! 2h W! ¨#%.q Y 8O,! ),#&'#"= 0-� :V%P#,! 0O*5" - 0g]h %5! -'=* p2 %#%(� 
�"& <%=2"! 2'! r'>। O"!'5! 076,�9 074".,& |%5a"0 Y 5"! ¨#%.q-%�5 %#("3 
LO�'8"%32 æ�y9 ŷ8ŷ8"1 ='! O"!5#"0,! -'& Ly-%(A0VW! <&7'4!$" )"%8'H r0'>, 
O"!5'2 )"&'5 a'3 5"'2 8O,!O"'# )"&" p2"1 4'H")&। %(A'.5&" pM"'& )"5,H  
L.5&"%! p2F <'-"� t:"6"&। %&'#%65" rÐy9 a'H 3i* 2!'3&, O"!5#"0, )"'&, 
-"&7'`! -'&! :B$9"e %#2"'(! )&* %(A'.5&" #" %(A'#"= <5*1 r#(*2।
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O%8&, %&'#%65" Ly0-H O"!'5 p'0%>'3& 5M& O"!'5 %(A)8'5! <5*1 L(".&,H <#�"। 
%TF( !")�2"3 Ly-2'H2F rn9  ]̂3 %>3, L0M"'& >"q'6! -'& L8z'P L6YH" a5, O"!5,H 
%(A <#"�# Y 67#93 - 5"! L2"&Y L8¹!# L&|। 
¨((# LP'2| %('A! 4%5 %&'#%65"! 48"â <&7!"8 Y t;0"a। :'! %5%& %2>̂%6& 4%0[ %(A, 
p'#&)"! 2̂'2! 2"'> %(A..9 "Y 2'!%>'3&, %(A'.5&" 5\ "! -u"85 %>3। 5\ "! !.&"'5Y 
4"H( :"YH" y"H %(%A5 <%O#*%d। Q"-, %#'#2"&R'2 4P- 6(9& 2'! %5%& %3'M%>'3&, 
!"'o'3! %(� %y�! L2"-35" Y -%a-" 5\ "! 33"'n Y L."'M।
O"!5,H %('A %&'#%65"! 6,i" Q"-,),! 2"'>| a'H%>3। Q"-,), %>'3& O"!5"X"! -B59 %#�a, 
%(A %#`'H %#'(` <&7!"8,। :%!T")2 ),#'& 4.̂! <%Ob5", %#:73 <=*H&, 8O,! !0'#"= 
Y %#."!(,35"! 5\ "! b"&O"�"! :%!:B$9 a'H%>3। %&'#%65" Q"-,),! 2"> LP'2| O"!5 -
%('A! <1l&m%a5 --9"P9 #̂�'5 %('M%>'3&। %#'(` 2'! O"!'5 r0"! :! %5%& yM& 
Q"-,),! 0'e O"!'5! 4="& 4="& 5,P9 Y |%5a"04%0[ �"&±%3 ©-$ 2!%>'3& 5M& 5\ "! 
2"'> p|0# %#M*"5 �"'&! %.q23", %(A'0�Ry9 0K'29  b"&8O9  #*"M*"  �&'5&। p-&2, 
p'6'(! LM5 - M"-"! Y )&),#'&! 5";:y9, -"=̂y9 Y -"a"X* :y91 #̂%�'H #3'5& Q"-,),। 
p|O"'#| %&'#%65" <)1", |'3"!", r�", %6%¢, 2"(,, &"3R", %.'5"! |5*"%6 4%0[ 
�"&±%3! %(A'0�Ry9 L6M'5 L:'H%>'3& p#g p2|0'e O"!'5! 0g]h %5! Q!U: ="!$" 2!'5 
L:'!%>'3&। 5"! %&6(9& !'H'> 5\ "! L3M" 4#S p#g <:B#9 ��±%3'5 - "The web of Indian 
Life', 'The Footfalls of Indian History', 'Studies From an Eastern Home'  |5*"%6'5। 
Q"-, %#'#2"&R|  4P- O"!'5! %('A! t:! %�2 4O"# 0K'29  :"Ð"5* :%�5'6! ©"1 
-5#"6±'3" M�& 2'!%>'3&। :*"%!'0 Ly-:"39"'-¬ <# %!%3%)H& a'H%>3 L0M"'& %5%& 
%#�"%!5O"'# L6%M'H%>'3& O"!'5! 0O*5", %(A%.1" |5*"%6 %�2 0O*5" #" %('A! Ö"!" 
4O"%#5 aH%&। O%8&, %&'#%65" L0| 0O"H t:%�5 %>'3&। p>"_"Y Q"-,),! 0'e #�#"! 
%5%& O"!5,H %(A 0Á'S 6,�9 r3": - r'3".&"  2'!%>'3&। %&')! <16V9 W %6'HY %5%& 
O"!5,H %('A! 0Bi 2")±%3 p#g 5"! <1l&m%a5 O"# t:3%è 2!'5 L:'!%>'3&। 
O%8&, %&'#%65" Ly-& %aR7=-9, 2"3,5T  4Oh %5 0K'29  yP"yP ="!$" 2!'5 L:'!%>'3&, 
»2  L5-&| r-"'6!  %(A23"  0K'29 Y  5\ "! ="!$" %>3 <0"-"&*। !"-"&R .'å":"=*"H 
%3'M'>&, %5%& 5\ "! :%q2"H 4P- 4P- L2#3 %(A, !%# #-9"! >%# >":'5&। %&'#%65"| ŷ%d 
%6'H 5\ "'2 #̂%�'H %>'3& Ly !%# #-9"! %.'q! !,%5 O"!5,H &H। p-&2,  :"Ð"5* %.q!,%5 
-'5Y 5" t;2h � &H।
O"!5#'`9 r=̂%&2 2"'3! %(A r'R"3'& | %# a*"'O3 p2F ±!��:B$9 &"-। %5%& CEÝÃ 
0"'3 232"5"! 8O&9'-¬ rn9  ]̂'3! 07:"%!&'n&'c¬ a'H r'0&। <A%6'&! -'=*|
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pM"&2"! %(A%(i" :[%5'5 %5%& r-B3 :%!#59& p'& %6'H%>'3&। p5%6& ='! L0M"'& 
L2#3 :"Ð"5* %('A! <&70!$ 2!'5 %(i" L6YH" a5। %-. a*"'O3| 0#94P- 4".* %('A! 
%O%w'5 %(A%(i" ."37 2!'3&। p| ="!" :'! %(A±!� <#&,D&"P �"2̂! Y 5\ "! >"q!" 0"!" 
O"!5#'`9 >%_'H %6'H%>'3&।  
O"!5,H %(A23" ! :7&!�["! Y 0P0"!$2'A  %-. a*"'O'3! 0"=&"! L:>'& %>3 O%8&, 
%&'#%65"! æ2"%12 t6*- Y 0a"H5"। a*"'O'3! -a"�� "|%¯H"& ]*"A."! p¯ L:ìg ' - p! 
0-"'3".&" %3M'5 %8'H O%8&, %3'M%>'3&, "O"!5,H %(A 0Á'S :"Ð"5* L3M'2! 23- 
LP'2 p| 4P- p2F #| L:3"- y"! :VN"±%3! 0#9q O"!5#`9 Y O"!5,H )&8$ 0Á'S +[" 
Y 4,%5! -'&"O"# 42"%(5 r'>।"  
p'i'q a*"'O'3! Ly-2P"±%3 %&'#%65" t[h 5 2'!'>& 5" r!Y 4"J3 a'# : ":"Ð"5* %(A 
Ly& 5"! :"M" L>\ 'n %6'H #'0 r'>; 5" L2#3 :"lPm# L0�Ry9'2| %.'&'>। O"!5,H %(A 
-7d:'P 67*'3"'2 tí,& a'H 0#96"| L.�" 2'!'> L0M"&2"! %2>̂ #î'2 -59 * 0,-"H &"%-'H 
r&'5 ।" O%8&, <%5 07R!O"'# #*"M* " 2'! L6M"& Ly a*"'O3 4-"$ 2'!'>&, |t'!":,H 
r'n9  Ly-L0�Ry9 !'H'> 5" :"lPm#, r! O"!5,H r'n9 ! L0�Ry9 Q8,x H।
O%8&, %&'#%65" Y a*"'O3 r4"$ L.�" 2!'5& y"'5 0"¡")*#"6, %TF( 0-"'3".2'6! 
rº-$ LP'2 O"!5,H %(A'2 !i" 2'! %#'�! 6!#"'! 5"'2 yP"yP -y9"6" L6YH" y"H। 
p| ="!" :'! ='! L!'M%>'3& %(A±!� <#&,D&"P �"2̂! Y 5\ "! >"q &R3"3 #07 4-7M।
<#&,D&"P %&f0g'2"'. #'3%>'3&, O"!5,H %.q23"  Y 4".* 0g]h %5! :7&!�u,#'& 5\ "! 
y"-%2>̂ 4'.�", 5"! L:>'& !'H'> O%8&, %&'#%65"! <&7'4!$"। %.q"@'& 4P- 4P- 
<#&,D&"P :"Ð"5* O"'#!| <&72!$ 2!'5&। %&'#%65"| 5\ "'2 O"!5,H :[%5 <&70!'$! 
L4!$" L6&। 5\ "! #� %.'q! 0-"'3".&" %&'#%65" %3'M %6'H%>'3& -c"&9 %!%Ot :%q2"H। 
%#'(`5 'O"!5-"5" ' %.qF! O� H0, 4(g0" 2'!%>'3& %5%&। %.'q! L0�Ry9 Y <1l&m%a5 O"# 
t:3%è 2'! 5"! #*"M*" 2!"! i-5" 5\ "! %>3। :*"%!0 LP'2 L+N %(A,'6! r\ 2" #� >%#! 
2%: r%&'H %5%& -c"&9  %!%Ot'5 >":"! #*#�" 2'!%>'3&। Y|0-� >%#! 0-"'3".&"Y %5%& 
%&') %3'M %6'5&। p|O"'# 0"="!$ -"&7`'2 :"Ð"5* Y 4".* %(A 0K'29  <#%a5 2!'5 
."|'5& %&'#%65" । 5\ "! r!Y t'�(* %>3 - :"Ð"5* %.'q! %&2h � <&72!$ &" 2'! 5"'6! 
-'=* LyF L+N L0F #̂'� p'6'(! %(A,!" %&')'6! O"'# O"!5,H O%e'5 42"( 2!�2।
rn9  ]̂'3 O%8&, %&'#%65" #�#"! #dh 5" L6&, %2¦ 0#±%3 #dh 5" 0g�a 2!" 0}# aH%&। 
Ly±%3 0g�%a5 a'H'> Ly-& - ')"%58�'& r'n9 ! 6"&', 'r'n9 ! #"$,' |5*"%6, L0±%3 :"� 
2!'3| L#"�" y"H %5%& r'n9 ! 25 #_ 0-�6"! %>'3&।
&R3"3 #07, <%052̂-"! a"36"!, 07'!D&"P 8"e73, 4-7M rn9  ]̂'3! >"q8$ %&'#%65"! 
2"> LP'2 �=̂ t;0"a Y L4!$"| :"&%&, O"!5,H :[%5'5 %.q"@'&! b"&Y 3"O 2'!%>'3&। 
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O"!5,H O"#="!"! :%!.H O%8&,! 2"'>| p\!" 3"O 2'!&। !"-"H$ Y -a"O"!5 LP'2 
#,!�:B$9 2"%a%& <#3Á& 2'! >%# r\ 2#"! )&* 5\ "'6! M̂# t;0"a %6'5& %&'#%65"। 
<%052̂-"! a"36"! %3'M'>&, "r-"'6! %>3 5M& L6%( %('A! 8'#`$"-2"3। O%8&, 
%&'#%65" 0#96" r-"'6! p| )"5,H )"8V%5 4,%5! .'i L6M'5&। r%- Y &R3"3 4"H| 5\ "! 
%&2n #"8#")"! Ly5"-। r-"'6! t:'6(>'3 #"!#"! 0"#="& 2!'5&, r-!" Ly& rn9  
L>'_ :%3F'Õ Ly"8 &" %6। r-"'6! a"'5 L6'(! <#37  r'n9 ! &#)"8!$ %&O9 ! 2!'> - 
L0n"Y L6'(! )"8V%5 Y Q"=,&5"! :'i M̂# #_ 2")। L0| 2P"| O%8&, %&'#%65" r-"'6! 
L#"�"'5&।... r-"'6! #"!#"! t:'6( %6'5&, )"5,H %(A23"! æ�y9'2 )"%8'H Y #\"%.'H 
!"M"! )&* r4"$ 2") 2!'5।" &R3"3 #07! r\ 2" '6(!'P! -V5̂*' >%# L6'M O%8&, M̂# 
4(g0" 2'!&। Q"-,! -V5̂*(y*"! :"'( L2�(3*"! 8O,! <P.   0gy5  L("2"a5 #$9&" 2'!'>& 
p|O"'# : "pM"'& L("'2! <("3,& t{"0 L&|। 0#%2>̂ ("1,%&f(�, %&H%T5। )3!'v! 
2")। -B3 >%#F a"'5 %&'3 5"! %#`'H -V67 .":"-Q'! 2P" #3" >"_" t:"H P"'2 &"। %.q'$ 
p-&| 8"â5" Ly, -& O"#%&%#_5"H r{� a'H y"H।" %5%& r'!" L3'M&। : "It may be 
noted that modern Indian art, at once genuinely modern in born at last."
L3%c La%!ga"- yM& <)1"! ±a"%.q 2%: 2!'5 O"!'5  p'0%>'3& 5M& %&'#%65" p'0 -
%>'3& 5M& %&'#%65"  %&') F%2n L2'n, rn9  ]̂'3! t=95& 25h 9:i'2 #'3 0# #*#�" 2'! 
rn9  ]̂'3 ! >"q &R3"3 Y <%052̂-"! a"36"!'2 L0M"'& :"»'H%>'3& y"'5 5\ "!" L3%c 
La%!ga"-'2 Y| 2"') 0"a"y* 2!'5 :"'!& p#g p2|0'e 2") L('M&, t;0"a :"&, <%Ob5" 
0�H 2'!&। �=̂ 5"-| &H, %2>̂%6& :! %5%& ."3-c"3 |5*"%6 %&'H L0M"'& y"& 5\ "'6! 
56"!%2 2!'5।
&R3"3 #07 )"%&'H'>&, rn9  ]̂'3 5\ "! r\ 2"  - 2"3,, 05*O"-", 6(!P Y L2�(3*", )8"| - 
-"="| |5*"%6 %.q±%3 L6'M %&'#%65" 0'e 0'e 5"'6! q�F±%3 0g'("=& 2!'5 #'3%>'3&। 
&R3"'3! >%# L6M"-"q 5\ "! %(A4%5O" %&'#%65" #̂'�%>'3&, 5"| 5\ "'2 5\ "! #"%_'5 y"YH"! 
)&* <&7'!"= 2'!&। &R3"'3! ~V%5 : "p2%6& r%- r! 07'!& 8"e73, L837- %0Ì"'!! 0'e 
L6M" 2!'5।... r-"'6! #0'5 #3'3&। r-!" #037- p2n" L0"o"'5।... %0Ì"! #3'3&, 
'L5"-!" r0& 2'! #0, r%- L6%M।' #3'5 r-"'6! M̂# !"8 a3। L--0"'a# r-"'6! 
<:-"& 2!3। %0Ì"! %2¦ 5M&| #3'3&, r-"'6! O"# #̂'�, 'L5"-!" #̂'[! L6'(! L3"2। 
L5"-"'6! L0"o"H #0" L6M'5 r-"! O"3 3"'8 &"। L5"-!" p| LyO"'# #'0> »2 #̂'[! 
-5। O"!, O"3 3"8'> r-"! L6M'5।' " 5"!:! r&'R t«"%05 -7'M %2>̂i$ 5\ "'6! %6'2 
L.'H !|'3&। 3i*$,H, %&'#%65"  5\ "! 4%5²5 %#6*"3'H �!�  LP'2| %(A %(i"! #*#�" 
2'!%>'3&। r) pF rÐ'y9! %#`H &" a'5 :"'! %2¦ L0%6& L0F p2F ¨#Ò%#2 #*":"! 
%>3। L0-0-'H |g3*"'¯Y %(�'6! L2#3-"q 2"'3" L!M"H r\ 2'5 L(M"'&" a5। !'v! #*#a"! 
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2A&"5,5 %>3। %(�!" <'&2 !g #*#a"! 2'! !'v! O"`"H %&')'6! -&'2 M̂'3 =!'# - pn" 
%.1"! #"|'! %>3। p'#&)"! 2̂2 4-7M %(A,!" L0|0-H -"&7`'2 L#"�"'5 L.�" 2!%>'3& Ly, 
023 -"&7'`! :'i <i!b"& Ly-& <5*"#(*2 Y 4'H")&,H, L5-%& 023 %(�! 4'H")& 
%.q"@'&! %(i"। p-& p2F 0-'H %&'#%65" 5\ "! %#6*"3'H! >"q,'6! !g-5̂%3 2"8) %&'H 
>%# r\ 2"! r&R LP'2 #%�5 2'!& %&। %&')| M̂# t;0"'a! 0'e <'&2 y'Û 5"'6! r\ 2" 
L(M"'5&। L03"| Y -"F! 2")Y L(M"'5&। %5%& %#�"0 2!'5& p'6'(! -"&7'`! %(A'#"= 
0a)"5; p#g 074".,& 0g]h %5! æ%5a* O"!5#"0,! !'d, 5\ "'6! =-&,'5 !'H'>। 5"| 8O,! 
O"3#"0" %&'H %5%& %&')! �'! 0g!i$ 2'! !"M'5& >"q,'6! a"'5! 2"')! &-7&" p#g 3i 
2!'5& 5"'6! 2") º-( 07R! Y :%!$5 a'{। 5\ "! %.»:q 5"'6! a"'5! 2"')! 40e 
4"H| P"25। 5"'6! 5̂%3! 2") 25 O"3, !'v! #*#a"! 2, .-;2"!, 5"!" 2, L03"| 2'! 
%3M'5 #" #3'5 %5%& 2M&Y �"1 a'5& &"।
%(A23"! )8'5 p2F 4.%35 2P" - Art for Art's sake - 23"È2#3*#" 6, %(A'.5&"! 
0#9"e,& t'¾` %('A! )&*|। <&* t'�(* P"2'3 %(A23"! t'¾` :%!:B$9 aH &"। O%8&, 
%&'#%65" %2¦ O"!5,H )"8!'$! )&*| %('A! :7&)9 "8!$ L.'H%>'3&। 5\ "! %#�"0, %('A! 
:7&!Ô*6'H! t:!| O"!'5! O%#`*; %&O9 ! 2!'>। 5"| %5%& ."|'5& )"5,H L.5&" Y )"5,H 
|%5a"'0! t:! %(A 4%5²5 La"2। %5%& #3'5&, ")"5,H %('A!  :7&)9 "8!$ r-"! %4H 
QZ।" O"!5 yM& 5"! :7!"5& %(A'2 %o'! :"'# 5M&| L0 p2n" (%d("3, )"%5!U': 
rX42"( 2!'#।
%&'#%65" %#�"0 2!'5&, �=̂ %#'�! 6!#"'! O"!5'2 5̂'3 =!'3| a'# &" - p2"1O"'# 
4'H")& O"!5 Y O"!5#"0,! 2"'> O"!'5! L+N r6(9±%3'2 t'¾".& 2!"। 2"!$ 
O"!5,H!" rX%#~V5 )"%5। p| 407  )"%5'2 )"8"'5 a'# - %('A! -"=*'-| 5" 0}#। %5%& 
r'!" %#�"0 2!'5&, )&8'$! 2"'> L6'(! #"$,, )"5,H r6(9 Y æ%5a* L:¹ z'> %6'5 
%(A23"! -5 #"ïH r="! r! %2>̂ a'5 :"'! &"। p2F %.q #" p2M"%& 0g8,5 p-&O"'# 
�6H'2 �(9 2!'5 :"'! p#g 023 )"%5'2 p20B'q L#\'= %6'5Y Y p2"X'#"= )"8"'5 :"'!, 
y" r! L2"&Y %2>̂! Ö"!" 0}# &H।  

t%&( (5'2! 4"!'} r-"'6! %(A'i'q Ly-<#�" p'0%>3 5" <S2"! ŷ8 #'3 %.%Æ5
%>3। |t'!":,H %('A! a"0*2! <&72!'$ -w L0| ŷ'8 O"!5,H %(A23"! -'=* O"!5,H�'2 
)"%8'H O"!5,H %('A! :7&)9 "8!'$! 4"$:$ L.�" 2'!%>'3& p| -a,H0, &"!,। �=̂ 5"-| &H, 
O"!'5! %(A'.5&"'2 %5%& :7&!�["! 2'!%>'3&।

:B'#9 42"%(5 : %&'#"=5 - ¿C #`9 - Ù- 0gM*"  - )"&7H"!, - LoT�H"!, ÂDCE 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@#*= (#=# 
B"9%D9#. h#&R * 

             
O%8&, %&'#%65" O"!'5! 0#'.'H 4O"#("3, -%a3"'6! -'=* <&*5-। 5\ "! #| -"5h !U:" 
2"3, :'_ <&74"%$5 a'H <#&,D&"P �"2̂! "O"!5-"5"" >%#F r\ '2&।

We have taken some of the photos from the internet for the joy of sharing knowledge 
only in this magazine. For lack of information, we may not be able to acknowledge the 
names of the original contributors, however, we want to thank them all.  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'9/"'1=#* Mi 
!U#'8&# ZX#!#4#      

%&'#%65"! O"!5 r8-'&! :Ð"'5 p2n" %&l6m� '%-(&' %>3, %2¦ %5%& '%-(&"%!' %>'3& 
&"। 5P"2%P5 %-(&" %!'6! -'5" p'6'(! <b )&0"="!$'2 %5%& <S2"! LP'2 r'3"'2 
%&'H Ly'5 r'0&%& । p'0%>'3& 074".,& O"!'5! 0O*5"-0g]h %5! 4%5 +[" Y :B)"! 
-'&"O"# %&'H। O"!5#`9'2 %�'! O%8&, %&'#%65"! r("-r2"K"! 2P" y56B! 0}# 5\ "! 
%.1" Y O"#"&70!'$ r:&"'6! 0"-'& 5̂'3 =!#।
%&'#%65" 4%5²5 %#6*"3HF! yP"P9 5";:y9 2, <P#" r8"-, 4)'¾! )&* L0 L2"& O� %-2" 
�a$ 2!'# - p0# %&$9H 2!"! 0-H aH'5" pM&Y r'0%&। 5'# p2P" %&f0'R'a #3'5 :"%! 
Ly, %&'#%65" L0ŷ'8! 3¯'& &#,& %(i"'R"3&-p! 0'e ŷd <%Ob %(i%Hq, %>'3&। 
%(i"%#6 %a0"'# %&)Q =*"&="!$"! r'3"'2 %#6*"3'H! 07.&":'#9| %&'#%65" <&&* O� %-2"! 
|%e5 %6'H%>'3&।
4ã )"'8, %&'#%65"! -'5" <0"="!$ #*%d�("%3&, &"!,'2 Q"-, %#'#2"&R 4"|-"%! ]̂3
M̂'3 <-r-2-M L(M"'&"! 2"') L2& r§"& )"%&'H%>'3&? Q"-,),! L0 r§"'&! :Ð"'5 
%#6*"3H-4%5N"! 4'H")&n" -7M* %>3 &"। 2"!$ pM"'& 67F %#`H -'& !"M" 6!2"!। p2, 
%#6*"3H �!� aYH"! r'8 Q"-,), -"89"'!n L&"'#3'2 T®.y9T'5 6,%i5 2'! '%&'#%65"' &"- 
%6'H%>'3&। 67|, %#6*"3H 4%5N" 2'!%>'3& 0à)&&, +,+,-" QHg, +,!"-2h '¥! <#59-"'& 
%y%&  %>'3& 0'à! r=*"%X2 (%d!  :"3%Hq,। p'P'2| 4-"%$5 aH, Q"-,), L.'H%>'3& 
L>'3'6! -'5" L-'H'6! )&*Y p2F -� �":& 2!'5।  
!"-2h ¥ %-(& :i LP'2 Q"-, 0"!6"&R %#6*"3'H! Ly 4P- 2"y9%##!$, (CÝDÙ - CÝCÂ) 
42"( 2'!& 5"'5 :%!Ú"!O"'# L3M" a'H'> - "%#6*"3'H! 0"-"&*  0B.&"H 4�"%#5 T,-'�! 
'O� %-2"' !.&" a3।" Q"-,),! L0| QZ 0}# a3 yM& 6%i'$�! T,-� �"%:5 a3 r!Y 
>"Ç"'�" #>! :'! CÝÙç %�Ì"'�।  
%&'#%65"'2 L2D 2'! Ly <A0gM*2 5*"8T5, L-'H!" 0-'#5 a&, 5\ "!" CÝCç 0"3 LP'2 
%#6*"3'H! <6B'! p2F O"_"#"%_'5 P"2'5&। 5\ "!" 5\ "'6! r+'-! &"- %6'H%>'3& 
'-"5h -%R!' p#g 0�*"%0&,! -'5"| ),#& y":& 2!'5&।
%&'#%65"! 4%5 Q"-,),! %&'69 ( %>3 - O"!5,H L-'H'6! )"5,H O"'# L6(,H æ%5a* #)"H 
L!'M| %(i" %6'5 a'#। %5%& r!Y ~!$ 2%!'H %6'H%>'3&, +,!"-2h ¥ �=̂-"q &"!,-7%d! 
)&* r'0&%&, %5%& )&8'&!Y q"$2w9 "। Q"-,),! p| O"#&"| %&'#%65"'2 tÖ̂[ 2'!%>3। 
5\ "! :'i �=̂-"q p2F %#6*"3'H! ."! L6H"'3! -'=* %&')'2 r#[ !"M" 2»& %>3।
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Q"-,), L.'H%>'3& -"&7` 8_"! %(i"। %&'#%65" L0F'2 )"%5 8�'&! %6'2 40"%!5 2'!&। 
L0|%62 %6'H %#."! 2!'3 p| %#6*"3HF %>3 5M&2"! %6'& O"!'5! 4P- )"5,H %#6*"3H। 
L0| %#6*"3'H! L-'H!" 4%5%6& 4"P9&"! 0-'H 8"|5 '#'R -"5!-' - p| 0g8,'5! Y:! 5M& 
%TF( 0!2"! %&'`="b" )"%! 2'!%>'3&। Q'6%( �'#*! #*#a"'!Y %&'#%65"! r�'a! 0,-" 
%>3 &"। 5"| L2"&Y!2- %Ö=" &" 2'! %5%& L3%c %-'¬"'2 (5;2"3,& O"|0!'H! :Û,, CÝCD 
%ºÌ"'� CË &g L#"0:"_" L3'& %&'#%65"! 0'e L6M" 2!'5 r'0&) r:*"%H5 2'!%>'3& 
Q'6%( 2":-%c'0 Q'6%( .", %.%& Y %#]̂n %6'H। 5M& O"!5,H'6! �'! Y| Q'6%( #î! L2"&Y 
26! %>3 &"। r#"! L3%c %-'¬" yM& CÝCD-p! CE -".9  %&'#%65"'2 8O&9'-¬-a"t0-p 
#*%d85 O"'# r-T$ )"%&'H%>'3& 5M&Y %&'#%65" p2 :*"'2n Q'6%( %#]̂n (L3'_ %#]̂n) 
0'e %&'H a"%)! a'H%>'3&। p L#"=aH p2-"q %&'#%65"! :'i| 0}#।
p2P" 07%&%Ð5 Ly, ='-9! Li'q O"!'5! %#'6( LP'2 L(M"! %2>̂| L&|, #!g L6H"! -'5"
0K6 <'&2 r'>। r-"'6! 0-"') <#(* #59-"'& :%!#59& )!�%! a'H :'_'>। %2¦ 0-"') 
&5̂& y" %2>̂! 4#59 & 4'H")& O"!5,H!" %&')!"| 2!'#। L2"&Y %#'6(,! L5" L0 #*":"'! 
a�'i: 2!" <%=2"! L&|।
%5& a")"! #>'! 8'_ Y�" p| 0O*5" %2 p5| ±!��a,& Ly, :%Ð'-! 5!�$)"%5 4"'.*! 
-"&7`'2 %686(9& 2!'#! |t'!"': 0O*5"! )¾ 5M&Y aH%&। L0| 074".,& 2"'3| O"!5#`9 
0O*5"! -B3O"#±%3 �6He- 2'!%>3। 0O*5"! <P9 -"&7'`! L.5&"'2 t¤5! -B3*'#"'= 
)"�5 2!", 0B°  -aw! 2h W! 0�"! 2!" p#g L0|0'e 8'_ L5"3" t6"! 40"%!5 6VWO%e।
O"!5,H L-'H!" <b - p-& Ô3 ="!$" L2"&Y-'5 | L-'& L&YH" y"H &"। #!g O"!5,H 
L-'H'6! 0-7�5 .%!q-%a-", 5"'6! 0a)"5 -y9"6"'#"=, �6H - -'&! L2"-35", y" 5"!" 
%&')'6! 0a)-0!3 ),#&y"q"! -'=*| 3"O 2'!'>-L0±%3| L5" )"5,H ),#'& -a"�9 0K6। 
aH'5" r=̂%&2 :%!O"`" H 5"!" <%(%i5, 2"!$ 5"!" %&')! O"`"H p2F (�Y :_'5 
L('M%&, %&')! &"- 0| 2!" L5" 6B'!! 2P"। 5"-0'TY %(i" -"&7`'2 Ly t;2`9 L6H, 
%&'#%65"! -'5 O"!5,H L-'H!" 5P"2%P5 %(i"3"O &" 2'!Y 5" 0a¸±'$ L#%( <)9 & 
2'!%>3। O"!'5 &"!,! r6(9 L!"-"ñ &H, 5*"8। 4".*'6'(! :'i :"Ð"5*'2 <&72!$ 2!"! 
L2"&Y r#(*25" L&|। %#'6'(! !,%5&,%5, %(�"."!'2 <&72!$ 2!"! a,& -'&"O"# P"2'# 
L2&? :!�'!! L0�a"69 * LyM"'& r'> L0M"'& a"5')"_ 2'! &-]"! )"&"3"- <P#" 2!-69 & 
2!3"- - 5"'5 2, r'0 y"H। 
%&'#%65" ."|'5&, O"!'5! 5!�$!" Ly& -'& !"'M& Ly, )8'5! <&* L2"P"Y, r! L2"&Y 
)"%5! -'=*| >"q"#�"H p5 t¤ T®.'y9! r6(9 L&|। %&'#%65" r(" !"M'5& - 4%5F 
>"q| L6('4'- tÖ̂[ a'#। ("02'+$,! ."': L3M" p2 %#:!,5 p#g <=905* |%5a"'0! L-"'a 
&" :'_, 5"!" Ly& Q'6('2 <M�!U': O"#'5 L('M। <&*"&* )"%5! 2"'> O"!'5! )#"#%6%a 
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2!"! L2"&Y 4'H")& L&|। O"!'5! >"'q!" Ly& %&')'6! 0"%a5* - %#'(` 2'! 0g]h 5 0"%a5*, 
%(A, �":5* Y O"]'y9! -'=* %#2%(5 )"5,H 4%5O"! 0-"6! 2!'5 L('M। %&')'6! <-B3* 
%(A-0K'6! 4%5 5!�$0-"')! ò6"0,&* %&'#%65"'2 25n" #*%P5 2!'5", 5" r) r-!" 
2A&"Y 2!'5 :"%! &"। %5%&| L0%6& O"!'5! %(A,'6! t;0"a %6'H L4!$"6"q,! ±!��:B$9 
O� %-2" :"3& 2'!%>'3&। O"!5,H %('A! )"8!'$ &5̂& (%d 0�"%!5 2'! %5%& %(A%.1"! 
Li'q p2 -7d %681 M̂'3 %6'3&। %&'#%65"! 2"'> %(A,!" %>'3& <&1 Q'Z! 0"1  !U:2"!। 
O"!5,H &"!,! #*%d�'2 L#"�"! -'5" <16V9 W %&'#%65"! %>3। 5\ "! -'& a'H%>3 L0M"'&| 
!a'0*! ."%#2"» - y" O"!5#`9'2 0-� =-90-B'a! )&&, 2'!'>। #"!#"! 6Vâ5"! 0'e %5%& 
~!$ 2%!'H %6'H'>& - :7!�'`! L.'H L-'H'6! Y:'!| O"!'5! O%#`*; L#%( %&O9 ! 2!'>।
r-"'6! L6( r) %#:'6! 0·7M,&। L6()&&, %#'(` 2'! p| i'$ 5\ "! L-'H'6! r§"& 
2!'>&। 5\ "!" Ly& +["! 0'e L0 r§"'& 0"_" %6'H p%8'H r'0&। 
r)'2! O"!5,H -" Ly& 5\ "! L-'H'6! p2F ),#&y":'&! L4!$" L6& - y"! <O"'# )"%5 
r) 5"! <1'!! (%d Y #,y9 a"%!'H Lo3'>।
4'5*2 -" Ly& 4%5b" 2'!& Ly, 5\ "! 01"& -a; a'#। -"'H!" Ly& 01"'&! <1'! <:"! 
0a"&7O� %5  )"%8'H L5"'3& y"'5 5"!" <'&*! 67fM'2 %&')! #'3 �a$ 2!'5 :"'!। 
%&'#%65"! (%d("3, L3M&,'5 Q"-,),!| -a" r§"& �&'5 :"| - r-!" Ly& r-"'6! 
01"&'6! Q'6( Y Q)"%5! %.1"H tÖ̂[ 2!'5 :"%!। r-!" L6M'5 ."|, r-"'6! 01"&!" 
Q'6'(! )&* rX5*"8 2!'>। 5"!" O"!5'2 O"'3"#"072, b"& <)9 & 2!�2 O"!'5!| 
23*"$0"='& - p|0# O"# 5"'6! %&fQ"0 - 4�"'0! -'5" 4#"%a5 La"2।
p5n"| %>3 %&'#%65"! r(", %&'#%65"! QZ। %&'#%65"! %4H Q'6(-TF t¤"!$ 2'!| L(` 
2%!। %5%& 5\ "! >"q,'6! Y| -TF =*"& 2!'5 Y #"! #"! r#h %w 2!'5 #3'5& ):-'T! 
-'5"। L0| -T a3 : "'#'R -"5!-' - O"!5-"5", L5"-"H 4$"- 2%!।"

Ã &'OÁ!'ÝE >"q,%6#'0 0"'Hñ %0F <%c'n"%!H"'- %0Ì"! %&'#%65" ]̂'3! (5#"l`m2, t:3'i r'H"%)5 0O"H 
O"`'$! <&7#"6।
'<0"-"&* :q'3%M2" %&'#%65"' :7�'2 42"%(5     
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                       M#(%8%* (#9$&95# '9/"'1=#
+#.L +#6

-"89"'!n L&"'#3, :!#5,x 2"'3 %0Ì"! %&'#%65", 0Á'S &"&" -7%&! &"&" -5। 5"! L2"&n" 0%5* 
L2"&n" %&>2 8A ±)# 5"! .̂3'.!" %#."! &" 2'!Y p2 0"="!$ -"&7'`! 6VW'5 %&'#%65"! 
),#'&! %6'2 5"2"'3 p-& %2>̂ <&7O� %5! LMz") :"YH" y"H 5"! <'&2n"| -"&%#2 r! 
#"%2n" -a" -"&%#2 &" a'3Y -a"& <%5 <#(*|।
)¾0B'q CEÃË 0"'3, rH"!3*"'¯। CEÝE p yM& -"89"'!n 232"5"H p'3& 5M& 5\ "! 
#H0 ¿C। y%6Y #"#" %>'3& =-9y")2, 5*"8 #" %5%5i" 5M& -"89"'!'n! ),#'&! 3i* %>3 
&"। 6"6" %!.-'¯! -'5 -"89"'!n <A #'H0 LP'2| O"#4#$ p#g “easily attracted to men 
with intellectual disposition.” Q"-,),! tJ3 #*%d� r! 4M! L#�%[2 0T"! %6'2
-"89"'!'n! -5 -%a3" Ly r2h � a'#& pn" M̂#| Q"O"%#2। %2¦ :"Ð"'5*! Q"{'R*! 
),#&y"q" L>'_ O"!'5! 6"%!�* p#g <%&ÐH5"! %6'2 %&O9 'H :" #"%_'H %6'5 0"a0 p#g 
rX%#�"0 3"'8। 0-")23*"'$! |'{'2 2"') :%!$5 2!"! 4P- :6'i': <'&2 )"c* 
<%5º- 2!'5 aH- p2 ¨8%!2 0#95*"8, 0�*"0,! O!0"H p2 ŷ#5, 0"5 0-7� :"%_ %6'3&—
pn"'2 L2#3 L!"-"&F%0)- #" #*%d'4'-! #*"M*" %6'3 L#"= aH Ô3 2!" a'#।
232"5" r0"! :! -"0 67'H2 L2'n%>3 %(i"H। Q"-,), -"89"'!n'2 %3'M%>'3& Ly p| 0-H 
O"!'5! 6!2"! p2 %0g%a&,!, Ly O"!5,H &"!,'2 tÖ̂[ 2!'# p2 &"!, %a0"'#। :"Ð"'5*! 
&"!,(%d! 4%5 Q"-,),! +[" 0#9)&%#%65। %2¦ :"Ð"'5*! <S <&72!$ %5%& ."& %&। 
%5%& L.'H%> '3& -"89"'!n %aR7 =-9 p#g ),#&6(9& 0Á'S <#85 a&। r'!"%:5 L6("."! 
r! <&"."'!! #\"=& O"v'5 %8'H Ly& O"!5,H &"!,! %.!".%!5 O"#-Bl5m! O"3 %62±'3" &� 
&" aH। :!#5,x 2"'3 %&'#%65"! L3M"H Kali, The Mother r! The Way of Indian Life p 
%#%O� 40'e p| %(i"! 4O"# 4{�। r!# #" )7|( O"#&"H j�! L2& :"& %:5"! !U:, 
%�Ì"& O"#&"H 01"& (-*"'c"&")- r! L0| :%!'4%i'5 %aR7 O"!'5! j�! O"#&"H -"5h !U:— 
%#'(` 2'! -" 2"3,, y"! #,O;05" :%Ð-, L.5&"H 4"H <%#�"0* – %&'#%65"! p| ¨#6Ï* 
<&70S"& pM'&" 5"! 4":* Q,2h %5 :"H %&।
6,i"! :! -"89"'!n p! &5̂& &"-2!$ aH O%8&, %&'#%65"। 6,i"! »2 r'8! p#g »2 
:'!! 0-H2"'3! �n&"#%3 %&'H -5'O6 r'>। L2t #'3& Ly -"89"'!n t%Ö� a'H :_%>'3& 
Ly L2& Q"-,), 5\ "'2 2"') 3"8"'{& &"। -"89"'!'n! &"%2 |'{ %>3 0�*"%0&, a#"!, %2¦ 
Q"-,), 5\ "'2 6,i" %6'3& T®."%!$, %a0"'#। -"89"'!n &"%2 -'&4"'$ T®."%!$,! :%!%-5
),#& L-'& %&'5 :"'!&%& - 232"5"! -&&(,3 <%O)"5* &"%2 5\ "! O"3 3"85। |5*"%6 
|5*"%6। %2¦ %&'#%65"! -'& %Ö=" ÖD y"| P"2̂2, %#'6%(&,! QO"#)"5 483O5" 0gy5 
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2!"! )&* Q"-,), y5| 2'�"! a& &" L2&, %&'#%65" 4P- LP'2| -" 0"!6"! “M̂%2” r! 
Q"-,),! -"&02&*", y"! t'�'( r(,#9"6 #"$, %a0"'# Q"-,), %3'M%>'3&-
Be thou to India's future son
The mistress, servant, friend in one
)¾O� %-, rX,H Q)& L>'_ <&* p2 L6('2 r:& 2'! %&'H L0| L6'(! 0-") 23*"'$ 
%&')'2 %&'#%65 2'! %&'#%65" Ly& 5\ "! ±!�! p| r(,#9"6'2| 2'-9 !U:"%H5 2!"! L.�" 2'! 
L8'>& 6,i" :!#5,x  ),#&। pn"| 5"! 0#'.'H #_ :%!.H। 232"5"H r0"! p2 #>'!! -'=* 
#"8#")"! p L-'H'6! )&* ]̂3। 5"! :'!! #>! CEÝÝ p LÒ8 -a"-"!,! 0-H !"�" �"n 
:%!Ú"! LP'2 L!"8,'6! :%!.y9"। �=̂ %&') &H, ."!:"'(! L3"2)&'6!, %#'(`5 -%a3"'6! 
%(i" p#g L0#" -B32 2"') <&74"%$5 2!"। %#%&-'H 5;2"3,& %-(&"%!'6! -5 =-9"1!& 
."& %&, t3'n ±!� p#g -"&0%:5"! 2"'> %&')'2 0\': %6'H %&')| !U:"1%!5 a'H'>&।
�=̂-"q %(i" Y L0#"'5| 5\ "! r=*"%X2 p#g #̂%[85 i7 %�#h %w a5 &"। �%` <!%#R, 
!#,D&"P �"2̂!, )86,( L#"0, <#&,D&"P, &R3"3 #07, 07'!D&"P 8'e":"=*"H - 
5;2"3,& #e 0-"')! tJ3 &iq L6! 0'e %>3 5\ "! %&H%-5 Ly"8"'y"8।
2-90B'q ŷd a'H'>& Y2"2̂!"! 0'e। Q"-,),! -V5̂*! :! %&'#%65" O"!'5! Q"=,&5" 0g�"'-!
0'e p5n"| )%_'H :_'3& Ly %5%& LQ{"H %&')'2 %#%{� 2!'3& -"&0%:5"! <&* 01"& 
!"-2h ¥ %-('&! 2"> LP'2 y"'5 5\ "! %&')! !")È&%525"! L2"& L&%5#".2 4O"# %-('&! 
t:! &" :'_। y%6Y Q"-,),! ±!�O"|'6! (Q"-, T®"&R, Q"-, 0"!6"&R p#g Q"-, L4-"&R) 
0'e 070K29  #)"H %>3 %&'#%65"! ),#'&! L(` %6& :y91।
%&'#%65"! L3"2"1! �'n CÝCC 0"'3, -"q ç¿ #>! #H'0। Q"-,),! -a"4H"$ CÝDÂ 0"'3। 
Q"%-),! 0'e -"89"'!'n! 4P- L6M" CEÝÙ 0"'3। -"q 0"5 #>'!! 0-":5& 67)'&! -'=* 
|a)8'5। 0-") 23*"$ p#g O"!'5! Q"=,&5"! )&* 2") 2!"! o\ "'2 CEÝÙ LP'2 CÝCC ! 
-'=* p| CÃ #>'! %&'#%65" %3'M Lo'3'>& :7!"&, %aR7 Y L#�[ 6"(9%&25", p#g Q"-,), t:! 
L8"n" 6'(2 #|, r! 4"H a")"! M"'&2 %.» :q Y <&*"&* !.&" y" �=̂ %&'#%65"! :"%¯5* 
r! -&&(,35"! 4-"$ &H, p2 &5̂& (5"�,! &"!, ! <&7O# r! p2 4".,& 0O*5"! 
:!"=,&5" |

                                                           WXY '=
"-"&7'`! 05*!U:, %.q!U:, 5"a" Ly 5\ "a"'2 )"%&H"'> L0 L6%MH"'>।  -"&7'`! r1%!2 0w" 0#942"! 
�� 3 r#!$'2 p'2#"'! %-P*" 2%!H" %6H" %2!U: <4%5a5 L5') 42"( :"|'5 :"'! 5"a" L6%M'5 
:"YH" :!- L0�O"'8*! 2P"। O%8&, %&'#%65"! -'=* -"&7'`! L0| <:!"a5 -"a"X*'2 0·7'M 45*i 
2%!H" r-!" =&* a|H"%>।"                                                                            
                                                                                                                     *"%D9#. h#&R *
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                  $#CL 0="/FL '9/"'1=# > =j #* M/i* kR 6"#'l
0='@F# (J/G#+#C5#2

#"8#")"'!! Ù &g %&'#%65" L3'&! p2 rÐy9 .2%-3"'&" 6"3"&#"%_! 2P" pM"'& #3'#" | 
4"H %5%!( #>! r'8! ~V%5! rH&"! Y:"! LP'2 %o'! L6M" | 

p| ]̂3#"%_ L:¹ z>'&"! :'P 67F %#'(` :P%.Æ -- L#"'!"3,& a"t0 Y #_ !"�" (%8%!( L�"` 
p%O%&t)-! -"�M"'& L>"Ä Ö,':! -'5" p23" 6\ "%_'H %8%!( L�"'`! ¨#�2M"&" | L#"'!"3,& 
a"t'0! :"( 2"F'H #"8#")"'!! 0!� 8%3! ),#& L#'H p2n̂ p'8"'3| p2 &Ì"3%)2
%0g6!)" -- <5,5 Y #59-"'&! L#_" | r! p| 6!)"! 07�"- L:5'3! a"53 L�'3 ³̂2'3| 
5,T  L2�5� a3 )"%8'H %O5'! r0"! c"2 L6y p2 L5)Q,%& -%a3"! <1'O9 6, 6VW |  

#"%_! %O5'! L�5 :"P'!! £0m%_, 3"3 %0'-'¬! #"!"R", 0#̂) %0'-'¬! �"¯" %&�è 
�"2̂!6"3"& -- #_ #_ LO%&%0H"& ô"|¯ %6'H ³"2"! #*#�" | t'�"'&! Y:'! LM"3" ."! L.�'2" 
r2"(, %&H--%&N"-("0& L:%!'H 3"3 %o'5 0"6" õ2 #" 3"3 :"_ 0"6" ("_,! %2%.!%-%.!| 
p| L0| O%#`*'5! L-'H!" | y"'6!'2 p2 (52 r'8 :"_"! �'! �'! %8'H #"#"-"'H'6! 2"> 
LP'2 %Oi" L.'H%> '3& %&'#%65" | 5"'6!'2 %O5! LP'2 #"|'! #"! 2!"! 5"_&"H >non 
2'!'>&, )¾ %6'H'>& %&'#%65" ]̂'3! | �=̂| #"%_! <R! -a3 LP'2 #"|'! #"! 2'! 5"'6! 
%(i"! <%=2"! L6YH"| &H, 4".,& 0-"')! #�2"'3! <&7("0'& .":" :_" -'&! <R!-a3 
LP'2Y %&')'2 #"! 2'! r&"! (%d %6'5 L.'H'>& 5"'6!, 42h 5 %(i"! -"=*'- |

:7!�`("%05 2̂0g]"!"ö� 0-"') %#'6%(&, %&'#%65"! p| y"q":P 2M'&"| 0a) %>3 &" | 
%2¦ Ly-& %5%& LÒ8 4%5'!"'= !"�"H L&'- %&') a"'5 r#)9 &" 0!"'5 %:>:" a& %&, L5-&| 
0-� 4%52� 3 :%!%�%5, #"=" L:%!'H p| ]̂3F'2 %5%& %6'H Ly'5 L:'!'>& :!#5,x  023
4)'¾! L-'H'6! )&* |  

:_"'("&"! 0'e 0'e L-'H'6! 0"l#m2 t�%5! %6'2 5\ "! &)! %>3 | %5%& r\ 2", a"'5! 2"), 
&"n2, %#%O� %(A23"H 023'2 %#'(` t;0"a %6'5& | p!| 0"i*Q!U: r)Y %&'#%65" 
]̂'3! 0'e )%_5 %(A%#O"8 Y 5"'6! #"l`m2 23" 46(9&, | ]̂'3! Q"=,&5"%6#'0! %#'(` 
46(9&, Y #"l`m2 <&7N"'& p| %(A..9 "! %62F 5̂'3 =!" >"q,'6! 2"'> p2 %#'(` r&'R! 
#*":"! %>3 | #3" #"�3* p|0# 2"') c"2 :_'3 �"0 LP'2 r3"6" 2'! >̂F :"YH" Ly5 | 
L0 ŷ'8! %#%O� #"v"3, -&,`, Y )"5,H5"#"6, #*%d� %&'#%65"! ±$�"a, Y #Ŝ %>'3& | 
]̂3#"%_'5 5"'6! r0"y"YH" %>3 | p-&%2 L0M"'& %#Ò#,'6! L8":& ¨#�2Y a'H'> (0}#5 
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r%3:7! L#"-"! %2>̂ ¨#�2 aH) | �=̂-"q Q"-,),! Ly"8* %(`*" %a0"'#|  &H, 0-")'0%#2" 
%a0"'# #"v"%3 -&'& %&'#%65"! p2 %&)Q  )"H8"  ¨5!, aH | !#,D&"P 5\ "'2 L3"2-"5"  
&"- L6& | ]̂'3! L6YH"3, 2̂37%e Y P"'-! %c)"|&, �#±'{!  -3"n, 0!Q5,! -Bl5m, p 0#| 
#Ŝ#! &R3"3 #07! a"'5 2!" | r)Y -'& r'> L0| 0!Q5,! ("%_ Y L.�%2'5 %6%6'6! 
0a2"!, %a0"'# r3:&" %6'5 %2!2- p2n"  L!"-"� a'5" |    

L5)Q,%& %&'#%65"! &,!# t:%�%5  !'H L8'> #_%6! �'! !"M" 5\ "! #*#�5 2") 2!"! 2"'�! 
Lc'] | <0gM* %.»:q, a"'5! r\ 2" Y #*%d85 0g�'a | 5\ "! 2A&"40B5 #÷ %.'Æ  -- y" 
r-"'6! ]̂'3! %&6(9&, ]̂3 �!�!  4"P9&" 0e,5 Y ±!�'�"'q | 0'#9":%!, %5%& y" L.'H -
%>'3& -- r-"'6! %&O,x 2 rX'.5'& Y -&'& |

         WXY '= 
                                                   "%(i"!  <P9 #"|'!! b"& 
                                                     Y (%d ra!$ 2!" &H,
                                                      %&')! %O5'!! (%d'2 
                                            0-*2 %#2%(5 2'! L5"3#"! 0"=&"।"
                                                                                 
                                                                               @'H9% '9/"'1=#
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                                          D#T'9 

0='@F# (J/G#+#C5#2
 r-"'6! ]̂3n"'2 

     y%6 p2n" -7'�"H :7'!
     0VW! r%6 L2"'&" %#R7'5 

     %&'H y"YH" aH,
     5"a'3 L0| %#R7! LO5! Y #"|'! )7'_ 

     y" :'_ P"2'# - 5" -          
     %0Ì"'!! L0| ."a%&!              

     ]̂'3! 0!� 8%3! %0g6!)" M̂3'3|
    a�"; 2'! p'0 y" L#\'=

    r-"H L5"-"H |
    L-'H'6! LO5! LP'2 Ln'& 

   #"|'! #"! 2!"! c"2!
   r-"'6! 4".,& )!"),$9 0-"')

  #"%_! 'L-'H', 'L#�'
  a'!2 LM"3'0 2"n>\ "n 2'! 

  ±F'H !"M" -"&7`n"'2 
  #"! 2!"! c"2!               

  LÒ8 L�\ F'H !"�" :%!Ú"'!! -'5"
  r#)9 &" L�'_ Lo'3,

  %&O9 'H %&')'2 42"( 2!"! c"2!
  0-H #63"'3Y

  0-") 25n̂2̂| #" #6'3'>!
  <)¸ L-'H'6! )&* !|'3" L5"-"! ."a%&|
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@'H9% '9/"'1=#* '0"m#/9 8%/"* -$"# > =G9&#* $(#8
'"82 &R (#* "$J 

�&%#g( (5"�, #"g3"! &#)"8!'$! |%5a"0। #"g3"! L!'&0\"0। L0 ŷ'8 #� -&,`, )¾ �a$ 
2'!'>& y\"!" %>'3& #"$,! #!:7q। L0| 0-H O8#"& +,!"-2h ¥ �83, L)3"! 2"-"!:72̂'! 
)¾�a$ 2'!&। 5\ "! 07'y"8* %(`* Q"-, %#'#2"&R y\"! :B#9"+'-! &"- &'!D&"P 6w, tw! 
2%32"5"! %(-7%3H" :¢,'5 CÂ| )"&7H"!, CEÃ¿ 0"'3 )¾�a$ 2'!&। L6'(! -"&7'`! 
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The Summer of 1902 
             A few Significant Days in the Life of Sister Nivedita when the  

          Course of Her Life Took A New Turn    
Sumit Nag

Prior to meeting Swami Vivekananda at Lady Isabella Margesson’s residence in 
London in November 1895, Ms. Margaret Noble, later famously known as Sister 
Nivedita, was running a Kindergarten school at Wimbledon, England. During that 
period, she was also deviating from the orthodox Christianity and had been 
writing and lecturing on Education theory and politics. 

Swami Vivekananda, known as ‘Swamiji, was an ardent devotee of and an 
articulate and charismatic spokesperson for the spiritual leader Sri Ramakrishna 
Paramhansa. Ms Noble met Swamiji for the first time, when the latter was touring 
England, as a part of his mission to spread the knowledge of Hindu religion and 
philosophy in the western countries. Ms Noble was transfixed and deeply moved 
by the content and style of fiery rendition of Swamiji’s lecture at the first meeting. 

Then a series of further meetings and interchange with Swamiji effectively 
changed and transformed her to the extent that it culminated in her leaving 
England, and reaching the shores of Calcutta in January 1898, to follow 
Swamiji’s teachings and mission of service. That was the beginning of a journey 
we all are somewhat familiar with.

Ms. Noble was given the name “Sister Nivedita “by Swamiji, once she had 
declared herself devoted to following the spiritual path of Advaita Vedanta, a 
branch of Hinduism with a somewhat varied expression and interpretation. The 
chief proponent of this religious view was Sri Ramakrishna in India, and the 
spiritual ambassador to the west was his closest disciple, Swami Vivekananda.

Nivedita’s direct association with Swamiji had lasted for only about four and a 
half years until his death on July 4th, 1902. The first major inner change in Sister 
Nivedita had started in 1895, when she was drawn sufficiently to a philosophy 
and religion of another part of the world, which made her want to leave her home 
in England, and dedicate her whole life in the service of that new spiritual path. 
The catalyst for this remarkable transcendental change was Swamiji, whom 
Sister Nivedita accepted as her spiritual guru.
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That summer of 1902 marked another watershed in Nivedita’s life. It was a time 
of another transformation, when she made some of the most crucial and difficult 
decisions of her life and work. It also marked the beginning of the second phase 
of her life in India, that lasted till the day she died in 1911.

In this note about those hot sultry summer days of 1902, we will try to give 
glimpses of Nivedita’s days and nights in India, her internal struggles, her 
examination of what her true goals were, and her looking to the directives of her 
own conscience. These insights have been gleaned primarily from her letters 
written during that period. 

A letter written in April of 1902 shows Nivedita’s busy travel plans in the 
uncomfortable weather conditions of a new country just to do her Guru, Swamiji’s 
bidding for humanitarian service and the spread of enlightenment to various parts 
of India. 

Swamiji himself, had travelled to Buddha Gaya on a mission in April of 1902, 
despite the inclement heat and humidity. On Monday 28th April, he took a break 
from his exhaustive pilgrimage, and appeared in front of Nivedita’s doorsteps in 
Calcutta. Nivedita was overly elated to see her Guru on such a surprise visit. 

That day, she herself had been busy packing for her own trip to Mayavati, a city 
in U.P, where an ashram of Ramakrishna Mission was being established and 
Nivedita had been charged with the task of advancing its cause and goals. She 
was to go with Sadananda, a nephew of Swamiji, and Kakaju Okakura, all fellow 
disciples.

In a letter to Miss MacLeod, a friend and another devotee, Nivedita wrote they 
would be leaving in the evening of Monday, May the 5th. However, in Swami 
Swarupananda’s diary, we find that Nivedita and Okakura, arrived in Mayavati on 
Tuesday, May the13th. The delay was possibly due to Sister Nivedita’s wanting to 
spend more time with Swamiji, imbibing his powerful words and being further 
inspired by him. It was not easy to travel around in India in those days, especially 
for a woman, and the change of travel plans for so many in the entourage was 
doubly problematic. But Nivedita bore such inconveniences with devotion and 
grace for the sake of Swamiji, whom she referred to in her writings as her 
“Master.”

Another letter was written on a Sunday morning, May the 25th, 1902. About two 
weeks had passed since Nivedita had come to Mayavati. She was trying to 
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gather her thoughts about Swamiji and communicate all that to Miss J MacLeod. 
She wrote to her that she hoped and prayed that He (Swamiji) would remain 
healthy and strong enough to fulfill the requirements of the program arranged by 
Miss MacLeod. She also said that Okakura believed that he could help Swamiji 
achieve that. Swamiji, in fact, was quite ill at that time. Despite his poor health, 
however, he pressed on, unstoppable, and Nivedita wondered if she would ever 
see Him be able to rest. 

Nivedita expressed to Miss MacLeod that she felt an adoration for Swamiji and 
desired to truly serve Him. She wished that he would widen his sphere of 
influence outside of India. She did not believe that his term of powerful service 
should be time limited and only be confined to India. She thought that His 
presence being limited to India could thwart his goals of service. Nivedita wrote – 
“I believe that the service He would long ago have asked from me at this point 
would be simply to lift the colors for Him, in the thick of the night, keeping 
personal emotions at arm’s length, lest it dims the eye or cause the hand to 
shake.”

Nivedita was planning to leave Mayavati in the middle of the month of June, on 
the16th or the 17th, with a choice of destinations to either go first to Almora or go 
back straight to Calcutta. Nivedita’s preference was to go back to Calcutta as 
soon as practical, as she felt that her stay at Mayavati was turning out to be a 
waste of time. She realized how difficult it was for a woman in India to work hand 
in hand with men. She expressed her frustrations to her friend – “I feel that if 
Nigu (Mr. Okakura) had been a woman or a child, I could have had with him the 
most exquisite friendship. As he is a man I do not feel that I could dare, or 
perhaps rather ought to dare, to indulge this possibility so completely. It is really a 
common mind and interest that produces the bond between Our Work, but you 
know what Hindu society is.”

By the end of June, Nivedita was back in Calcutta and was staying at 17, Bose 
Para Lane in Baghbazaar. On Sunday, June the 29th, she went to see her Master 
at the Math. To her relief, Swamiji looked so much better when she saw him. He 
blessed her with great softness as she left that day.

Nivedita was planning to go see him again on Wednesday, July 2nd of 1902. It 
was extremely hot in Calcutta as it had not rained for quite a few days. Despite 
the heat, she visited Belur Math that day to see Swamiji, who insisted that she 
partake of a meal there. It was a simple fare. But what struck her most was that 
Swamiji insisted on washing her hands with water after she was done eating. He 
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also dried her hands with a towel. When she asked Him why He did that, He 
said, “Didn’t Jesus wash the feet of his disciple?” 
At that Nivedita felt like saying – “But that was the last day of Jesus in this world.” 
The above missives show Sister Nivedita’s devotion to the principles of 
Ramakrishna Mission, and her intense desire to follow the spiritual and 
humanitarian path mapped out for her especially by Swamiji. But they also 
indicate her burgeoning frustrations about the plight of women in India, and the 
gender-based limitations imposed by the society.

Nivedita’s passion to do something for the people of India, especially for the 
women in terms of their education and independence arose from Swamiji’s own 
conviction, that the power to reform the country lay in tapping the innate strength 
of Indian women, the flow to be enhanced by supporting them with proper 
education and the will to stand on their own strong feet.

Swamiji spent a considerable amount of his lifetime in the United States of 
America. Obviously, he liked much of what he saw in the USA. But what really 
intrigued him about the country was not the sheer wealth, and freedom, but the 
women, particularly the education they received. In 1893, Swamiji wrote from 
Chicago to his friend in India – “I have never seen women elsewhere, as cultured 
and educated as they are here”. That’s why when he met Ms. Margaret Noble in 
England, he invited her to come and join him in India to spread education among 
women. 

It is said that Swamiji had the special blessings of Shiva for a voluntary death. 
Nivedita remembered Swamiji saying to her – “That will be a great death that I 
shall die, saying Hara! Hara! Hara!” (Shiva! Shiva!). This came true on July 4th of 
1902. If we assume that Swamiji voluntarily timed his death, it remains a mystery 
as to why he had to choose that particular day, the Independence Day of the 
USA. Interestingly enough, on July 4th, 1898, he also wrote a poem “To The 
Fourth of July” glorifying America’s liberty.

On July 10, 1902, just a few days after Swamiji had passed away, Nivedita went 
to the Math to see Swami Brahmananda and Saradananda. She talked at length 
with them about her political affiliations. It was a change in the direction and 
manner of service that was churning in her. 
When the Ramkrishna Mission Ashram was founded in 1897, Vivekananda had 
written in its aims and objectives that the organization would be purely spiritual 
and humanitarian and would not have any connection with politics. 
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Thus, when Nivedita decided to get involved with the Indian national politics, it 
meant that she had to cut off all her ties with her beloved Ramkrishna Order to 
be in accordance with its non- political mission statement. 

Even as she was preparing herself for a lecture tour to preach nationalism and 
Vivekananda’s nationalistic ideas, and not just his humanitarian vision, she was 
also preparing to compose that fateful letter to sadly sever her ties with that 
anchor that she had crossed seven seas to find.

On Friday July 18thof 1902, she wrote the following letter to Swami Brahmananda 
to officially communicate her intent, a decision that must have been heart-rending 
for her.

Dear Swami Brahmananda,
Will you accept on behalf of the Order and myself my acknowledgement of 

your letter this morning. Painful as is the occasion I can but acquiesce in any 
measure that are necessary to my complete freedom.

I trust however that you and other members of the Order will not fail to lay 
my love and reverence daily at the feet of the ashes of Sri Ramkrishna and my 
beloved Guru.

I shall write to the Indian papers and acquaint as quietly as possible with 
my changed position.
Yours in all gratitude and good faith,
Nivedita of Ramkrishna Vivekananda.

"-"&7'`! 05*!U:, %.q!U:, 5"a" Ly 5\ "a"'2 )"%&H"'> L0 L6%MH"'>। -"&7'`! r1%!2 0w" 
0#942"! �� 3 r#!$'2 p'2#"'! %-P*" 2%!H" %6H" %2!U: <4%5a5 L5') 42"( :"|'5 :"'! 
5"a" L6%M'5 :"YH" :!- L0�O"'8*! 2P"। O%8&, %&'#%65"! -'=* -"&7'`! L0| <:!"a5 
-"a"X*'2 0·7'M 45*i 2%!H" r-!" =&* a|H"%>।"
                                                                                                      *"%D9#. h#&R *

“Most of us will find that we were born for service. We must leave the results to 
God. If failure comes, there need be no sorrow. The work was done only for God. 
- Swami Vivekananda” 
                                                                                         ― Master As I Saw Him

                                                                by                                    
                                                                                       Sister Nivedita
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Letters of Sister Nivedita

Nivedita wrote many letters to people in India and abroad. Among these letters, 
the letters written between 1897 and 1911 have special significance. 1897 is the 
year she came to India renouncing her old way of life and became Nivedita the 
dedicated one, dedicated to India. 1911 is the year of her death. These letters are 
significant in many ways. They  reveal how deeply she loved India and overcame 
the western prejudice to sincerely appreciate the glorious heritage of India. Many 
recipients of these letters were eminent Indians, who, along with her, had been 
the ushers of India's spiritual and cultural renaissance. 
The maximum number of letters were written to Josephine Mcleod and Mrs. Ole 
Bull, American friends of Swami Vivekananda, who helped and supported Sister 
Nivedita right from her arrival in India. Some of these show how she encouraged 
the revival and pursuit of Indian artistic tradition.

Letter to Miss. MacLeod
Aug 19, 1999
21, High Street, Wimbledon

My sweet Yum Yum,

Your registered letter has just arrived containing 2 post office orders for £10.5.4 
each—making a total of £20.10.8. I do not expect my ticket to cost more than 10 
guineas, but there is another £2 to Glasgow, which will bring it close upon the 
£15 you name, and the balance I shall hand over to Mrs. Bull on landing, but it is 
a great relief to have it—in case any difficulty about certain books Swamiji 
ordered—for which I hope to get Mr. Sturdy to pay.

Of course what you say is quite true about my waiting a month. I am only grateful 
and obedient to those beloved ones who have so much experience and who will 
use it all to give me a chance of doing royal work. I wish I were on my way to you 
now, but how you will love having the King to yourselves! And it is clearly my duty 
to see Nim through—up to September 6th is a transition period. The day after I 
start for America a free woman.

My dearest Yum, when you talk about clothes I feel just a humbug. What 
renunciation can there possibly be in having one's clothes looked after by Mrs. 
Leggett and you ?  You know very well that I never did have clothes—and though 
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I love pretty ones I really think I like them better on you ! It is quite absurd of me 
to make professions and things and come out richer than I ever was in my life. 
That's about what it amounts to. Money was always more or less of an anxiety 
and difficulty and now—when I really meant to be poor—it is a matter of in-
difference ! This is not right ! However, Dearest, you know best about this first 
month—and I shall obey—and then we can settle all the rest.

As to Mr. Sturdy, by this time you know that he has been— and when Swami 
comes you will hear what he has to say. I can only say that Mr. Sturdy's marriage 
never seemed to me a fatal mistake till I saw the moral rot that seems to have set 
it in his character. As Nim and I say to each other—to be Swami's chief disciple 
and the one on whom all depends is too great a privilege for anyone to be forced 
into it. He pleads expense as a reason for not going to America with me—and so, 
with solid treason I feel sure, do the Ashton Jonsons. They would love to come—
but for this year they simply "cannot." What the King says is true—"When I come 
back to London Margot, let it be as though I had never been here to do a stroke 
of work." That is the only way—but we shall do great things here for all that. If I 
were staying, even now, I could make things open up.

Again Swami is right. Work like this requires persons like you and myself who 
have no other object or thought in life. The Householder Disciple is always a 
failure, when he leads. As  follower he does very well.

By the time you get this letter you will have Him with you— so you will easily be 
tired. I think of leaving the Diaries* as they are, and sending them on uncopied 
and unbound, by registered post, because the sooner they are in your hands the 
better I now think. I allowed Mr. Sturdy to read them through—and only you can 
settle who else shall see them. Many and many a bit I'd love the King to see—If I 
didn't know he was looking. In a general way, I would like him well enough to 
read them, but when it comes down to detail ---------

I can see quite well however that S. Sara might think with a little re-editing that 
they should be privately circulated. She would do that best—and you umpire.

Margot
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Letter to Swami Vivekananda
Aug 23, 1899, Wednesday morning
21A High Street, Wimbledon

My dear King*

In a few days more you will be at New York where I hope and believe that Yum 
herself will meet you.

I do hope that the sea has been rough enough to do you good, and that Miss 
Greenstidel and Mrs. Funke have enjoyed the voyage. It was a great pleasure to 
receive a letter from Londonderry—but as I do not know anyone's Detroit 
address, I cannot thank Mrs. Funke for it. You will have lovely days of real quiet 
with Yum and her sister and Mrs. Bull at Ridgely. How you will all love it! It is so 
lucky—your arriving while the others are in camp. I saw the Hammonds 
yesterday and had a couple of hours alone with Mrs. H. at night, here. How 
wonderful she is ! She is simply a battery charged with devotion, it seems to me. 

She says the first time she saw you, as you entered the club room, she knew at 
once your significance to her and turned and said to her husband : "This is he for 
whom we waited." About her vision she says she told you "I am just as inert as 
Mr. Sturdy." She says: "There is nothing to do but to stand aside. You see it's all 
done—It's all right now !" But I am much mistaken if some day the Hammonds 
and Thomson both do not follow more or less in the footsteps of the Seviers.
I had a visit from your disciple—Miss Frances Williams of Epsom—who spoke 
with tremendous feeling of the peace and meaning that you had brought into her 
life—by a sentence in a lecture here and there—and then by just a word about 
concentrating her mind on the heart. She cannot tell what it means or why it 
helped her. She said, but as a matter of fact her life is now satisfied and at 
peace. She insisted on giving me a guinea towards my work—with which I have 
started an account in the Post Office—and says that to help us will be something 
to live for ! Poor soul. She came to hear about India but I discovered that she had 
once been in a convent—and I kept her talking about rules and organization.
You have not sent me any list of books on Assyriology and Egyptology yet, 
though I gave you Mr. King's letter. But after all, they can easily be ordered even 
from America and you shall have the Maspero's.

I read a most refreshing letter from a Miss Poster this, morning—written to Mrs. 
Coulston—saying "When Ramabai was here I went to hear her lecture, expecting 
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to see a genuine lady, and to be told about her work. You can imagine my disgust 
when I found her to be a coarse termagant who had nothing to offer in but 
vituperation pure and simple." Even if this had not been as a sniff of the war blast 
to my martial nostrils I should have taken a good deal of carnal gratification out of 
it!
I leave Glasgow or Liverpool (wherever I get a ticket) Sept. 7th and may have to 
take a night train after the wedding to do it. I expect to learn my fate tomorrow—
but if I carry out my plans, I shall arrive in New York about the 17th on the 
Mongolian of the Allan Line.

The McNeills send their love to Mr. & Mrs. Leggett. Mr. McNeill thought the 
English and Americans were fated to possess, the earth—instead of the meek—
but when I said something about the freedom of personal attack in America he 
said he must reconsider this opinion—with regard to the Americans !

The quiet assumption of respect for you in every way by men like this—who 
stand outside the circle of partisans altogether is a most soothing part of English 
life to.
Your Daughter
Nivedita
*Swami Vivekanand  

                                                   Quotations
"Hinduism would not be eternal were it not constantly growing and spreading, 
and taking in new areas of experience. Precisely because it has this power of self 
addition and re-adaptation, in greater degree than any other religion that the 
world has even seen, we believe it to be the one immortal faith."
                                                                                                      Sister Nivedita  

"If the many and the One be indeed the same Reality, then it is not all modes of 
worship alone, but equally all modes of work, all modes of struggle, all modes of 
creation, which are paths of realization. No distinction, henceforth, between 
sacred and secular. To labour is to pray. To conquer is to renounce. Life is itself 
religion. To have and to hold is as stern a trust as to quit and to avoid."

                                                                                                  Sister Nivedita
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                                Empowers Womanhood

It is the little school that Nivedita had set up that has grown to 
be the living Monument.
Thousands and thousands of girls and women are receiving a 
truly national education in this noble institution.

          

             

She came, She lived, She served
      and

         gave her all to India  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HINDUISM - AN ORGANIC ENTITY
Shankari Basu

Hinduism to me, is not mere philosophy/religion but a living and breathing entity, 
because it is  consciousness, it evolves and reproduces just like any other living 
organism. The only difference that it has with other living things is that Hinduism 
never grows old, it is ever young and it never dies, because the Atman can never 
die. Hinduism adapts itself to changes in the environment over time, winning the 
battle for the  survival of the fittest just as Charles Darwin has proclaimed, and 
hence Hinduism will never become extinct from the face of the earth.
Let us look into these "living" characteristics one by one.

Consciousness:
Hinduism believes in the presence of an universal consciousness called 
Brahman or Atman.

At the entrance to the CERN at Geneva, Switzerland is a huge statue of the 
Nataraja. Scientists at CERN, working with the Large Hadron Collider,  are stuck 
with what they call the hard problem of consciousness, as the framework of 
particle physics is restricted to concepts of time and space within which it 
operates. Albert Einstein's greatest regret was that he could not complete his 
"Unified Field Theory" which would propose a single explanation for all the 
fundamental physical forces. Stephen Hawking called it "seeing inside the mind 
of God". Today scientists call it the bio-entanglement theory and a special branch 
of science has been assigned to it, called Noetic Science, to understand a non-
physical dimension of existence. At the Higgs-Boson level, scientists have seen 
only an opaque cloud.

From the moment that life starts as a zygote, or the fertilized egg cell, there is 
consciousness. The single cell that is comprised of atoms and molecules that are 
a part of its protoplasm and nucleus are all inert, and as yet there is no brain. 
Fifty replications and a hundred trillion cells later, the fetus gets differentiated into 
tissues, organs, limbs, etc. Yet right from the start there is memory/samskara  of 
generations . The body becomes a vehicle for consciousness to gain expression 
throughout the duration of one's life, as the individual atman. Upon death, in 
Hindu belief, the physical/gross body perishes, and the mind/ subtle body takes 
another physical body, while for enlightened souls there is moksha as the atman 
merges with the universal Atman.
" Ajo nityah shaswatohyam purano / na hanyate hanyamane sharire".  Gita 2:20
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Evolution:
Hinduism gives us options. From time immemorial, the practice of religion in India 
has developed along three parallel strands - the Shramana  traditions, image 
worship and Vedic rituals. A devotee practices along any one or all of these 
strands without even realizing that he/she is doing so, as there is no conflict 
among them, in fact each one complements the two other. Over time these 
strands have evolved and Hindus have made their choice, either by family 
tradition, or collectively when society had an urgent need for change. 
Shankaracharya's commentary on the Upanishads in the 8th century C.E and the 
Bhakti movement of the 12th century C.E are two such examples of collective 
renascence, when religious decadence within the society and foreign influence 
made reforms to our religion imperative.

Every religion has a broad spectrum of beliefs - from orthodox to liberal - and one 
chooses a path according to one's own temperament. In Hinduism, it is important 
to remember that the Shrutis are timeless and unchangeable insights of our 
rishis, just as the Laws of Gravitation existed long before an apple fell onto Isaac 
Newton's lap and something in his brain clicked. But  Smritis are social norms 
that have, and are changing with time, and none of it is set in stone. The Indian 
Constitution is an example of a modern smriti.

The Shramana wisdom has evolved into the path of Jnana, image worship to 
Bhakti, and Vedic rituals to Karma yogas of the Gita. It is of interest to note, that 
the human brain is also divided into three parts - the cortical brain for intelligence 
and the fine arts, the limbic brain for emotions like love and hate, and the mid 
brain for fight or flight actions, corresponding to Jnana, Bhakti and Karma yogas 
respectively.

Hinduism is the only religion that believes that all other religions are also valid 
paths for realizing the truth, and not only tolerates them, but accepts them 
wholeheartedly. 

Reproduction:
From the Shramana traditions have arisen all the six schools of Hindu 
philosophy/darshana, as well as Jainism and Buddhism. Sikhism grew out of the 
Bhakti movement some three centuries later. Hence Hinduism has not failed to 
live up to the third criterion of a living thing- that of reproduction. All these 
different religions have one thing in common - they all believe in rebirth/
reincarnation- the womb as if it were, from which they all sprang.
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Reincarnation has been scoffed at by the western world, but consider this: a 
giraffe did not get a longer neck overnight to reach the upper branches of trees to 
get food to survive. This had to happen through several generations of giraffes 
over hundreds or thousands of years. How then was this teleological urge to 
possess a longer neck transmitted from one generation to the next? Is it not the 
information carried through the mind of one generation that was reborn into 
subsequent generations bringing about gene mutations until the required length 
of the neck was achieved, and their desire fulfilled? It has been proved 
scientifically that a shift in consciousness can bring about a change in biology. Do 
we not know of the occasional 'jaatiswar' who can recall flashes from past 
generations? Perhaps they had certain dreams unfulfilled in their last birth and 
were born again to fulfill those dreams.

Many of the mysteries of this universe, which cannot be explained by material 
science, had become clear to our rishis, who gained wisdom through yoga which 
focuses the mind like nothing else can. This knowledge was possible as they had 
been able to transcend the physical body, and hence, the concepts of time and 
space. There is good news for us all - our religion promises that each one of us 
can experience the same knowledge if we can learn to focus our mind by 
shutting out the sense organs, through which we get the sense of time and 
space. We can then realize that we are all like waves in the ocean, now rising 
and now falling, only to become undifferentiated in the vast ocean of 
consciousness. Till such time, we will have to trust the enlightened sages (our 
ancestors) and take their word, living a life with awareness that will take us as 
close as possible, to that pure-shining-bliss called Sacchidananda.

           "Tat twam asi".     That thou art.                     Chhandogya Upanishad

Writer's note: The above article is written with knowledge gleaned mainly from the writings of Swami Vivekananda 
and lectures of various swamis at the Vedanta Societies in the U.S.
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Saheli
Gouri Banerjee

Saheli, Support and Friendship for South Asian Women and Families is an 
innovative social work agency that works to reduce violence in the homes of a 
growing number of immigrants from India, Pakistan, Nepal, Bangladesh and 
other smaller countries. There are over 200,000 South Asian Americans in 
Massachusetts. They are socially and culturally diverse, speak over 21 different 
languages, and straddle the socio-economic spectrum from successful 
entrepreneurs, doctors, professors, and scientists to those who work for 
minimum wages in retail stores, restaurants, factories, gas stations, and nursing 
homes and hospitals. Saheli provides free supportive services to all without 
prejudice. All information about services is maintained in the highest 
confidentiality.

In 2016 Saheli helped 180 women and their families, and in 2017 Saheli 
helped 152 women. The story of Ayesha is typical of the women Saheli serves. 
        All he wanted was a male child and for me to return to Bangladesh so that 
he could visit once a year. I rebelled against this idea so he kept me locked up in 
our apartment and took the keys with him. Not knowing anyone, not speaking 
English and having no skills, I was very isolated and afraid. 

After many tears, physical abuse and denial of basic human rights, I was 
rescued by a social worker sent by the state of Massachusetts to check up on 
our newborn child. Thereafter the state filed charges of neglect and 
abandonment against him, and I started a process that included many court visits 
and meetings with attorneys. I 
was able to improve my situation 
little by little over the years. 
Were it not for the kind support 
of social workers at Saheli, I 
could not have survived—they 
arranged subsidized housing, 
legal assistance, helped me to 
file papers for welfare support, 
gave me and my child rides to 
court, attorney offices, drove me to many agencies and offices and gave me 
money when my child support checks did not arrive. I survived on bare minimum 
money and were it not for the South Asian community’s donations, I could not 
have survived, fed myself and my child, or paid rent. 

I am past my domestic ordeal after three long years. Today, I have 
received papers to become a permanent resident in the US, my child is almost 
four years old, and I have a part time job. I am well on my way to 
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“My marriage was arranged for me in 
Bangladesh to a much older man who had 
been married and divorced before. As a 
young bride I had expected love, affection, 
kindness and guidance when I arrived as an 
immigrant bride in Boston, but I received 
none.”  



becomingindependent and self-sufficient. I cannot thank the women of Saheli 
who helped me to get to where I am today with their patience, guidance and 
kindness. 

One of the most valuable services Saheli brings to abused women is legal 
advocacy. Saheli is excited to bring valuable advice and guidance from 
distinguished attorneys to South Asian families who are struggling with legal 
issues. Services include referrals to Attorney Trupti Patel and Associates for 
immigration and visa assistance, consultations with Attorney Jerry Tutor of the 
Access to Justice Program at the Saheli offices in Burlington, referrals to low cost 
attorneys in the Justice Bridge Program, court accompaniment by trained staff 
members, assistance with evidence, affidavits and statements, and help to 
prepare for depositions and trials. All free services are made possible by 
generous grants from the Lenny Zakim Fund, the Harry Dow Memorial Legal 
Assistance Fund and donations from the South Asian community. We thank the 
community for their support for these life-changing services to women and 
children. 

Other critical services offered by Saheli include:
• A 24 x 7 helpline in English and Hindi
• A social worker who offers family counseling
• Domestic violence response such as assistance to find shelter and 

housing, cash for emergencies, transportation assistance, child care 
and elder care support.

• Women who wish to join the labor force receive employment 
assistance – career counseling, job application assistance, referrals 
to South Asian employers.

• Women who want to brush up on skills and develop English 
language, computer, and financial literacy skills can attend free 
classes

• Low income women who enroll in college can also receive up to 
$2,000 to help finance their education.

In 1996 a few Indian immigrant women who were soon to become empty 
nesters founded Saheli to offer support to domestically abused women. Since 
then Saheli has grown slowly and thoughtfully into a well-recognized social work 
agency, offering not just services to respond to domestic, emotional and physical 
violence, but also to empower women to lead safe and healthy lives. Saheli office 
is in Burlington, MA from where it serves most of Middlesex County. Services are 
available five days of the week from 10 to 4 pm. In addition, trained advocates 
offer services in Suffolk and Plymouth County on the South Shore and in 
Worcester County.
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2!"! 0!J"- :%!:"F 2'! 0")"'&" !'H'>। 0"-"&* 2"2-ª"& 2'! L#%!'H p3"-। L6M3"- Y 
M"'n! ="'! -"F! t:! #'0 r'>। a"'5 p2 2": ."। r%- M"'n!  t:! #0'5| 2"%-&, #33 
--- "#"#̂ ." 5"_"5"%_ LM'H &"Y।" p#"'!Y Y! 2P" �2̂'-! -'5" L("&"'3"। y"| La"2 r%- ." 
LM'5 r!} 2!3"-। �"¯" ."। p2n" %#+, 8S LO'0 r0'> 5" LP'2। #"%_ O"_" 2!'5 p'0 
r-"! p-& <#�" a'# 5" O"#'5 :"%!%&। p5i$ 0-H .'3 L8'>। #"%_! O"_" 5M&Y »2 
aH%&। O"_"! 2P" t�'3| 2"%-&, #'3 Ly, r%- y" O"_" L6# Y 5"| L&'#। pM& Y p2n" 2P" 
#33 y" r'8 #'3%&। Y #33 --- "#"#̂ 5̂%- :7!�` -"&7`। L5"-"'2 %2 r%- p-%& L>'_ L6#?" 
5"!:! #33  --- "#"#̂ r%- Ly T5 %&'H%>।" %2 T5 %&'H'> 5" r-"! )"&#"! t;0"a L&| Y 
%.;2"! 2'! #33 --- "#"#̂ :7!�` -"&7'`! -5 r! p2n" L#|-"& )"5 r'> %2?"

r%- M̂# �"1। M"'n! Y:! �'H 2"%-&,! 2P" �&'5 3"83"-। Y! 2P" <0g3�। 5#̂Y 
#̂�'5 :"!3"- Y %&')! 2P" #'3 .'3'>। -"'� -"'� LP'- Y #3'5 3"83 Ly Y! %#'H 
a'H%>3। %#'H! 67| 0 "a r'8 Y! Q�! p2n" �"'-3" 0VW 2!3। L8"q »2 %-3'> &" 
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<)7a"'5 %#'H LO'v %6'5 ."|3। L3"2n" (H5"&। 0# L('` L#( %2>̂ n"2" r6"H 2'! L>'3! 
%#'H %6'5 !"%) a3। 2"%-&, #'3 .33। %#'H! %2>̂%6& :'!| 2"%-&, Y! Q"-,! r03 :%!.H 
L:3। #"%_'5 P"'2 &"। #"|'! �̂'! L#_"H। <P9"O"'# Y! #"#"! 2"> LP'2 n"2" L.'H %&'H 
2"%-&,'2 0g0"! ."3"'5 a5। Q"-, yM& )"&'5 :"!3 L2"P" LP'2 n"2" r0'> 5M& Y 
2"%-&,! #"#"'2 L:'H #03।

2"%-&, #'3 .33  --- "#"#̂  0"-'&! Ly a"0:"5"3 L6M'5 :"{ 5" 5M&  ¨5%! r!} a'H'>। 
:%Ð- L6( LP'2 #%6!�%�& &"- p2 -703-"& !")%-T, 2") r!} 2'!'>। Y p2 0-H 
%&') !")%-T, %>3। pM& %&') 2") 2'! &"। p263 !")%-T, 0'e %&'H &"&" )"H8"H 
2") 2'! �̂'! L#_"H। Y! L-'H r%-&" M̂# 07R!,। L>'3 #H'0 Y! -" -"!" L8'>। #"#" L2"&Y 
L3"2'2 %#�"0 2'! &"। 5"| 0# 0-H L-'H'2 %&')! 2"'> !"'M।"

p2%6& 2"%-&,! Q"-, r%-&"'2 L6'M :"83 a'H L83। LyM"'& #%6!�%�& r! r%-&" P"'2 
L0M"'& Q"-, �̂'! L#_"'5 3"83। <A%6'&! -'=* #%6!�%�& 0# #̂�'5 :"!3। %2¦ .̂: 2'! 
P"23। L3"2n" %>3 Ly-& =�59  L5-%& (H5"&। #%6!�%�& 2"%-&,! Q"-,! 2"> LP'2 n"2"
r6"H 2!'5 3"83। º-(f n"2"! <@ <'&2 L#'_ .33। r%- #"2(%da,& a'H 2"%-&,! 
2P" �&'5 3"83"-। p2n" 6,�9�"'0! :! 2"%-&, #33 --- "#"#̂ Ly-& #_%('5 -"> ='!
LM3"H, #%6!�%�'&! a"'5 r-"! Q"-,! L0| <#�" a'H 6\ "_"3। <A%6'&! -'=* #%6!�%�& 
#̂�'5 :"!3 p O"'# n"2" �%2'H L#%(%6& .3'# &"। 5"| »2 2!3 <&* O"'# L#( L-"n" 
n"2" r6"H 2'! :"%3'H y"'#।" 

p2%6& 2"%-&,! Q"-,'2 #%6!�%�& #33  Ly L#%( n"2" L:'3 Y! L-'H! 0'e 2"%-&,! Q"-,! 
%#'H %6'5 !"%) r'>। Q"-, r&'R 3"%o'H t�3। Y -'& 2!3 Y r%-&"'2 L:'H L8'>। %2¦ 
L0 2P" p'2#"'! %-P* "। #%6!�%�& Ly :%!-"'$ n"2" ."|3 5" 2"%-&,! 2"> LP'2 &" L:'3 
2"%-&,! Q"-, :"'# L2"P"H? 2"%-&,! 2"> LP'2 Y! Q"-, <'&2#"! n"2" >"%_'H %&'H'>। 
r#"! OH L6%M'H'> n"2" &" L:'3 Y 2"%-&,'2 M̂& 2!'#। Ly M̂& 2!'# #'3%>'3" L0| M̂& 
a'H L83। p2%6& 2"%-&,! Q"-, #"%_ p'0| 2"%-&,! 2"'> n"2" 6"#, 2!3। p5 n"2" 
2"%-&,! 2"'> %>3 &"। 5M& Y! Q"-, 2"%-&,! 2"> LP'2 8a&"±'3" >"%_'H %&'5 L.�" 2!3। 
2"%-&, <'&2 0a* 2'!'> p5%6&। pM& Y !�'M 6\ "_"3। Q"-, T,! -'=* =�"=%� r!} a3। 
2"%-&, p5 -%!H" Ly, Y! Q"-,  p2n" 8a&"Y M̂'3 %&'5 :"'!%&। r! L2"&Y t:"H &" L6'M 
Y p2 a"'5 p2n" #_ >̂%! 2"%-&,! 83"H #%0'H <&* a"'5 8a&" >"%_'H %&'5 L.�" 2!3।
Q"-,! a"5 LP'2 >̂%! &" L2'_ %&'3 Y! -V5̂* <%&#"y9। L(` :y91  2"%-&, Y! Q"-,! a"5 LP'2 
>̂%! L2'_ %&'5 0i- a'3"। |%5-'=* 2"%-&,! #\" a"'5! p2F re73 %#%{� a'H -"F'5
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:_3। L0| 0-H 2"%-&, ! Q"-, 2"#̂ a'H -"F'5 :'_ r'>। >̂%!n" 5M& 2"%-&,! a"'5।  
2"%-&, Q"-,! (!,'!! Y:! �\ "%:'H :_3। 5"!:! %#&" %Ö="H Q"-,! #̂'2 >̂%! #%0'H %63। 
2"%-&,! -7'M Y! Q"-,! -V5̂* #$9&"H r%- �"1 a'H :'_%>। -'& a3 ),#&="!'$! <:%!a"y9 
(%dn̂2̂Y r-"! (!,! LP'2 L#%!'H y"'{। 5#̂ �&'5 3"83"- 2"%-&, #'3 .'3'> Y! T5 
a'{ :7!�` -"&7`'2 p2F p2F 2'! ='! %&'H p'0 M̂& 2'! y"'#। #"%_! 6!)"H y5±'3" 
&"- L3M" r'> 55 #"! Y! T5 :B$9 a'H'>। 8O,! �"%1! -'=* �̂%-'H :_3"-। 2"%-&, aH5 
Y! L(` 2P"±'3" 5M&Y #'3 .'3'> |

25i$ p|O"'# #'3 L83 )"%& &"। r%- 5M& p2n̂ 07� L#"= 2!%>। L6M3"- <S2"! �'!! 
-'=* 46,: ¶3'>। 5M& 2"%-&, -"F'5 #'0 :B)"! r'H")& 2!'>। %2 :B)" a'{ L6M"! 
L2�5� a3 a3। 5M& Y! %6'2 5"%2'H .-'2 t�3"-। 5M& Y! L."M n2 n'2 3"3। :"'n! ("%_ 
:'! -"3" 8z"P'>। Y r-"'2 #33 --- "#"#̂ pM"'& p'0 L#"'0"।" p| 2P" #'3 Y r-"'2 
p2n" %:z%_! Y:! #0#"! )'&* L)"! 2!'5 3"83। --- "#"#̂ L>'3 -"&7%` 2'!" &"। 3� .'3 
y"'{। r) r-"'6! %#'H।" r-"'2 %#>"&" LP'2 Ln'& 5̂3#"! )'&* 2"%-&, r4"$ L.�" 
2!'5 3"83। Y! ("!,%!2 (%d L6'M #̂�'5 :"!3"- r%- Y! 0'e :"!# &"। 5M& r%- 
p2n" ."5̂!,! r+H %&3"-। r%- O"#  L6M"3"-  Y r-"'2 y" 2!'5 #3'# r%- 5"| 2!#। 
2"%-&, M̂# M̂%( a3। 5"!:! Y p2n̂ <&*-&] a'5| r%- M"n LP'2 3"%o'H -"F! t:! 
:_3"-। 5"!:! 6!)" M̂'3 !"�"H L&'- :_3"-। Ly %6'2 L."M ."H L0%6'2 >̂'n .33"-। 
25i$ >̂'n%> )"%& &"। p2n̂ :'! L6M3"- r%- c"2#"g'3"! 0"-'& p'0 L:¹ z'>%>।
c"2#"g'3"! 6!)" LM"3" %>3। �'! ³̂'2 r%- %#>"&"! t:! �\ "%:'H :_3"-। 5M& r-"! 
<#�" p-& Ly r%- L#\'. r%> %2&" L0 L#"=(%d a"%!'H Lo'3%>। 5"!:! %&')! <)"'1 
2M& �̂%-'H :_3"- )"%&&"।

a�"; �̂- LO'e L83। 02"3 a'H L8'>। L6M3"- r-"! %#>"&"! :"'( p2)& -%a3" 6\ "%_'H 
r'>। Y! :%!="'& :"!a,& 0"6" P"&। (!,'! 8a&"! L2"&Y %.Æ L&|। £0m%P'5 £0m67! L&|। 
L2-& Ly& <Q"%#2 3"83। -%a3" LM0 LM'0 83"H r-"'2 #33 --- "#"#̂ r-"! #"%_'5 
O"_" P"2'#? L0 L5" M̂# O"'3" 2P"। r%- L5"-"'2 yÛ 2'! !"M# । y" O"_" L6'# r%- 5"| 
L&#। #"%_ O"_" 2!"! r'8 r-"! #"%_n" p2#"! L6'M &"Y।" r%- 5#̂Y %�! a'H r%> 
L6'M -%a3" r-"! %6'2 a"5 #"%_'H %6'3"। L6M3"- Y! #\"a"'5! p2n" re73 %#%{�। O,%5 
Y r(@" r-"! 0#9"e �"0 2'!'> 5M&। p5i$ y" %2>̂ L6M3"- 5"! %2 :7&!"#h %w a'#? 
r-"! (!,! %a- a'H L8'>। r-"! (!,'! Lyn̂2̂ (%d %>3 5"| %6'H %.;2"! 2'! t�3"- --- 
"Y p'0'>। Y r#"! p'0'>।" r-"! #"2(%d LP'- L83। 5"! 0'e r-"! L.5&" (%d
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a"%!'H L83। yM& L.5&" %o'! L:3"- 5M& L6M3"- a%! %0g r-"! M"'n! :"'( 6\ "%_'H 
r'>। Y! -7M L6'M -'& a3 r-"!  Ly p| !2'-! %2>̂ p2n" <%Ob5" a'5 :"'! 5" Y 4P- 
LP'2| OH 2'!%>3। r%- 07� a'H%> L6'M a%! %0g #33 --- "L6M%> <'&2%6& :"'! 2"%-&, 
%o'! p'0'>। pM& %2>̂%6& t;:"5 2'! y"'#। #"#̂ r:%& pM̂%& 232"5" %o'! y"&।
0"#="'& P"2'#&। 2"%-&,! :"¢"H p2#"! :_'3 L2t %o'! r0'5 :"'! &"।"
a�"; �%_! <*"3"-9 L#') t�3। L6M3"- 5M& L0"-#"! 02"3 0"'_ 0"5n" #"')। 

cf 4O"5 a")!" `"'n! 6('2 r'0& r'-%!2"'5, ª"52 %a'0'# :_'5। 5\ "! %#`H %>3
Mathematics (Statistics)| %c�, :"YH" -"q %2>̂%6'&! -'=*| p2 %&6"!�$ Y --9"%12 67�9n&"H, 
4"'$ L#\'. L8'3Y %.!%6'&! -'5" %5%& 4%5#S, a'H y"&। %2>̂%6& %5%& :%_'HY %>'3& r! 
O"3#"0'5& 2%#5" Y L>"n 8A %3M'5। 4"$�R'& %.! &#,& p| -"&7`F 5\ "! ("%!!,2 0,%-5 
i-5"'2 <%5º- 2'! >%_'H %6'H'>& -'&! c"&", 2A&" Y :7'!"'&" ~V%5! Y:! %O%w 2'!। 
5̂'3 p'&'>& <)¸ -%$-7d" y" :"�2'2 %&!1! 2'!'> <%OO� 5  r! #"g3" 0"%a5*'2 2'!'> 
0-V[। #Ì& (a'! 'L3M&,' 0"%a5*0O"! 060* %>'3& p20-H। <:B#9 L05"! #")"'5& %5%& %&'), 
:!#5, 2"'3 O"'3"#"0'5& ý�:6, 0g8,5 Y #"6* �&'5।

ÂDCE 0"'3! CÙ| )7& r-!" 5\ "'2 a"%!'H %>। #H0 a'H%>3 EE, L('`! %6&±'3"'5 %5%& #"0 2!'5& Marlborough, 
Rehabilititation Center p। 5\ "! -5 �[, #̂%[-"& Y 4"$#1 -"&7` 6739O, %y%& 4%5#S25"'2 a"%0 -7'M 5"%{3* 2'!, 5̂%_ L-'! 
t%_'H %6'H #3'5 :"!'5& 4%5%6&, ô3 ôn̂2 r! &" ôn̂2, r) #01। 
<i!"5,5 )8'5 .'3 %8'HY %5%& <-! a'H !|'3& 5\ "! 8'A! -"'�।  
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                         $=5'!2 $*&#*
#Ì'& LoT�H"!, -"'0! 2&2'& �"¯" a"YH"H %a-2"5! 0S*"।
%-t%)H"- <o o"|& rn9 '0! :"l2m'v! )"H8"H 8"%_ P"%-'H r%- 
p#g r)'2! L0%-&"'! %&-%T5 #d", a"O9 "c9  L-%c'23 ]̂'3! %#M*"5 
¨#b"%&2, p| 67)& p3"- %-t%)H"'-! L!Ì̂'!'¬ %c&"'!! )&*। 40e5 
#'3 !"%M - p| %-t%)H"'-! O"!5,H �":'5*! 0g�a �":& 2'!%>'3& 

r&R 2̂-"! Q"-,। 4%5#>! &"&" L6'(! L3"2 r'0& 5\ "! p| 0g�a("3" L6M'5। L6"5"3"H 
L!Ì̂'!¬F L>"n, :%!{� p#g %>->"-। p! %#b":& L6M" y"H &" M#'!! 2"8')। 46(9&,!  
L('` %2>̂ 6(92 pM"'& P"'-&।
L-&7 2"'c9  L6M3"- p| -"'0! L(o (chef), %y%& :%!'#%(5 M"#"! %&#9".& 2'!& p#g 5\ "! 
%&'69 '( M"#"! 4î%5 aH, 5\ "! &"- 6-H1, 2̂-"!। <%O)"5 La"'n'3 &"-, L('o! :%!.H 
L�"`$" 2!" aH -"'� -"'� L-&7 2"'c9 । %#M*"5 L('o! 4.� ."%a6" &"-2!" La"'n3 L!Ì̂'!¬ 
)8'5। <'&2n" 232"5"H  L-"a&#"8"&  |Ì'#e'3! -'=* %#M*"5 ôn#3"!'2 n"&"! 4%5 -
Ly"%85"! -5। &"- L6'M -'& a'3" L(o 0}#5 O"!5,H p#g %aR7 -%a3"। !")�"&, 
tw!4'6(, %6¢, p3"2"! L3"2 a'#&। M"#"!±'3" L-"83"| <P#" &P9 |%¯H"& %&ÐH|। %2¦ 
L-&7 2"'c9 ! #$9&" H L6M3"- 0# M"#"!| o!"0, !"�" (French) p#g tw! O"!5,H !S'&! 
0g%-+&। L#( <%O&#, Ly& !%#(@!, r3, r2#'!! L05"! 0'!"'6! 0'e |�6, L-&7ta"'&! 
:"Ð"5* L#a"3"! %-+'&! -'5"। M"#"'!! Q"6 8S <:B#9, 5̂3&"%#a,&। L!c YH"|'&! 0'e 
LM'5 LM'5 r%- Y %&-%T5 <%5%P, 67)'&| Q,2"! 2!3"- - p!2- <%Ob5" r'8 2M& 
aH%&। #"%_ %o'! 2%Ktn"! M̂'3 )"&3"- 6-H1, Ln'&%0! !")="&, (a'!! #"%0R"। 5\ "! 
Q"-, 07'!( 2̂-"! O"!5#'`9 c"d"!, :"( 2'! 67| 6(2 r'8 |%-'�¬ %O0" %&'H Ln'&%0'5 
r'0&। 2'H2F a"0:"5"'3 Y 4"|'On 4*"ú'0 #*"�। 6-H1,! p2 L>'3 Y p2 L-'H।
<&7-"& 2!3"- 5"!" pM& 2'3') :'_। 6-H1,! #H0 0}#5 .%¢( p#g :�"'(! -'=*। 
6-H1, &"- p#g r&70%e2 %##h %5 -'& 2%!'H %>3 - %2>̂%6& r'8 %&t |H29  n"|-0 :%q2"! 
#̂2 L02(& %!%Ot'5 5\ "! L3M" 2̂2 #̂2 (!S'&!) #| p! t¤ 4(g0" p#g 5"! 0"'P
L3%M2"! >%# p#g 0g%i  ),#&, । p| 2"%a%& L3M" a'H'> 5"! t:'! r#!$ %6'H।
6-H1, =&, #'&%6 #g'(! L-'H। L6M'5 07+,, y%6Y <:!U: 07R!, &H, L3M":_"H O"'3"। %#.p 
:_'5 :_'5 0ÁS 2'! %#'H aH =&, !i&(,3 :%!#"'! c"d"! :"'q! 0'e। :7!�`("%05 
0-"') ."! 6(2 r'8 L-'H'6! t¤%(i" p#g rX%&O9 ! Q"#3Á, ),#&y":& Y'6! -'=* 
M̂#| %#!3।
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6-H1, L>"n'#3" LP'2 !S'& t;0"a, p#g :"!6(,x । O"!5#'`9! %#%O� 4'6'(!, #"v"3,, 
:"J"%#, -"!"», 6%i$ O"!5,H !"�"! #| 0g�a 2!" p#g %#%O� !S&:[%5! 0g%-+$ 2'! 
&75& :6 0VW 2!'5 5"! M̂#| O"'3" 3"'8। %(A,! >%# r\ 2", 8"H'2! 0g8,5..9 ", L3M'2! 
0"%a5* 0"=&"! -'5" !S&%(A p#g -&4"$ %6'H 5"! ..9 " 6-H1,! ),#'& p2F ±!��:B$9 
<g( a'3"।
Ln'&%0! #"%_'5  4"H| :"F9 aH 07'!'(! O"!5,H p#g r'-%!2"& #Ŝ'6!। <%=2"g(| 
c"d"! । 5"!" 02'3 %&5* &B5& !"�"! 40g("H -7M!। 4%5 :"F9'5 2'H2F &75& :6, 
O"!5,H p#g |t'!":,H"& !S'&! 0g%-+'& ¨5!, :%!'#%(5 aH। )& é'Oñ 07'!( 2̂-"'!! 
0"'P p2| a"0:"5"'3 c"d"!। -V67O"`,, 07:7!�`, <%##"%a5 p#g 6-H1,! 4"H 0-#H0,। 
LM'5 O"'3"#"'0& p#g <#0! 0-'H r=̂%&2 0"%a5* Y 2%#5"! ..9 " 2'!&। :"F9'5 .̂:.": 
P"'2&। 2P" #3'3 L#"�" y"H -"&7`F! -'=* 8O,!5" r'>। #Ŝ!" t:a"0 2'!, )'&! 
2M'&" %#'H a'# &"। L-'H'6! 0"'P L-3"'-(" 2!'5 a'3 Ly t'6*"'8! 6!2"!, L0n" &" 2'! 
0"%a5* ..9 " r! L!"8, L6M" %&'H Ly p5 #*� 5"'2 L2t %#'H 2!'# &"। )& -V67 a"'0 p#g #'3 
"L#( O"'3"| r%> ।” 
07'!'(! #"%_'5 p2%6& :"F9'5 )& 6-H1,'2 #3'3" "5̂%- p2F !"�"! #| L3'M", 5"'5 
L5"-"! 0-� <%O&# L!%0%: P"2'#। r-"! p2 #Ŝ %&t |H29  n"|-'0! #̂2 %!%Ot %#O"'8 
r'>&। 5"'2 #|'H! p2n" 2%: :"�"'3 O"'3" 4."! a'5 :"'!।” 0#"| M̂# t;0"a p#g 
0-P9& )"&"'3"। p2 #>'!! -'=* 6-H1,! #| "A blend of French and Indian Cooking 
(o!"0,  - O"!5,H  0g%-+$)” 42"%(5 a'3"। #|F n"|-'0! %!%Ot L02('& t¤ 40g%(5 
a'3" L3%M2"! >%# 0a p#g L#Ì L03"! 5"%32"H p2 -"0 ='! 4P-, Lyn" M̂#| %#!3।
07'!( p2%6& 6-H1,'2 4�"# %6'3", "L>'3'-'H!" 2'3) L(` 2'! <&* (a'! %&')! 2") Y 
%&')! )8'5 #*�। r%- L!"8, r! a"0:"5"3 %&'H %6&!"5  #"%_! #"|'! P"%2। p'5" #_ 
#"%_'5 5̂%- p2" 0-H 2"n"Y। 5̂%- p2n" L!Ì̂'!¬ LM"3। L5"-"! 0-H O"'3" 2"n'# p#g 
0g0"'!! rH #"_'#।" :"%!#"%!2 #Ŝ %a0"'# )'&! -5"-5 07'!( )"&'5 ."|'3"। )& M̂# 
t;0"'a! 0"'P 0-P9& 2!'3"। 
(a'!! &B5& L!Ì̂'!¬, &"- 07M"6*- - |'R" |t'!"%:H"& 2*"'o, %6'& %6'& #"'_ 2"3'25̂! 
-'5" M*"%53"O 2!'3"। %!)"!'O(& >"_" L0M"'& y"YH" y"H &"। r0& 0gM*" -"q :�"(। 
#3" #"�3* L(o 6-H1,। 5"! %&'69 ( <&7y"H, 2'H2)& %&#9"%.5 O"!5,H :".2 4%5%6& L-&7 
<&7y"H, |Ro!"%0 %-+'& :6±'3" 4î5 2'!। 6-H1, 5"! p| &75& 0VW'2 L>"n <P. 
<%O&# O"'#| ."3"'5 3"8'3"। Ln'&%0! 8O&9! p#g L.Á"! <o 2-"09 #";0%!2 %c&"! 
%#0'&0 %-Fg p! )&* p| L!Ì̂'!¬ %&#9".& 2'!& p#g p| M#! (a'!! 0g#"6:q p#g 
F%O'5 >%_'H :_3।
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6-H1,! #"|'!! )8'5 0-� 2"') )& :!"-(9 Y 0"a"y* 2'!। 6-H1, )'&! t:'! %&O9 !(,3 
a'H 6\ "_"'3"। 8Va#=̂ %#&¡ !S&%(A, p#g r'-%!2"&  0-"') M*"%5-"& Y 0o3, 6-H1,! 
p| !U:"1! a'3" )'&! 0VW।
07'!'(! #"%_'5 r! r'82"! -'5" :"F9 aH &"। Q"-, Y T,! -'=* 6B!� º-(| #"_'5 
3"8'3"। 4%5%6& 0"i"; aH !"'q; 2P"#"59 " 2-, :z".6( %-%&'n! -'=* 0,%-5। 67)'&| %&')! 
%&')! )8'5 #*�। Ly& 67F �a :!I'!! LP'2 6B'! %&')! r3"6" 2i:'P .'3'> %#%{� 
O"'# |
c"d"!,! #"|'! )'&! <%=2"g( 0-H y"H 6-H1,'2 :!"-(9 p#g 0"a"'y*! )&*। L!Ì̂'!¬ 
:%!."3&" Y rlPm2 %a0"#:q, #̂2n̂'! <&* (a'! y"5"H"5, |¬"!%Ot'5 #d#* p#g L3M", 
0# %2>̂! )&* 6-H1, )'&! t:! %&O9 !(,3। )& t:'6�" 0a'y"8, LP'2 p2 :'P! 0ay"q, 
a'3"।
6-H1,! M*"%5 p#g 2-9#*�5" y5 #"_'5 3"8'3", 07'!'(! -'=* p2 -"&%02 :%!#59& !U: 
="!$ 2!'3"। 4P'- <%O-"&, ¨&!"(*, 6-H1,! 4%5 %#!"8,:'! Lº"= p#g 5,T j`9"। p2%6& 
!"'q 07'!( 6-H1,'2 #3'3" "r-"'6! rlPm2 <#�" y'P� O"'3"। L5"-"! L!Ì̂'!¬ p#g 
2")2-9 #S 2'! 6"Y p#g 0g0"'! -& 6"Y|” 6-H1, &,!#। 07'!( - "r%- 4.̂! rH 2%!। 
L5"-"! L!Ì̂'!¬ p#g #"|'!! 2"') 4.̂! :%!+-। p| 0# #S 2'! 6"Y।" 6-H1, - "r%- 
r&'R!  0"'P L!Ì̂'!¬ Y #"|'!! 2")2-9 2%!। 5"'5 r-"! :%!+- aH &"।” 07'!( º7 [ Q'! 
#3'3" - "r%- )"%& - 5̂%- )'&! L4'- a"#̂ĉ#̂। L!Ì̂'!¬ p#g #"|'!! 2") L5"-"! <È#= L4- 
."%3'H y"YH"! )&*। r-"! 0"'P P"2'5 a'3 r-"! 2P" -"&'5| a'#।” 6-H1, �%}5। -V67 
<P. 6Vâ Q'! L0 #3'3" - "5̂%- y" ."|'>" 5"'5 r%- y%6 !"%) &" a| 5"a'3?"
 07'!( - "%##"a %#'{6; r-"! :'i* L5"-"! 0"'P P"2" <0}#।" 6-H1, %&Ð̂:। �h $"H p#g 
!"'8 5"! r:"6-�2 ¶'3 t�'3"। 5"!:! #3'3" - “)&'2 %&'H L5"-"! <%O'y"8 %-P*" 
p#g %O%wa,&। r-"! L!Ì̂'!¬ p#g #"|'!! 2") Ly-& .3'> L5-%& .3'#। %##"a %#'{'6
r%- L2"'&" #"=" L6# &"।”
2'H2 -"'0! -'=*| r|&5 %##"a %#'{6। 07'!( .'3 L83 5"! a"0:"5"'3!  2"'> p2F 
L>"n #"%_'5 2'¯"-%&H"'- । 0P%5 O"!5,H -a'3 L("&" y"H L0 p2F 07R!, 5!�$, 
r'-%!2"& &"'09! 0"'P p20"'P (%3O n̂'86"!) P"'2। 6-H1, !|'3" %#("3 4"0"'6! -'5" 
:7!"'&" #"%_'5, LyM"'& 07'!'(! 0"'P 5"! ),#'&! 85 6( #>! L2'n'>। p| #"%_'5| 5"! 
L>'3'-'H!" #_ a'H'>। #� ~V%5 p| #"%_! 0"'P )%_5। pM& L>'3 p#g L-'H %&')! 
2-9)8'5 <&* (a'! #*�। 5"!" -"'2 6"H, 2'! %##"a %#'{'6! )&*। L-'H #>'! -"6"09 Lc 
(mothers day) L5 p2n" 2"c9  :"�"H। L>'3! 0"'P L2"'&" Ly"8"'y"8 L&|। 6-H1, %&')'2 
#*� !"'M L!Ì̂'!¬ p#g #"|'!! 2")2'-9! -'=* । M*"%5 p#g 0"o'3*! -'=* p2n" -"625" 
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r'>। 0-0*" aH - 0"!"%6'&! <�"1 :%!+'-! :"! yM& #"%_ Lo'! !"'q। (B&* #"%_n" Ly& 
%&!%#%{� L#"�"। �̂'-! Y`̂= LM'HY <'&2 %#%&� !)&, 2"'n। -"'� -"'� L6M" y"H #"!"R"H 
6\ "%_'H r'> 5"!"O!" r2"'(! %6'2 5"%2'H p2 %#`"6-H, &"!,। Lo'3 r0" %6&±'3"! 
~V%5 >"H">%#! :69 "! -'5" -'&! -"'� LO'0 Y'� । rX0-,i*"H L0 <'&2 4'ã! tw! LMz"') 
- <%=2"g(| %&!�w! LP'2 y"H। 6-H1, -"'� -"'� )&'2 %&-T$ 2'! #"%_'5 %c&"'! । 
<%O&# 2'H2F :6 !"�" 2'!। M"#"! Ln%#'3 %2>̂ 2P"#"59 " aH <%=2"g(| %&')'6! 2")2-9 
%&'H। 6-H1, 2'H2 �¬"! )&* -7%d :"H �"%12! <#0"6 Y ¨&!"(* LP'2।
p2%6& !"5 5M& 6(n", %c&"! L(`। Ln%#'3 67)'& -7'M"-7 %M #'0। 6-H1, 4ã 2!'3" ")&, 
L5"-"! %#'H 2!" 6!2"! #H0 L5" #"_'>|, 2-'> &"। p| %#`'H %2>̂ LO'#'>"?" )& p2n̂ 
rÐy9 a'3"। %2>̂i& &,!# । 5"!:! Q8'5"%d! -'5" -V67Q'! #3'3" "%#'H! 2P" %#'(` 2'! 
2M'&" O"%#%&। y%6 2%!, p2)&'2| 2!'#"। 5" &" a'3 2"t'2| 2!'#" &"।" 6-H1, !�[�"0। 
-V67 Q'! #3'3" "L0 L2?" )& %2>̂i& &,!#। 5"!:! <A La'0 #3'3" “pn" %2 #'3 %6'5 
a'#? <&7-"& 2'! &"Y।" p!:! 67)'&| &,!#। L-"-#"%5! -V67 r'3"  - 5"! >"H" %5!%5! 2'! 
2\ "': L6H"'3। r! L("&" y"H L6H"3 �%_! F2F2 (�। 67)& %&f0b "-"&7'`! 
<&7O� %5±'3" (�a,& 5!'e �'!! #"5"'0 LO'0 L#_"H। 6,�9�"0 Lo'3 6-H1, #3'3" - p| 
40e pM& P"2।" )& -V67Q'! #3'3" - "!"5  <'&2 a'3"। 2"3 02"3 >Hn"H a"0:"5"'3 
r-"! %ctF। ±c &"|n।” p2%6& !"'5 yM& %2>̂'5| �̂- r'0 &", 6-H1, %#>"&"H t'� 
#0'3"। )"&"3"H 5"%2'H L6M'3" - 2h ¥:'i! !"'5 r2"'( 67| p2F 5"!"। !"�"! r'3" 
p#g 5"! >"H" :'_'>  #"%_! ."!:"'(। #_ #_  8">±'3" 6\ "%_'H r'> %�! a'H, 5"!" Ly& 
<#"�#। #"P!�'- %8'H L."'M-7'M )3 %6'H %&')'2 L6M'3" rH&"H M̂\F'H। 5"! -7'M #'H'0! 
>": :_'5 �!� 2'!'>। 67| &"!, 6\ "%_'H r'>, p2)& 6-H1,, <&* 5"! 4%5{%#। rH&"! 
>%#! 0"'P L0 -'& -'& <'&2 2P" #3'3"। 5"!:! Ln%3'o"'&! %!%0O"! 5̂3'3"।
!"5  67'n"H )'&! L("#"!  �'! Lo"'& L#') t�'3"।  )& 4P'- O"#'3"  -  pn" %&ÐH 
a"0:"5"'3!  )!�!, 23। <%5 :%!%.5 &"!,2Ô -V67Q'! #3'3" ")&, r%- L5"-"'2 %#'H 
2!'5 !"),। 5̂%- 5"_"5"%_ 0# #*#�" 2'!"। ±c &"|n।" )& 4P'- rÐy9 a'H O"#'3" - 
2P"±'3" 0%5* �&'> %2&"। pn" %2 p2n" 2"A%&2 %#©-। 23"! r|%c  %-%3'H L6M'3" - 
pn" 0%5*| 6-H1,!  Lo"&। p2 -"'0! -'=* 6-H1, p#g )'&! %#'H a'3"। %0%O3 -*"'!), 
)'&! 2'H2)& %#'(` #Ŝ p#g 0a2-,x  %&-%T5 <%5%P <&7N"& L('` -=*#H] |'R"-"l2m&, 
&#6K%5'2 r1%!2 �'O{" Y 4,%5 )"%&'H 5"!" %#6"H )"&"'3"। �!� a'3" 6-H1,! 
4#"0, ),#'&! &75& p2 <=*"H। 2'H2 -"'0! -'=* )'&! t;0"'a 6-H1, 67'n" &75& 2̂2 #̂2 
L3M" L(` a'3"। L0±'3" (,¼| L#'!"'#। p2%6& L-|3#2'0 6-H1, L:'3" - p2F L-"n" M"-, 
#Ì& %-t%)H"- <o o"|& rn9 0 >":-"!" p#g 5"! &"- L3M"। %.»! #d#*: %-t%)H"'-! 
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:%!."32 L#"c9  6-H1,'2 chef of the month :'6 %&#9"%.5 2'!'>। pF p2F 0·"%&5 p#g 
±!��:B$9 :6। r'-%!2"! p#g |t'!": %#M*"5 L(o'6! -'=* p2)&'2 %&#9".& 2!" aH। p! 
:"%!+%-2 (honorium) ËÙ a")"! c3"!। L#"c9  r(" 2'!& Ly 6-H1, p| 4�"# �a$ 
2!'#&। .̂%d:'q 0| 2'! CD %6'&! -'=* 5"! 0·%5 )"&"'#&। p2 -"'0! )&* :%!%.5 (a!, 
5"! L!Ì̂'!¬ p#g 2")2-9 L>'_ p2 a")"! -"|3 6B'! #Ì'& p2 -"0 P"2", 0# %-%3'H 
6-H1,! 4P'- p2n̂ %Ö=" %>'3"। )& 5"'2 #3'3" - "p| !2- 07'y"8 M̂# 2-| r'0। pn" 
5"! !S& 4%5O"! %#'(` Q,2h %5” | L(` :y91 6-H1, #Ì'& p3।  5"! !"�"! 0"'P pM"'& 
r-"! 4P- :%!.H।
p| 2"%a%&! 0-"%  pM"'& a'5 :"!'5"। %2>̂ -"&7'`! ),#'&! 8%5  <%5 %#%.q। 2'H2%6& 
r'8 !%##"! 02"'3 ."'H! 2": p#g M#'!! 2"8) (Boston Globe) %&'H #'0%>3"-।
�"&,H 0g#"'6! :"5"H L."'M :_'3" %-t%)H"- <o o"|& rn9 '0! L>"n p2F %#b% । 
#d#*: r-!" <5*1 67f'M! 0'e 6-H1, 2̂-"'!! -V5̂*0g#"6 )"&"%{। %5%& r-"'6! chef 
of the month :'6 %&#9 "%.5 a'H%>'3& । 5\ "! <0"="!$ !S& 4%5O" p#g <-"%H2 #*#a"! 
r-"'6! 2"'> ~!$,H a'H P"2'#। -V5̂*! 2"!$ 2*"ñ"! (Breast Cancer) %#'(`b!" -'& 
2'!& Ly !S& %('A p| 4%5O"-H, -%a3"! <#6"& <0"-"&*। Ln'&%0'5 %&) #"%_'5 0b"'& 
5\ "! -V5̂* aH। r-!" 5\ "! Q"-, c"f )& é'Oñ, :7q &"!"H$ 2̂-"! p#g 2&*" %4Hg2" 
2̂-"!'2 0-'#6&" )"&"%{"। M#!n" :'_ %2>̂i& .̂: 2'! !|3"-। 8V%a$,! 2P"H &,!#5" 
O"v'3"। "p%2 ." &" LM'H #'0 r'>" pM'&"? ." L5" )7%_'H �"¯" a'3"”।
#Ì'& La-'1! %#`� %#2"3। 2") LP'2 #"%_ %o!%> 8"_, ."%3'H। L."'M :_'3" %-t%)H"'-! 
0"6" !g'H! %#("3 4"0"'6! #"%_। <:!"'Æ! L!"6 5"! 8"'H p2n" a3'6 rO" L-'3 %6'H'>। 
6-H1,! 2P" -'& :_'3"। O"#3"- %2 %#%.q 5"! 4#"0, ),#&। L0 y" L.'H%>3, 5"! 0#n"| 
%2 L:'H%>3? r! y" L:'H%>3, 5"! 0#n"| %2 L.'H%>3?      

(p2F 05* �n&"! %O%w'5 p| 2"%a%& L3M"। .%!q±'3"! &"- Y »2"&" :%!#l5m5।)
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   L5"-"'2 %#`H 2'! L2"'&" 8A &H 
   L2"-3 8"S"! p2 %a-"3H |%5a"0              
  07'! >'R %3'M y"'#" :7\%)! :"5"H

p| %>3 -'&! r(H।
07R! p2M"%& %4H5- -7M 

        07'c"3 #"�! Lc"'! %&'n"3 %.#̂2 
     %68'1 L:M- L5"3" &!- &H& 
     %&P! <=! )7'_ -%6! 2"�&

          (!'5! (56'3 L2-& 2#!,! >\ "6
      %2(3H <#H'# -=̂ 07!%O! Q"6

        0# %2>̂! 0-ÜH p2 <&&* �6H 
      O"'3"'#'0%>&7 y"'!-
      L0 p2 :!- %#~H 

      r-"H t'Ö3 2'!%>3, 5"H 
      L0"a"'8! L0"&" 2P" 

     L!'M y"# L0"&"3, L3M"H 
      p| %>3 -'&! r(H।

      p2 %6& L)'8 L6%M 5̂%- r! L&| 
      #"%3'('5 -7M L³'2 �'H r'> L0-| 
      p2F &,!# >"H" L)"&"%2 r'3"H 
      O,!� -'& .̂%:0"'! �=̂ a"5>"%& L6H 
      L5"-"! L-'a6, 5&7 r! L-"aO!" &H 

      r&-&" aYH" y"H 5¾H &H 
      #%Æ r'> %(M" r'> ¶"3" r! L&| 

      r) #̂%� 5̂%- 2h %q- 
      5̂%- �=̂ -'&! 0g(H 

      L5"-"'2 %#`H 2'! r! %2>̂ &H 
      r-"! 0"H'! L&| L5"-"! r+H।
       L5"-"! L6%a%3 �=̂ Ô'3! <ÜH।   
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It’s a heartrending story of a mother, 
trying to give her family a 
chance to survive. But will 
there be a significant price 
to pay?

       Flesh 
Author 

SUNIL GANGOPADHYAY 
Original Title 

MANGSHO



The children were sad. In the 
morning it looked like it was 
going to rain again. They 
would have liked the clouds to 
have been willed away, but 
those clouds collected in 
layers on top of the banyan 
tree near the village funeral 
pyre. 
The name of the village was 
Chhoto Saturi. In this village a 
thatched house, made up of 
two tiny rooms, and a minus- 
cule courtyard belonged to 
Bibhupada Garai. The three 
children stood in this courtyard 
and chanted for a drier day. 

Rain, rain, go away 

Come again another day.... 

T h e c l o u d s h e a r d t h e 
children’s pleas and wanted to 
grant their wishes. But, having 
put up a grand show thus far, 
they were reluctant to depart 
elsewhere without fanfare. 

First, it was a sultry day. Then 
the winds began to churn. The 
big branches of trees started 

to lash in the wind. It seemed that the noisy distant thunder wanted to say, ‘I’m coming, 
I’m coming.’ Soon thereafter, large drops of water began to fall. The drops turned to 
sheets of water falling from the sky. But, within ten minutes, everything was over. The 
sky was clear, and there was a cheerful sunshine peeping through the curtain of clouds. 
This brief monsoon shower reminded one, how fickle-minded human beings are! Only 
two months ago there was much prayer for rain and now the chant was for its end. 

For the time being the clouds receded at the request of the children. But the roads were 
full of mud, and with additional rain, the muddy roads would be impossible to ply. The 
children’s patience was being sorely tested. 

Bibhupada was waiting outside in the courtyard along with the children. Surobala was 
running late. Bibhupada called out once, “Any further delay . . . we do want to reach on 
time, while there’s still daylight.....” 
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Their seven-year-old daughter shouted, “Ma. Come Ma. Please c- o-m-e.” 

The girl’s brothers, one nine year old and the other five, were also waiting anxiously in 
the tiny front yard. The youngest, who had his head shaved for a severe case of lice 
infestation, was equally restless. 

Surobala came out of the larger room carrying a small bundle of clothes in her hand. 
She calmly closed the door and put a padlock to secure it. Surobala was a woman of 
about thirty years. She had a lean, tall physique. Her face was unusually inert, devoid of 
any expression—be that of joy or that of intrigue at a lover’s tryst. She handed the keys 
to Bibhupada and simply said, “Ok. Let’s go.” 

Bibhupada, who earlier was rushing his wife, now keys in hand, became contemplative. 
He said, “Are you sure you want to do this, Suro?” 

Surobala replied firmly, “Yes, I’ve decided I’ll go.” “And the children?” asked Bibhupada. 
“Yes, let them come too.” 
All three children clamored in unison, expressing their eagerness to join their parents. 
There were no neighbors close to Bibhupada’s house. The house was on the outer 
periphery of the village where a few scattered tenements had established themselves. 

Straight ahead, the road led to the burning ghat. The children were afraid to take this 
road even during broad daylight. Human bones and other remains had been 
occasionally found nearby. Those who could not afford wood to cremate the bodies of 
their loved ones completely, performed partial cremation. The vultures and the foxes 
would do the rest. Today the children were being accompanied by their parents, so no 
need to be afraid. 

The whole family together had never been on an outing before. Sure, the boys had 
been to the market with their Father occasionally, but the girl and the Mother had always 
stayed back home. 

A Sadhu had established himself under the banyan tree with his trident. There, the 
family came to a standstill. Surobala bowed respectfully with bended knees. The sadhu 
raised his fingers and chanted some blessings. However, Surobala didn’t have any 
money to give the sadhu as an offering. When she returned from visiting the sadhu, her 
daughter asked with great curiosity, “Ma, why do sadhus smear ash all over their 
bodies?” Surobala turned over the question to Bibhupada saying that  men should 
answer these types of queries. 

“All the sadhus in the world are the disciples of Lord Shiva,” explained Bibhupada. “And 
Lord Shiva has decreed that all his disciples smear ash on their bodies for easy 
identification. No ash means no sadhu.” 

“Baba, what’s the significance of snakes wrapped around the neck of a sadhu?”asked 
Chhotu, Bibhupada’s youngest son.  Impatience was evident in Bibhupada’s voice, “The 
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snakes have always been there from the very beginning of time. Well, enough questions 
already. Now, let’s hurry up.”  

The children ran forward, leaving their parents at a considerable distance. They had to 
be called to slow down. Soon they approached Rathtala, an area inhabited by people 
inhabited by people with means. Festivals like Durga Puja and Dol were held there. On 
one side of the road, a few van-rickshaws were available for hire. The drivers of some of 
these van-rickshaws were relaxing nearby, waiting for passengers, as they sipped hot 
tea from small glass tumblers.

From this spot, the Garai family had quite a distance to travel to reach their destination. 
They could possibly walk, but it would be late by the time they return. Besides, they 
were supposed to arrive at a specific time in the afternoon. 

Bibhupada approached humbly one of the drivers he knew from before. “Hello 
Govindoda, how’re you doing? Are you about to leave?” 

Bibhupada could ill-afford a ride to the destination for all five people. He had sought out 
Govindo about a possible cheaper ride in his van-rickshaw. Govindo had to deliver ten 
large earthenware pots of jaggery from the Sanatanpur market. If passengers could not 
be found on the way, he had agreed to give Bibhupada and his family a ride for a part of 
the journey. 

Govindo said, “I see there are no passengers and yet I’ve to leave. But listen, I can’t 
give a free ride to all of you. Won’t it be a hard labor to pull so much load?” 

Bibhupada felt deflated. Upon seeing his predicament, Govindo said, “At least pay me 
half of what is just. Five rupees per head.” 

“OK, but what about the youngest one?” Bibhu tried to negotiate. 

“Give me fifteen rupees in total,” said Govindo and extended his hand for the cash. 

I’ll pay you in installments with the Goddess Kali as my witness.” Bibhu said with great 
embarrassment. 

In a condescending manner Govindo replied that in his line of work he had seen much. 
His current policy was not to lend anybody any money. “In these trying times, I do not 
believe even promises made in the name of the Goddess. Now, get on.” 

The children, who were till now listening with wide-eyed curiosity, excitedly rushed upon 
the van-rickshaw. Susheel being the eldest, had the first right to select a seat. He 
checked the front and the side to see which was most convenient. Sudha and Chhotu 
were not allowed to sit dangling their feet. They sat inside on the floor, cross-legged. 
Susheel at least had previously seen and ridden van-rickshaws. He had jumped in and 
out of these vehicles while they were still moving. But for the youngsters, this was their 
lucky break to travel to a distant region. They were particularly intrigued, how the road 
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disappeared even before they walked on it. How they overtook people on foot with such 
an amazing speed! 

For all three children this was their first trip outside the village. Villages here all looked 
the same; however, for them there was no end to their feeling of amusement. 

“Look, look, how one plant is growing on the surface of another plant. Wow, two plants 
together!” 

“What are those large birds? See, those are being chased by the dog.” 

“They’re called vultures.” 
“Do vultures ever come down to the ground?”  
“Where’s that man taking the two bamboo sticks on his shoulders?” 

“Ha! To his home, of course.” “Why’s the temple broken?” 
“It broke, that’s why it’s broken. Enough, now be quiet.” Bibhu interrupted in an irritated 
voice. 
The youngest one had the most questions and correspondingly the  most number of 
reprimands from his parents. But it was hard for him to stay quiet for too long. 

After a while Govindo asked Bibhu ̧ “So, where are you going with your family, 
Bibhu?”We’re going to Rongkalipur where my in-laws live.” 

“I see, I see. You’ll have a good time, and your wife will too. Besides, the kids will get to 
enjoy their grandparents, uncles and aunts.” 

Bibhu’s tone of voice reflected the fact that Govindo’s social standing was higher than 
his. Sudha had packed some muri from home. The children started eating it. Susheel 
whispered to Suro, “Ma, is it true, we’re going to our uncle’s house? How long will we 
stay?” Suro looked at Bibhu’s face. Bibhu avoided discussing the issue. Instead he said, 
“The vehicle is moving and tossing too much. Make sure you don’t spill your muri.” 

“Baba, do you want to eat some?” asked Sudha. “Nah, you all finish it.” 

Meanwhile, Chhotu started his question session again, “Who can fly higher, a kite or a 
vulture?” 

“Why is that girl crying? Look, look...” “Is buffalo father of cow?” 
The children were in a joyful mood throughout the journey, but the parents were 
mirthless. Bibhu interjected suddenly and yelled out, “Stop. Stop your questions. 
Enough.” 

The road was narrow and full of potholes. On top of that, a truck was now in front of the 
van-rickshaw, thus cutting off its ability to go forward. Govindo got off and started to yell. 
The big truck, with its equally matching hefty driver, was competing with the tiny van-
rickshaw. The children got involved in this battle, cheering the underdog van-rickshaw 
all the way. Finally, the truck moved off the main road into the muddy embankment of 
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the paddy fields, and made a quick dash to the other side of the road. This was a victory 
for Govindo, so all three children cheered and congratulated him on this joy ride. 

Surobala came close to Bibhu’s ear and whispered, “Will you be able to cook dinner for 
the children?” 

“Yeah, I’ll cook rice for them; that shouldn’t be so difficult.” “Now potatoes are in season. 
Also, Sudha can lend her hands. Just don’t ask her to light the fire in the clay oven.” 

“Don’t worry about that. I’m also going to send the eldest to school.” Sudha suddenly 
asked, “Ma, what’s in your travel bundle?” Suro replied, “Two sarees.”  
Chhotu, who had been quiet for a while due to his Father’s reprimands earlier, lost his 
self-control and blurted out, “Ma, how many uncles do I have in my grandma’s house?” 

Susheel responded quickly before Bibhu lost his patience with Chhotu, “You’ll find out 
once you go there, stupid!” 

None of these children had been to their grandparent’s house before. And none had 
experienced the excitement and joy that it would bring to the young children. 

Sanatanpur market loomed in the distance. Govindo stopped his van- rickshaw to let the 
family out. “You said you were going to Rongkalipur, so better get off here. The road is 
just on your left. It’s not very far.” He then reminded Bibhu about his promise of payment 
once again. 

The road to Rongkalipur was better. Not too many potholes. The Keleghai river ran 
along the side of the road. Water lilies covered large portions of the open water. The 
main residential area of the town was laid back some distance away. Next to the river, 
on one side, there was an eight to ten room building made of corrugated tin. Nearby, 
there were two stores selling miscellaneous goods. A few men were sitting in the front 
and doing nothing in particular. 

Some distance away, the children stopped in their tracks. Bibhu took his wife’s hands 
and said gently, “Wait, are you sure you want to do this?” Suro’s expressionless face 
revealed no emotion whatsoever. She said, “Yes, I told them I will be coming.” 

“Even now you can get out of your commitment, I hope you know.” 

“No, I’ve decided to give it a try.” 
“I didn’t force you to do this, I hope you know.”  
“Of course, you didn’t force me. I decided to do this on my own !” 

The children were becoming restless. They could see plenty of buildings with people in 
them. But which would be the ones had their uncles and aunts? 

“Let’s go, Baba,” pleaded Susheel. 
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Bibhu cleared his throat, “Children, listen, only your Mother is going this time. She’ll go 
all by herself. We’ll return home without her today.” Then he looked at Surobala and 
said, “The day’s almost over. Perhaps you should make a move too.” 

All three children had the same question on their lips: “Why? Why can’t we go too?” 

Bibhu replied, “It’s not a place for kids like you. Your Mother will return soon, I promise. 
Till then, can’t you just stay with me?” 

This response did not sit well with Sudha. Perhaps female instinct develops more 
rapidly than male. She looked straight at her Father. 

Bibhu answered gently, “There is a person in this facility who is very sick, no visitors are 
permitted.” He then looked at Suro and said, “Please get going, it’ll be dusk soon.” 

Chhotu wrapped both his little arms around Surobala’s thighs and would not let go. He 
put his face among the many folds of her saree and entreated, “Ma, I’ll not shout or 
disturb anybody. Please, please take me with you.” 

Suro looked at her husband and then at her other two children. Then, slowly 
disentangling Chhotu from herself she said, “I’ll take you later Chhotu. Go home with 
Baba today. And behave yourself at home.” 

She said to Sudha, “Hold your brother. Take care of him.” Surobala then bowed to touch 
her husband’s feet. She hugged all three children once more. Then, without a single 
word, she rapidly walked away towards the houses. Midway, she looked back and 
paused. The she said, “Please don’t go just yet... please wait here just a little longer.” 

A group of men were chatting. As she walked by, one of them pointed out the place she 
should go to. A large room with a prominent threshold, reaching it necessitated the use 
of the alley. It was full of mud. Moreover, the rooms that were lined up in this alley were 
filled with women of various ages. They all peered from the windows. At the end of the 
alley, the road trifurcated into three directions. Before Suro could decide the correct path 
for herself, one of the girls shouted, “On your right, my dear. Can’t you see, the Madam 
of Rongkalipur, the fierce Goddess incarnate?” 

In a large open quadrangle, a very large-sized woman was holding court. Next to her lay 
a container of paan. A wispy thin woman, Shefali, was attending her. 

The wispy woman asked, “Madam aunty, isn’t this the one who is supposed to come in 
today?” 

With her mouth full of paan juice, Madam tried to welcome Suro while simultaneously 
giving her the once-over. “Please come my dear, please sit down my darling.” Her voice 
softened considerably when she asked in a sympathetic voice, “Victim of misfortune 

Married or widow?” She quickly realized her mistake when she saw the sindoor
 
on 
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Suro’s forehead. “So, did he run away and desert you?” “No, he stays at home.” 
“Understood. He’s incapable of earning enough money to feed the family. How many 
mouths to feed?” 
“I’ve three children.” 
Madam was shocked, “What! Three!”  
She again visually examined her from top to toe, “Any daughter? How old is your 
daughter?”  
“Six or seven.” 
Madam let out a long sigh. Then she said, “Ah...how unfortunate! 

It’ll be a long time before your daughter will be ready to get married. Till then, you’re 
responsible. We give shelter to our children in our wombs, and in due time, they’re 
ready to drain us. Give me this, give me that, never ends. When they’re old enough to 
be self-sufficient, they grow wings to fly the coop. I also had two sons. Do they know 
anything about my whereabouts?” 

The wispy woman joined forces by declaring that her son also exhibited similar 
tendencies. 

“So, did your husband force you to come here?” Madam continued. 

“No, I came on my own.” Suro nodded. 

“Of course you have, my dear. Have to survive by whatever means possible. Nobody 
will shed a tear if you die like that. As for the lout of a husband of yours, if he comes 
anywhere near here, kick him away. My men too will severely mess him up.” 

“My husband suffers from a severe lung disease.” 

“Yeah yeah, I know enough! I’ve heard it all. You don’t have to give me the details of his 
disease. What’s in that bundle?” 

Madam briefly looked at the sarees before vetoing them on the spot. “At a minimum, 
when working here, you need a saree with brocade border. There is a store here, can 
you buy today?” Suro didn’t have the money needed to buy anything. She remained 
quiet. 

Madam did not get irritated. “That’s perfectly all right, dear. You can take a few of my old 
sarees till yours are ready. The food service here’s your individual responsibility. I’ve no 
part to play in that. Shefali will explain in detail to you later. I can’t give you a room 
tonight. You’ve to stay with Mokshada. Mokshada is suffering from dropsy, so she can’t 
tolerate any food. Because of that, she has become humorless, irritable, and shows a 
terrible temper. She has shown this temper even to some of the customers! Oh, no no, 
that’s absolutely prohibited. I know this, because a few of them have complained to me. 
Customers are our prized possessions. You’ve to feed them, care for them, and take 
care of all their needs. Get it?” She paused briefly. “Don’t worry, I’ll get rid of her within a 
few days, and then that room will be all yours. In the meantime, keep your mouth shut 
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no matter what she says. I’ll take care of all problems that may arise. Now, go with 
Shefali, and she’ll show you the room.” 

But Suro did not budge. She continued sitting there, staring at Madam. 

“What happened? Get up. Go. It’s almost time. Customers will be coming in any minute 
now.” 

Suro, with her head bent low, now stared at the ground and said, “Can you lend me two 
hundred rupees?” 

Madam’s countenance changed dramatically. Her freckled face looked like slow-burning 
coals. She said in a stern voice, “Lend money? What money? I didn’t entreat you to 
come here— you came of your own volition. Hey, listen, here you earn the money first, 
then you spend it. You haven’t earned a single rupee yet; how can you possibly look for 
an advance? Shit!” 

Suro still had her head bent low. Hesitantly she repeated, “But I need the money now, I 
really need it.” 

“Hmm...who doesn’t need money? Tell me, who? The whole world needs an unlimited 
source of money. Since I’ve not started a charitable organization, if you don’t like it here, 
you’re most welcome to leave. I’m not going to force anybody to stay against their 
wishes. I’m in a business.” 

“The children are waiting outside. If I don’t put something in their hands, they won’t have 
anything to eat tomorrow morning.” Suro said in a trembling voice. 

Madam was about to give her another round of tongue-lashing when she suddenly 
stopped. Her eyes registered astonishment, “What did you say? Did you say that the 
children are waiting outside? You... brought them with you? Are you nuts! Have you no 
sense of parental responsibility? The customers here are great sinners; they live in the 
city with other evil thugs, goons and monsters. These monsters would even devour 
seven-year- old girls. Children should be kept as far away as possible from these 
elements. Don’t you know!” 

As she advised Suro against the evil men of the world, she took the help of Shefali to 
get out of the bed and waddled into the adjoining room, where several wardrobes held 
all of Madam’s possessions. 

Suro sat still. 

She came on her own, that might be true, her husband did not force her to come here. 
But Bibhu’s cough was getting worse. And the prescribed medication wasn’t being 
effectivHis energy level was in constant decline. Consequently, at times he was unable 
to do even the household chores. Potential jobs that pay fair wages were continually 
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drying up. He had no experience laying bricks and mortar. How could he feed the 
children, staying at home without a job, day after day? 

Suro also tried to earn a living. She tried frying muri, washing dishes in people’s homes, 
cleaning rooms. For these, she had to go to the neighborhood of well-to-do people for a 
full-time job. She had to stay at their homes, play a nanny to the sons and daughters of 
the wealthy, or even just be a maid. But these positions were fraught with difficulties. 

The pay was meager—she would get food for herself, and a measly salary. This would 
not even be sufficient. She and her husband could survive with half-full belly, but how 
could she tolerate the cries from the pangs of hunger of her three young children? They 
were brought into this world, it was not their fault ! 

At night, after the children had gone to sleep, Bibhu and Suro would discuss their future 
and find no ray of hope. All their utensils, and household goods of any value, had been 
already sold off. There was nothing more to sell. Only, Suro’s flesh was left. The abject 
poverty and hard work had not entirely robbed Suro of her physical beauty yet. As a 
doting mother of three, couldn’t she do something more for her children? This question 
kept daunting her over and over again. 

Collecting loose changes from various places, Madam had managed to put together 
about hundred rupees. She handed this money over to Suro along with a cheap dark 
brocade saree. “Go, give this to your children. This is the first time I’m lending money in 
advance to someone. These ‘Shyamolis’ of the world will confirm you, I’m not a lender 
by any means. Give the money, then change your saree and get to work, pronto.” 

Suro came out and saw Bibhu standing under a tree holding Sudha. The two boys were 
standing in front of the general store, greedily watching all the types of snacks displayed 
nicely that one could buSuro handed the money to Bibhu. Gently she said, “Buy lots of 
rice. The new crop is very good for rice congee. Not only delicious, but filling as well. 
Also, potato and ginger are in season now. Pretty cheap. At least for today, let the 
children eat well.” 

Sudha asked, “Ma, can’t we see the inside just once? We won’t say a word. Promise.” 

“Not today. Perhaps another day,” replied Bibhu, “Mother will be coming back for sure. It 
won’t be long.” “Yes, I’ll be back.” Chhotu burst into tears. 
“Let’s get the kids some candy,” suggested Suro. Immediately 

Susheel ran to the store. The other children followed. 

Face to face with each other, Bibhu and Suro were at a loss for words. Her face was 
devoid of all emotions. She whispered in his ears, “Be careful and wash your mouth with 
salt water if it starts bleeding again,” she said with a pause, being practical as usual. 
“Take care of yourself. Will you?” 
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In contrast, Bibhu was all choked up. He did not know what to say under these 
circumstances. He cleared his throat and wiped his eyes. By the time he had regained 
his composure, Suro had already moved away. 

With one candy in the hand and another in the mouth, the three children were ecstatic. 
They moved forward executing rhythmic dance steps, first on one foot, and then on the 
other— as only innocent children of the world can perform.  

Translated by: Haimanti Dorai 

Haimanti Dorai, a beloved member of the Bengali community in Boston for many 
years, passed away on March 1, 2018. Haimanti received her M.Sc. in Biology from the University of 
Bombay (now Mumbai) and her Ph.D. in Genetics from the University of Minnesota. After post-doctoral 
training in Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts, she worked for over twenty years in the 
Biotech and Pharmaceutical Industry in the USA. She published her research findings in several scientific 
journals. We hope our readers will enjoy this story translated by Haimanti. 
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Ma Durga in Shreya's Eye             
Shreya Bose Age 16 

                  Welcome  Ma  Durga
                           Radha Basu Age 5
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A New Dawn
Vedashree Acharyya Age 8 
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          Zinnia 
      Radha Basu Age 5        

        Blanked Out
        Bihan Dasgupta Age 13

I try to process

What happened.

Barely flashing back

To the times

Of slight satisfaction-But can’t 

reach too far.

Over thinking,

I tell myself.

And suddenly blank out,

Back to the land

Of shallow thoughts.
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The Bird Who Wanted a Friend 

      Vedashree Acharyya Age 8 

Once upon a time there was a young bird named Tweet. He was sitting in a cage by the 
open window. The warmth of the sun felt good against his feathers. He felt very calm, happy 
and relaxed. He felt the cool breeze. It was a perfect day and he wondered if the day could 
get any better. Just then, Tweet heard a noise, It was the wild animal’s laughter. They were 
outside playing with their friends. They played many games including Birdy idol (Tweets 
favorite) and were having so much fun! Tweet felt very lonely and wanted to play with them 
but he couldn’t get out of his cage. Just then, Tweets owner came to feed him. Tweet asked 
him if he could play outside with the other birds. All the owner heard were chirps and tweets 
so he did not understand anything. Tweet tried again and again but the owner still didn’t 
understand. Tweet started to get annoyed. Tweet planned to escape the house when the 
owner was asleep. That night he found a hole in his cage and jumped out. Then, he crept very 
quietly through the open window in the room. His great adventure had begun. 

After a while of flying, Tweet came to a tree. On the tree was a hazy figure. Tweet 
looked closer and realized it was the evil owl. Tweet was disappointed. He thought he would 
be able to be friends with the owl but Tweet didn’t want to be friends with someone evil, so 
he quickly went somewhere else. Soon, Tweet came to a pond so he decided to get a quick 
drink. When he came closer he changed his mind, for in that water there lived a scary frog. 
The frog was eating flies and Tweet thought he was next. He quickly ran away and went 
somewhere else. Then Tweet came to a desert but just as he was getting down to do some sun 
bathing he saw a cobra. “He is going to eat me!” Tweet thought. The cobra saw Tweet and 
started slithering towards him. “Yummiessssssss,” he whispered. Tweet was very scared so he 
quickly started to go home. 

 Finally, Tweet reached home. It was night time and he was exhausted. Everything 
seemed so different. He quietly tiptoed back to his cage and fell into a deep sleep dreaming 
about his adventures. He even snored…zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz!  

The next day there was a great surprise for Tweet, the owner had brought a new 
friend. Tweet was so happy. The owner said to name him. Tweet thought for a while, and then 
said “Flaps”. Flaps said, “I like it” and they became friends. They played many games 
including Birdy Idol (Tweets and Flaps favorite). Tweet was so glad to have a friend and they 

lived happily ever after……till their next adventure… ☺  

Moral: “Grass is not always greener on the other side” Patience is a virtue........ 
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                               Back to School 
                             Umasrija Sarkar Age 9 

Back to school, Hooray! Hooray!

So excited on that very day!

Meeting some old friends or 
making new ones,

Of course, there is nothing as 
much fun!

Studies, sure!…Math, this-that…

I will still find some time to chat!

Playing and more, all day long,

Dancing in dance club and learning a new song.

Back to school, Hooray! Hooray!

Here I come 3rd grade, I am on my way!!
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Ma Kali
Sourya Narayan Chaudhuri Age 6
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 In Memoriam

In loving memory of  

Haimanti Dora 

Prabhat Hazra 

Tridip Mukherjee  

Jayanta Banerjee 

Renu  Mukerjee 

Animesh Sarker 
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